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ABSTRACT 
The late Altonian to Waiauan Rotokohu Coal Measures 
formed as a fault controlled, rapidly subsiding fan-
delta/delta sequence. The coal measures gradationally overlie 
rapidly s hallowing- upward waitakian to late Altonian sediments 
of the marine Inangahua Formation, and are unconformably 
overlain by opoitian to Waipipian shallow marine to marginal 
marine sediments of the Giles Formation. 
Three members are recognised within the coal measures: 
a) the late Altonian to Clifdenian (?) Thomson Member 
occurs north of Inangahua Landing, and is interpreted as a 
marine influenced lower delta plain environment. 
b) the late Altonian to Waiauan (?) Camp Member occurs 
north of McMurray Creek, and is interpreted as a humid alluv-
ial fan characterised by gravel-dominated "scott-type" channel 
sediment s, and locally thic k seque nces of fin e grained over-
bank sediments interbedded with thick conglomeratic crevasse-
splay deposits. 
c) the late Altonian to Waiauan (?) Donkey Member 
occurs in the southern Inangahua Valley, and is interpreted as 
a parallic alluvial plain characterised by low sinuosity, 
predominatly sandy rivers, and thick low sulphur coal. 
Microlithotype and maceral analyses suggest that 
Rotokohu coals were predominantly formed from "woody" vegeta-
tion under telmatic (i.e. periodically inundated) conditions. 
Five reactives-rich, inerts-poor coal types are recognised, 
and are related to possible paleoenvironmental settings. 
Coal type v a riation in exinite content and vitrinite 
chemistr y appear to be major influences on volatile matter 
- ( 
yields and specific energy, while variations in vitrinite 
chemistry are interpreted as a major influence on vitrinite 
refl ect a nce. ver tical a nd lateral rank variations , weather-
ing , and a possible var.iablemarine influence are also prob-
able influences on the analytical properties of the outcrop 
coal samples used in this investigation. 
jii 
syngenetic mineral matter in Rotokohu coals consists 
predominantly of detrital quartz, kaolinite and locally 
muscovite, and dominates the ash mineralogy of most samples. 
organically bound elements, Ca, Mg, Na and Al are a major 
influence on the ash mineralogy of some low ash samples . 
Early d i agenetic , low temperature silicification is rela -
tively common, a nd i s locally a ma j or in f luence on t he mi ner a l 
matter content of some samples . 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL SETTING 
i) Location and Size 
The Rotokohu Coal Measures crop out within the Inanga-
hua Valley, on the West Coast of the South Island (Figure 
1.1). The - study area comprises ~pproximately 100 km2 , forming 
a 2 to 3km belt extending from Giles Creek in the south-west, 
north along the western margin of the valley to Inangahua 
Landing. North of Inangahua Landing the size of the study 
area rapidly increases, incorporating most of the valley 
bottom from east of the Inangahua river, to the base of the 
Brunner Range (Figure 1.1), and extending north of the Buller 
River into the Welshman Pakihi/Thomson Creek area. 
ii) Population and Access 
Reef ton is the main town in the Inangahua Valley (popu-
lation 1,287; New Zealand Automobile Association pers. comm.), 
while Inangahua Camp with a population of some two dozen or 
so, is the next most populous centre. All other centres shown 
on maps are little more than a collection of 3 to 4 home-
steads, or are no longer occupied . 
Access to the study area is relatively good on a 
regional scale. state Highway 69 provides sealed access 
within the Inangahua Valley between Re~fton and Inangahua 
Junction. State Highway 6 links Inangahua Junction with West-
port in the west, and Murchison in the east, while State 
Highway 7 provides access to Greymouth in the south-west and 
Springs Junction in the east. 
Further transport~tion is provided by the Stillwater-
Westport railway line, which parallels state Highway 69 from 
the Buller River south to Reef ton. Coal loading facilities 
for the railway are available at Inangahua Junction, Cronadun, 
~eefton, and have recently become available at Maimai. 
" I 
tw 
o , ~ 
Figure 1.1: 
M~'I,Ot I 
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no'f 
Location diagram of the study area showing access 
routes and localities mentioned in the text. 
Access within the study area is poor away from the main 
transportation lines. Access to the western side of the 
Inangahua River between stony River and Inangahua Landing 
(Perseverance Block) can only be achieved by fording the river 
during periods of low flow, or by using the foot bridge at 
Fletcher Creek. Access within the Perseverance Block is via a 
well maintained unsealed road to Burley's Opencast (mining 
Brunner Coal Measures), supplemented by disused forestry roads 
providing limited motor-bike access, although most creek 
sections are accessible only by foot. An unsealed forestry 
road extending from Maimai Road, provides good access to the 
Giles Creek Mine area. North of Inangahua Landing access is 
by foot only for all creek sections except Coal Creek. 
iii) Climate. Vegetation and Physiography 
The topography of the Depression clearly refl~cts the 
geology, with well indurated pre-Tertiary basement forming the 
rugged bush clad mountain ranges which define the valley 
margins. The western boundary of the valley is defined by the 
Paparoa Range which consistently attains heights in excess of 
1200m south of the Buller river (Nathan 1978a), and forms a 
major physiographic divide between the coastal lowlands and 
the Inangahua Valley. The Brunner and victoria Ranges define 
the eastern margin of the Valley, rising to a height of 1413m 
at Mt Wynn, and separates the Inangahua Valley from the Murchi-
son/Maruia valleys to the east. 
Less well indurated Tertiary sediments crop out within 
the valley bottom, generally younging towards the valley 
centre. Resistant Nile Group limestone beds form a prominent 
erosional escarpment extending from the Buller River south to 
the upper Giles Creek area. Friable Miocene to lower Pleisto-
cene sediments underlie the low lying central valley, and are 
always poorly exposed. Aggradation and degradation during 
late Quaternary glaciations produced a series of prominent 
glacial terraces which d~minate the geomorphology of the 
valley bottom (Figure l.2). 
Figure 1.2: G~neral view looki~g south from Coal Creek to 
Glle9 Creek (G). Nlle Group sediments form a 
promlnent,escarpment at the 9ase of the Paparoa 
Bange, whlle Quaternary glaclal surfaces dom-
lnate the subdued topography of the valley bottom . 
The northerly flowing Inangahua River dominates the 
drainage pattern within the Inangahua Valley . The river-bed 
occupies the low- lying central valley, and is fed by a series 
of tributaries, of varying size, which drain the bounding 
ranges. The Inangahua River merges with the westerly flowing 
Buller River in the northern Inangahua Valley, near Inangahua 
Junction . 
The climate of the Inangahua Valley is strongly influ-
enced by the geomorphology . The rugged Paparoa Range isolates 
the valley from the moderating influence of the Tasman Sea, 
resulting in hotter summers and colder winters relative to 
coastal areas. The steep ranges form a strong climatic inver-
sion which commonly results in a dense fog occupying the 
valley bottom, often persisting to late morning during summer, 
and mid - afternoon during winter months. Rainfall is generally 
evenly distributed throughout the year, being of the order of 
2000mm per annum in the valley bottom, but is substantially 
more in the ranges (Suggate 1957 ) . 
Beef and sheep grassland farms are developed locally on 
recent river and low-level glacial terraces in the central 
valley . Pakihi swamps are commonly developed on high level 
glacial terraces, but much of the field area is covered in 
thick beech and podocarp f o rest, restricting field work t o 
poorly exposed creek sections and the occasional r oad cutting. 
1 : 2 PREVIOUS WORK 
The Geology of the Inangahua Valley was initially 
mapped by Henderson (N.Z.G.S. Bull. No 17, 1917) at a scale of 
1 inch to 1 mile. Henderson recognised the existence of mid 
Miocene deltaic sediments within the Inangahua Valley, but was 
unable to accurately subdivide these sediments on either 
lithostratigraphic or - biostratigraphic grounds. Consequently 
Henderson's map suffers from inaccurate correlations, and 
relied on a complex fault pattern to explain the outcrop 
distribution that he proposed. 
Henderson separated the coals of the Reef ton Subdivi -
sion into a series of hierarchical groups on the basis of 
their different analytical properties. Each group was pri-
marily thought to reflect the geological age of the coal, and 
secondly the spatial distribution. Mid Miocene coals at Camp 
and Giles Creek were shown to have distinctive analytical 
properties, and were classified as mid to late Miocene Inanga-
hua delta beds. Unfortunately Henderson incorrectly corre-
lated high sulphur mid Miocene coals at Thomson Creek with 
high sulphur Eocene (Brunner) " coals outcropping in the Flax-
bush Creek area, and this was to remain the accepted correla-
tion for another 50 years. 
During the mid-1940's to early 1950's a series of 
geological investigations were undertaken to evaluate the coal 
resources of the Inangahua Valley. Gage and Wellman (1944) 
produced a scathing report on the opencast potential of two 
thick outcrops of mid Miocene coal at Giles Creek. On the 
basis of: 
a) the marked differences in interseam sediments at the 
two exposures, 
b) the apparent lenticularity of the seam present in the 
lower outcrop (shown in this thesis to result from the 
regional Wanganui unconformity) , 
c) the large, unexposed area separating the two outcrops 
(approximately 1.5kID) and, 
d) the limited potential for rise coal, given the low-
lying nature of the area in which the coal measures 
crop out; 
o 
~ 
Gage and Wellman concluded that the outcrops repre-
sented two separate and extremely lenticular coal seams. On 
this basis they recommended that the Giles Creek area was 
unsuitable for opencast mining, a conclusion which is disputed 
in this thesis. 
suggate and Wellman (1949) produced a short report on 
the Fletcher Creek Coalfield. The Brunner Coal Measures were 
the principal target of this report, with Miocene to early 
Pliocene sediments shown simplistically as continuous belts of 
sediment, with constant thickness south of Inangahua Landing. 
Suggate and Wellman considered that mid Miocene coal measures 
may contain a single thick (7m) coal seam at . Hart Creek, but 
virtually no coal south of Shag Creek. 
The discovery of Waipipian macrofossils at a number of 
localities within the Inangahua Valley during the late 1940's 
enabled the mid Miocene coal measures to be consistently 
separated from younger Old Man Gravels for the first time. 
Wellman (1950) utilised this discovery in his revision of the 
Cretaceous/Tertiary stratigraphy of the Inangahua Valley, and 
was consequently able to define the general structure and 
outcrop pattern more accurately than previous workers. Well-
man's broad lithostratigraphic correlation of the Grey-
Inangahua Valley was to form the basis of all subsequent 
correlations. However, Wellman still accepted Henderson's 
incorrect correlation of high sulphur mid Miocene coal at 
Thomson Creek as Brunner Coal Measures, and continued to map 
upper Tertiary sediments south of Inangahua Landing as a 
conformable sequence with constant bed thickness. 
Suggate's Reef ton Bulletin (No 56, 1957) maintained the 
assumption of constant bed thickness for upper Tertiary sedi-
ments on the south- western side of the Inangahua Valley, an& 
was forced to invoke a complex fault relationship to ade-
quately explain the outcrop data at Giles Creek . The Reef ton 
map revealed a widespread Opoitian unconformity on the eastern 
, 
margin of the Inangahua Valley, and suggested an easterly 
facies change within lower Wanganui sediments, from shallow 
marine at Giles Creek to non-marine in the Reef ton area. 
I 
Formal lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the Bul-
ler/North westland region was proposed by Nathan (1974), and 
was used as the basis of the lithostratigraphy shown on the 
Buller-Lyell (Nathan 1978a, Figure 1.3) and Greymouth (Nathan 
1978b) Sheets. The Rotokohu Coal Measures were defined as 
late Altonian to Waipipian, non-marine sediments which cropped 
out extensively in the Grey-Inangahua Depression. 
The proposed stratigraphic relationships on the Buller-
Lyell Sheet (Nathan 1978a) show the Rotokohu Coal Measures to 
overlie the Inangahua Formation, conformably in the northern, 
and disconformably in the south-western Inangahua Valley. 
Nathan recognised the presence of a Waipipian unconformity in 
the Hunt/McMurray Creek area, where a problematic strati-
graphic relationship is shown, but was unable to correlate this 
surface thrQughout the rest of the Grey-Inangahua Depression. 
A further major unconformity was interpreted by Nathan 
in the Landing Creek area, where "Rotokohu Coal Measures" were 
shown to unconformably overlie Nile Group sediments and Paleoz-
oic basement. The precise age and stratigraphic relationships 
of these "coal measure" sediments at st Helena Creek is 
unclear from Nathan's map, but a probable opoition/Waipipian 
age is suggested through correlation with similar sediments 
mapped by Suggate (1957)' further south. The Buller- Lyell . 
Sheet was the first map to correctly correlate coal measures 
in the Thomson Creek area with Miocene coal measures mapped 
further south. 
1.3 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The geology of the Inangahua Valley can be broadly 
subdivided into two parts (Figure 1 . 4), 
a) pre-Tertiary basement forming the rugged mountain 
ranges which define the valley, and 
b) less well indurated Tertiary to Quaternary sediments 
which underlie the low-lying valley bottom. 
Pre-Tertiary basement on the eastern side of the valley 
is comprised of coarse-grained muscovite granite (Dunphy 
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Granite; Nathan 1978a), and well indurated greenish- grey, 
Greenland Group "quartzose 'greywacke and argillite" (Nathan 
1978~). A 1.25kro biotite hornfels metamorphic aureole char-
acterises the Greenland Group/granite contact, and is well 
defined by Nathan (1978a). 
Pr e - Ter tiary basement on the western side of the valley 
is comprised of unfoliated biotite granite and granodiorite 
south of Fletcher Creek, and Cretaceous non- marine Pororari 
Group sediments in the north (Nathan 1978a) . Pr e - Tertiary 
basement was essentially not mapped during this thesis, and 
the interested reader is referred to detailed works for a more 
complete discussion (Wellman 195 0 , Suggate 1957, Laird and 
Shelley 1974, Nathan 1978a, Nathan and others 1986 ) . 
The base of the Tertiary sequence within the Inangahua 
Valley is marked by a major regional unconformity. Lower 
Tertiary sediments within the valley record the broad trans-
gression which character ises lower Tert iar y sequences o f the 
Buller/North Westland region . Kaiatan Brunner Coal Measures 
of the Mawheranui Group occur at the base of the Tertiary 
sequence north of stony River, forming a distinctly angular, 
uncon~~rmable onlap r elationshi p with p r e - Ter t i a r y basement, 
successively truncating highly leached Pororari Group sedi-
ments, highly leached granite, and fresh granite in the 
Fletcher Creek area. 
The Mawheranui Group is conformably overlain by 
and locally interdigitates with ( in the Fletcher Creek area ) 
Kaiatan to Whaingaroan, clastic, shallow marine sediments of 
the Rapahoe Group. South of CoIl Creek (map 3 back pocket, 
and 'Nathan 1 97 8a ) , s h all ow marine , medium to coarse sandstone 
(Te Wharau Sand; Nath an 19 74 ) of t h e Rapahoe Group d irectly 
overlies fresh, coarse- g rained granite. 
The Rapahoe Group is c onformably over lain by Whaingar-
oan t o early otaian, mar iDe limestones and highly calcar eous 
sed i ments of t h e Nile Group~hichare i n ferred t o represent a 
per iod during which the s uppl y of terrigenous materia l was 
minimal (Nathan and other s 1986) . Highly calcareous Nile 
Group sediments a r e confor mably over lain by, and interdigitate 
II 
with waitakian to Altonian, fine grained clastic marine s edi-
ments of the Blue Bottom Group (Nathan 1974). 
within the Buller/North Westland region as a whole, the 
Blue Bottom Group ranges in age from waitakian t o waipipian, 
and r epresents a broad regressive sequence which was termi-
nated by the influx of coarse, allochthonous conglomerates of 
the Old Man Group. within the Inangahua Valley, Altonian 
sediments of the Blue Bottom Group represent a rapidly shal-
lowing regressive sequence which is conformably overlain by 
predominantly terrestrial sediments of the Rotokohu Coal 
Measures. 
Published literature (Nathan 1974, 1978a, 1978b, 1978c, 
and Nathan and others 1986) considers the Rotokohu Coal Mea-
sures to range in age from late Altonian to Waipipian, and to 
extend from the northern Inangahua Valley south into the 
Greyrnouth area. Both t hese i n terpreta tions a r e di s pu t e d in 
Chapt e r 2 o f t hi s t h es i s. 
1.4 MINING ACTIVITIES TO DATE 
The Rotokohu Coal Measur es have been mined intermit-
tently on a small scale since the turn o f t h e cent u ry, 
although actual coal production from the formation has been 
negligible . Reliable production figures are only available 
for Mulligans Mine (also known as Fletcher Creek opencast) , 
with most of the early mines not keeping records , or records 
have been lost (W. Brazil, Inspector of Coal Mines , West-
port, pers. comm. ) . 
At the tur n o f the c ent u ry "a s eam v a rying fr om 2-3 
feet in t h ickness was stripped and removed to the extent of an 
acre" in the Thomson Creek area (Henderson 1917, p207 ) . This 
high sulphur coal was then sluiced down Thomson Creek, and was 
used by the Mokoia dredge which worked the Three Channel Flat 
a rea between 1900 and 1911. 
Pine Hill Opencast p r oduced " a f ew hundred t onnes of 
~oal" (Nathan 1978, p27) during the 1950 1 s, f r om a vertically 
IL 
dipping, 7.5m, low sulphur, low ash coal seam which crops out 
in the high level glacial terrace on the western side of the 
Inangahua River near Hart Creek. A new unsealed road has 
recently been driven into the old mine area, and the current 
lease holder (Mr B. Waghorn) is hopeful of resuming mining 
shortly. 
A small tonnage of coal was won from a vertically 
dipping seam at Waghorn's Mine, Hart Creek, during the early 
1970's (B . Waghorn pers. comm.). No reliable production 
figures are available, and production ceased in 1975 when the 
Perseverance bridge was washed out. 
Mulligans Mine produced 29,495 tonnes of coal over 8.5 
years (W Brazil, pers. comm.), by both opencast and under-
ground methods from a seam of variable thickness which cropped 
out in Fletcher Creek. Production ceased in March 1975 with 
the loss of the Perseverance bridge. 
In late 1984 mining commenced at Giles Creek on the 
first thick coal outcrop, about 3km upstream from the Inanga-
hua River. The immediate northern extent of this outcrop is 
limited by the presence of the regional Wanganui unconformity, 
which is distinctly angular in this area (see map 3, and 
Chapter 2 for discussion of stratigraphy). Prospecting is 
continuing on the river terrace south of the mine. 
A prospecting license is currently held by Mr G. 
Fletcher for the Camp Creek area, but little work has been 
done to date. 
A fully cored drill hole was recently completed in 
september 1986 at Giles Creek, as part of the New Zealand Coal 
Resources Survey (DH 118, GR. K30 010064*; a complete log of 
r 
the coal measure sequence is included in Appendix 12). 
Approximately 16.90m of low sulphur coal, of variable ash 
content was intersected, occurring within four seams. The 
results of this drill hole are due to be published shortly by 
Mines Division, Resource Management and Mining Division. 
[*All grid references are for NZMS 260 metric map 
\ series, unless otherwise stated.] 
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1.5 THESIS OBJECTIVES 
In view of the large field area (approximately 100 
km2 ), i t was a n t i c ipated t hat the p r oject would p r imarily be a 
regional appraisal of the Rotokohu Coal Measures within the 
Inangahua Valley. Consequently, 'the principal objectives of 
this thesis are as follows: 
1) To remap in detail the Rotokohu Coal Measures within 
the InangahuaValley. From this detailed mapping it 
was hoped to establish a stratigraphic framework 
which would aid future work on the upper Tertiary to 
lower Quaternary sequence within the Grey-Inangahua 
Depression. 
2) To characterise the coal petrography, mineralogy and 
geochemistry of coal seams within the Rotokohu Coal 
Measures. 
3) To classify coal samples into specific coal types on 
the basis of both their organic and ino~anic constitu-
ents. 
4) To relate the coal types recognised to specific deposi-
tional environments, and to attempt to establish a 
depositional model for the coal measures based on 
sedimentological and coal t ype characteristics. 
The majority of outcrops within the field area were 
restricted to small creek exposures, commonly comprised of 
less than 4-5 metres of continuous exposure. The poor expo-
I 
sure created difficulties for both detailed sedimentological 
studies, and stratigraphic correlations. Indeed, the poor 
quality of exposure, the apparent lithologic similar ity 
between f ormations, and the lack o f sufficient age contr ol at 
critical outcrops, are the major reasons for the more simplis-
tic stratigraphic subdivisions proposed by previous workers 
for the mid Miocene to e~rly Pliocene stratigraphy of the 
Inangah ua Va lley . 
1.6 METHODS 
1.6.1 Field Work 
Field work was undertaken over approximately 12 weeks 
between late January to early May 1985 . The major ity of this 
time was spent traversing creek sections, measuring small 
creek exposures, and collecting coal samples . Additional 
trips to the field were undertaken during 1986, accompanied by 
Mr . Mark Eggers (University of canterbury), Dr . Murray Cave 
(Mines Division), Mr Simon Nathan and Dr . Dallas Mildenhall 
(NZGS ) , Dr . Romeo Flores and Ms Jean Weaver (USGS), and Dr. 
Jan'e Newman (Uni versi ty of Canterbury ) . 
Mapping was undertaken using low level aerial photo-
graphs and NZGS base maps, both at a scale of approximately 
1:15,840. Additional aerial photographs at a scale of approx-
imately 1:10,000 were obtained for the Giles Creek area from 
t he New Zea l and For est Service , Ree f t on . Roads and appr opr i -
ate outcrop data were tran s f erred from t h e Giles Creek aer i a l 
photographs to final maps using a r adial line plotter . All 
field data was transferred to NZMS 260 1:50,000 compilation 
sheets (at a scale of 1:25,000), obtained from the Department 
o f Land s and Sur vey, Wel lington, and thes e s heets f or m t n e 
base for the geological maps provided in the map pocket . 
All stratigraphic sections were measured by tape and 
compass traverse, or tape measure . Field descriptions of 
sedimentary units more or less follow the guidelines and 
terminology of Lewis ( 1981 ) . Colour is described using the 
Geological society of America colour chart. Grain size 
descriptions are based on field estimations, using a hand lens 
and comparator. The term mud is used in the sense proposed by 
Fo l k et al e (197 0) f o r field d e s c ription of fine grained , 
sediments,although the presence of significant quantities o f 
silt is noted. 
composition determinations are based on fi eld estima -
t ions using t he c lass i f ication s ystem p r oposed by Folk et a l e 
(1 970) . Detailed prov enance studies were outside t h e obj e c -
tives o f t hi s thesis ,and t he inter ested r eader is r eferred to 
more detailed studies by Smale and Langer (1980), and Watters 
(1982) on the mid to upper Tertiary sequence in the Bul-
ler/Murchison region. 
Lithological symbols and abbreviations on measured 
sections in Chapter 2 more or less follow the "Revised Guide 
to Recording Field Observations In Sedimentary Sequences" 
(Andrews 1982), while lithological symbols used in Chapter 3 
follow the graphic code presented in Appendix 2. 
All coal samples were obtained from creek or mine 
exposures, with care taken at all times to provide a represen-
tative, relatively unweathered sample. A complete sample list 
is provided in Appendix 1, with sample character (i.e. chan-
nel, or grab/spot-sample) and loca~ions (given as NZMS 260 
grid references) indicated with results of maceral analyses in 
Appendix 5. 
Palynological samples were collected for Mr. Simon 
Nathan from Coal and Giles Creeks, and are shown on appropri-
ate sections, using NZGS fossil record file numbers. 
a) Fletcher Creek Survey Method 
The Fletcher Creek Mine was surveyed in January 1986 
by Mr M.J. Eggers, with the assistance of the author, using a 
Nikon NTD-3 uniaxial theodolite-distancemeter. All major 
topographical features (springs, terrace scarps etc), and 
major contacts were surveyed. The remaining lithostrati-
graphic and structural data were mapped on completion of a 
topographical map from the survey data. Reduced levels are 
relative to station 1, which was given an assumed height of 
200 metres (estimated from NZMS 260 topographical map L30). 
1.6.2 Laboratory Work 
a) Coal Petrography 
i) Maceral analyses 
Maceral analyses were performed on 67 particulate coal 
mounts using a Leitz Ortholux II incident light microscope 
equipped with a SOx oil "immersion lens, lOx ocular lenses, an 
Orthomat-W camera, and a Swift automatic point counter . Tech-
niques used in the preparation of particulate mounts are 
outlined in Appendix 4. Results of maceral analyses are tabu-
lated in Appendix 5, with all sample numbers referring to 
official University of Canterbury sample numbers, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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During point counting a minimum point to point spacing 
of 0.3mm, and a line to line spacing of 1mm- were employed at 
all times. In accordance with I.C.C.P (International Commit-
tee For Coal Petrology 1971) recommendations, only one point 
was counted per grain. A minimum of 500 maceral points were 
counted for all samples except for very high ash samples 
(11817, 11818, 11838, 11843, 11851 and 11ff54), for which 
maceral + mineral matter counts were at least 500. 
Nathan (1978a) classified the Rotokohu Coal Measures as 
sub bituminous C and B (American Society For Testing Materials 
[ASTM] classification). On this basis, and in accordance with 
I.C.C.P. recommendations, black coal petrographic nomenclature 
was used in both maceral and microlithotype analyses. The 
individual macerals recognised in this thesis are shown in 
Figure 1.5. Discussions on the origin and definition of mac-
eral terms are provided by Stach et al. 1982, and the Interna-
tional Handbook of Coal Petrography 1971. 
Maceral terminology in this thesis follows these guide-
lines, and for convenience many submacerals are specifically 
defined in the text. Telinite was not included in maceral 
analyses because very few macerals were observed to consist 
solely of cell wall material. The term telocollinite was 
consequently expanded to include all large (>10um) macerals 
with observed or inferred tissue structure. 
To facilitate comparison of samples, black coal termi-
nology was also used on 3 lower rank Giles Formation coal 
samples (possibly -Lignite Ai ASTM classification using out-
cro~ samples, see Chapter 6 for dii~ussion of the problems 
associated with rank assessment in low rank coals) collected 
from the Giles Creek area. 
ii) Microlithotype analyses 
Microlithotype analyses were performed in accordance 
\ with I.C.C.P. (1971) recommendations, using the same particu-
Group mlccrll 
Virrinitc 
Exinirc 
Incrtinirc 
Figure 1. 5: 
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~
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Stach et al. 1982). (from 
macerals underlined are those recognised in this study. 
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late mounts and microscope equipment used for maceral ana-
lyses. The only additional equipment was a Kotter 20 point 
crossline graticule inserted in the microscope ocular. A 
total of 500 microlithotypes were counted for each sample, 
with the results expressed on a percentage basis (Appendix 6). 
iii) vitrinite Reflectance 
Reflectance determinations were performed in late 
February 1986 on 30 samples using a Leitz Orthoplan-MPV2 
housed in a t~mperature controlled room at Auckland Univer-
sity. The microscope was calibrated using standards of 1.24% 
and 0.545% reflectance, and Leitz immersion oil (R .I.= 
1.5810). Five further reflectance determinations were per-
formed in Wellington using the New Zealand Geological Survey 
Leitz Orthoplan-MPV2 system, and a garnet standard of 0.98% 
reflectance. 
A manual stage is employed in both systems, but with 
care a line to line spacing of 1mm is readily maintained. 
Particulate samples were used for all reflectance determina-
tions (see Appendix 4 for preparation method). The grains 
selected for reflectance determination were distributed 
throughout the sample, and only one measurement was performed 
on each grain, with generally a minimum of 75-100 measurements 
made on telocollinite macerals for each sample (except sample 
11809=18 measurements) . 
Bireflectance exhibite~ by vitrinite macerals in low 
rank coals is very small (Stach et al. 1982, Diessel 1984). 
In such cases it is not necessary to measure Ro max, the 
maximum reflectance exhibited by a maceral, as random reflec-
tance provides an adequate approximation to Ro max (Diessel 
1984, Cameron et al. 1984). Random reflectance is ~ the value 
obtained immediately on encountering the maceral, without 
rotating the stage to observe either the maximum or minimum 
values . Random reflectance (Ro %) was measured for all Roto-
kohu samples. 
b) Coal Mineral Matter 
i) Petrography 
Polished sections provide the most suitable means of 
I v 
studying the form and distribution o f mineral matter within 
coals, but are of limited value for positive mineral identifi -
cation. Both maceral and microlithotype analyses provided 
useful information on mineral matter, and the results are 
tabulated in Appendices 5 and 6 . Micr oscope e quipment , and 
r 
methods are those outlined above . 
A study of the mineral matter composition of Rotokohu 
coals under reflected light was restricted to the identi f ica -
tion of one of three main mineral g r oups, quartz, clays and 
sulphides, with hematite present where sulphides have been 
weathered. Carbonate minerals were not detected in polished 
sections. 
ii) Low Temperature Ashing and X- Ray Diffraction 
The mineral matter composition of a series of 28 
samples was determined using low temperature ash (LTA) and 
X-ray diffraction techniques . The l ow temperatu re a shing 
p r ocedure used wa s that o r igina lly defined by Gluskoter 
(1965), with specific settings and re f inements as used by Mr . 
N. Newman (University of Canter bury, pers . corom.) . 
A small quant i ty o f coal was cru shed to a fine p owder, 
with approx imately 2 g r ams of thi s powder spr ead t hinly on a 
glass tray . The glass trays were then placed in a LFE Corpo-
ration LTA- 302 low temperature asher, and ashed in an oxygen 
plasma for 1- 2 days . Samples were stirred every 2 - 3 hours 
during the ashing process to expose unoxidised surfaces. 
The ashing technique slowly oxidises the organic frac -
tion at temperatures of approximately 120- 1300C (never above 
1500C) , and results in a residue of relatively unaltered 
mi neral matter. However, even at t hese l ow temperatu res some 
mi neral s can be affected by the ox idation process (Frazer and 
Belcher 1973, N. Newman pers . comm.). 
On completion of , the low temper a t ure ashing p r ocess t h e 
r e sidual ash was washed i n distilled wat e r, fi n ely g r ound in 
an a gate mortar , and then allowed to dry on a glass slide . 
The mineralogy o f the ash wa s t hen de t e r mined using a Phil i p s 
\ X-ray diffraction system . 
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Where the presence of swelling clays was suspected, 
samples were glycolated, and a second diffractogram was run to 
determine if any changes occurred in the d - spacing intervals. 
Detailed investigation of swelling clays was c onsidered beyond 
the s cope of this thes is . 
Minerals present in LTA residues are tabulated in 
Appendix 9 with the ash percentage determined by CRA (Coal 
Research Association, Gracefieid, Wellington . ) from proximate 
analyses (where available). The relative abundance of indi-
vidual minerals estimated from X-ray diffractogram peak 
heights is broadly indicated. 
iii) High Temperature Ashing 
A series of 16 samples were crushed to a fine powder, 
with a rep resentat i ve sub-sample of app roximate l y 1 0 grams 
ashed at the British standard temperature of 81S 0C. The ash 
was then fused with a flux to form a glass disk , using the 
general methods of Norrish and Hutton (1969), with modifica-
tions after Harvey et al e (1973) . Each glass disk was ana-
lysed using a Philips PW 1400 automatic sequential X- ray 
fluorescence spectrometer , and interelement correction (Norr-
ish and Hutton ) was carried out by on-line computer. Results 
were obtained for Mg, Na, Si, AI, s, P, Fe, Mn , Ti, Ca and K, 
all reported as weight percentage oxide on a loss on ignition-
free basis, and are tabulated in Appendix 11. 
iv) Scanning Electron Microscope 
Mineral matter investigations using Scanning Electron 
Mi cros cope (S EM ) techn iques were restr i cted to s iliceous 
parting s (samples 11882 and 11881 ) . Sample preparation tech-
niques are outlined in Appendix 13 . The SEM system used was a 
Cambridge Stereoscan 250 Mk II housed in the Botany Department 
at the University of Canterbury . 
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CHAPTER TWO 
STRATIGRAPHY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A revision of the early Miocene to Pliocene strati-
graphy of the Inangahua Valley is proposed in this thesis. 
The stratigraphic interval originqlly defined by Nathan (1974 ) 
as the Rotokohu Coal Measures (Figure 1 . 3) is subdivided into 
two formations, separated by a major regional unconformity. 
The lower formation is the essentially nonmarine late Pareora 
to late southland Series Rotokohu Coal Measures, while the 
upper formation is the shallow marine to nonmarine Wanganui 
Series Giles Formation (Figure 2.1). 
The Rotokohu Coal Measures are now subdivided into the 
Thomson, Camp and Donkey Members. The underlying late Landon 
. to late Pareora, marine Inangahua Formation was formally 
defined by Nathan (1974), and included in the Blue Bottom 
Group. Nathan recognised four members in the Inangahua Forma-
tion north of Inangahua Landing, and this subdivision is 
extended south in thi~ thesis. 
One member and four lithofacies are informally defined 
in the Giles Formation. A possible depositional environment 
is proposed for the formation in this Chapter, while aspects 
of the Rotokohu Coal Measures are discussed in more detail in 
the following Chapters. A discussion of the overlying Old Man 
Group is included to complement the accompanying maps, and to 
j ustify the proposed revision of Group nomenclature . 
Group nomenclature for the Buller/ North Westland region 
was formally proposed by Nathan (1974) , and has since been the 
s ubject of some controversy (Gage 1975, Lewis 1975, Carter et 
a l . 1982). Nathan (i97 4 ) defined the Blue Bottom Group as 
"marine detrital sediments, mainly mudstone and muddy sand-
stone" ranging in age from upper Waitakian to Waipipian . The 
I Rotokohu Coal Measures were considered to be late Altonian to 
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Waipipian, and were excluded from the Blue Bottom Group on the 
basis of their nonmarine character . 
The overlying Waipipian to early Nukumaruan Old Man 
Group was defined as "nonmarin~ conglomerate and sandstone, 
locally interbedded with minor peat and glacial bed s " , 
a lthough in the I nangahua Valley the base of the Group was 
defined by the incoming of Haast Schist derived clasts of the 
Larry Schist conglomerate (Nathan 1974 ) . The basis of this 
Group nomenclature is primarily genetic, and consequently more 
liable to criticism than a subdivision based purely on textu-
ral or compositional criteria. 
Group nomenclature based on sUbjective genetic criteria 
is impractical within the Inangahua Valley, where locally 
derived Wanganui sediments (Giles Formation ) overlie locally 
derived Southland sediments (Rotokohu Coal Measures) . Similar 
c r i ticisms have been stated by prev i ous g eologists (Gage 1975 , 
Lewis 1975 ) who emphasised the difficulties which may be 
encountered in distinguishing between marginally marine and 
marginally nonmarine sediments in the field. Consequently 
it is proposed that both the Giles Formation and the Rotokohu 
Coal Measures be included wi t hin t he Blue Bottom Gr oup, with 
the incoming of schistose clasts of the Larry Schist Conglom-
erate d efin i n g the base of the overlying Old Man Group. 
2.2 INANGAHUA FORMATION (Nathan 1974 ) 
Nathan (1974 ) defined the Inangahua Formation as waita-
kian to Altonian, grey-brown, marine , calcareous mudstone or 
muddy sands tone , widesp read i n t h e Grey- I nan gahua Depress i on. 
The formation was locally subdivided into four ~embers within 
the northern Inangahua Valley (Figure 1.3). 
The basal Hunt Member is defined as late Waitakian to 
earl y otaian , ma s sive , br own , calcareous marine mudstone 
inter bedded wi t h t hin b e d s of h ard white foraminifera l o r 
muddy limestone, and locally containing beds of white 
"arkosic" sandstone (Nathan 1974). The uni t forms a conti -
I nuous bel t of sediment , of variable thickness, out cropping on 
the western side of the Inangahua Valley from Inangahua Junc-
tion in the north, south to Giles Creek (see Nathan 1978a, and 
map 3 of this thesis for the upper Giles Creek area) . 
The Oweka Sandstone Member is defined as mid Otaian, 
light grey, slightly calcareous, marine, muddy medium sand-
stone with scattered concretionary band's (Nathan 1974). The 
unit outcrops only locally near Oweka Bluff, and was not 
mapped during this thesis. 
Nathan recognised two members within the upper Inanga-
hua Formation north of Inangahua Landing, as follows: 
a) De Filippi Mudstone Member; mid otaian to mid Altonian, 
massive grey/brown, highly calcareous marine mudstone. 
b) Ram Creek Member; early to late Altonian, massive white, 
"arkosic sandstone", interbedded with grey/brown, 
highly calcareous marine mUdstone. 
Formal definitions of both members are given by Nathan 
(1974), and are adopted in this thesis. The outcrop pattern 
of these two members observed during mapping for this thesis 
conforms to that shown by Nathan (1978a) for the area north of 
Inangahua Landing . 
Coal Creek provides a well exposed reference section 
showing the vertical gradation between the De Filippi Mudstone 
and Ram Creek Members (Figure 2.2). A well exposed reference 
section for the Ram Creek Member occurs further north at Brown 
Creek, where approximately 400m (thickness scaled off field 
maps) of predominantly massive, carbonaceous, non-calcareous r 
silty fine to medium lithic feldsarenite is exposed (Figure 
2,3) • 
A similar outcrop pattern of massive, highly calcareous 
marine mudstone, abruptly overlain by massive, non-calcareous r 
silty fine to medium sandstone occurs from Inangahua Landing 
south-west to Shag Creek, and from Hunt Creek south to Giles 
Creek. Stony River provides ~ representative reference 
section for the upper Inangahua Formation south of Inangahua 
Landing (Figure 2.4). The correlative of the upper De 
Filippi Mudstone is slightly coarser grained r and commonly 
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contains moderate to well developed decimetre thick beds o f 
concretionary sandy siltstone south of Hunt Creek . 
The stratigraphy proposed by Nathan for the upper 
Inangahua Formation north of Inangahua Landing is consequently 
extended south- (Figure 2.5 ) . Nath an ( 1 97 8a ) c orre lated 
sandstones at I nangahua Land i ng/Shag Cr eek and Fletcher Creek 
as Rotokohu Coal Measures , but on the basis of corr elations 
suggested above, the sandstone at these locations is now 
assigned to the Ram Creek Member. 
The Ram Creek Member in the upper Rough Creek area is 
distinctly different to the massive sandstone which characte-
rises the member throughout most of the Inangahua Valley, 
predominantly comprising grey/ brown, calcareous mudstone 
interbedded with minor bands of fine concretionary sandstone 
(Figure 2 . 6) . The thickness and distribution of sandstone 
within the Ram Creek Member is interpreted as defining two 
centres of active sandstone deposition within the I nangahua 
Formation north of Inangahua Landing, and a further centre in 
the south at Giles/ Stony River. 
The disconformity s aid by Nathan (1978a) to l ie a t t h e 
base of the Rotokohu Coal Measures in the south- west is r e -
interpreted . The Rotokohu Coal Measures are observed to 
gradationally overlie the Ram Creek Member at all sections 
where the contact is exposed, with the e xception of Stony 
Creek where the contact is faulted (Figure 2.7 ) . 
Microfossil samples S31/ f802 and f505 (Fletcher Creek ) , 
and S31/f805 (Hunt Creek ) from the De Filippi Mudstone near 
the Ram Creek contact conta i n ear l y ? Alton ian mi d t o outer 
shelf faunas, while a t h in ( 34m at Hunt Creek ) Ram Creek 
Member is gradationally overl ain b y l a t e Al t on i an Rot ok oh u Coal 
Measures. The Ram Creek/ De Filippi Mudstone contact at these 
two sections is inferred to be disconformab le , representing a n 
a b r up t change f rom ear ly. Al t onian mid to outer s helf mudstone, 
t o a t hin seque nce of late? Altonian s h allow marine sandstone. 
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Figure 2.6: 
Figure 2.7: 
Mudstone dominated facies of the Ram Creek 
Member, upper Rough Creek, approximately 25m 
downstream from tne base of the Rotokohu Coal 
Measures. Fine concretionary sandstone beds 
form resistant outcrops , but are generally 
subordinate to massive mudstone. 
Fault contact between the Ram Creek and Donkey 
Members Stony Riv@r. Fault plane has an 
apparent dip of 60 to the west, with the Ram 
Creek Member thrust over the Donkey Member. 
Hammer is approximately 25cm long. 
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2.3 ROTOKOHU COAL MEASURES (Nathan 1974) 
Nathan (1974) introduced the term Rotokohu Coal Mea-
sures for what was interpreted to be a continuous sequence of 
late Altonian to Opoitian nonmarine sediments, comprised of 
"medium to coarse arkosic sandstone, with beds of greywacke 
conglomerate, carbonaceous mudstone, and scattered lensoid 
coal seams". These sediments were consider~d to be widesp-
read within both the Inangahua and Grey Valleys (Wellman 1950, 
Nathan 1974, 1978a and b, Nathan and others 1986). 
The Rotokohu Coal Measures are re-defined here as late 
Altonian to Waiauan, predominantly nonmarine, sandstone, 
quartzose greywacke conglomerate, carbonaceous mudstone and 
coal, outcropping within the Inangahua Valley. No Taranakian 
sediments are preserved in the Inangahua Valley . Nathan 
(1978c) recognised that sediments included with the Rotokohu 
Coal Measures in the Grey Valley are significantly younger 
(opoitian to Waipipian, D.C. Mildenhall pers. comm.) than at 
the type section (predominantly Clifdenian, Mildenhall 1976), 
introducing the informal term" Moonlight Beds", but 
subsequently continued to relate them with the "type Rotokohu" 
in the Inangahua Valley (Nathan and others 1986). In this 
thesis the" Moonlight Beds" of the lower Grey Vall,ey are 
related to the Giles Formation in the Inangahua Valley. 
The base of the Rotokohu Coal Measures is defined as 
the first coal seam, or first dark grey/blue to grey/black, 
very carbonaceous mudstone with abundant well preserved plant 
remains, overlying the Ram Creek Member of the upper Inangahua 
Formation. The coal measures are subdividad into three new 
members, the Thomson, Camp and Donkey Members. Each is 
described in this section , but sedimentological aspects are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
2.3.1 Thomson Member Tm (new unit) 
Name 
The Thomson Member is named after Thomson Creek, a 
small tributary of the Buller River, draining the Welshman 
Pakihi region. 
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Type Locality 
Coal Creek between L29 206205 and L29 210202 is pro-
posed as the type section of the Thomson Member (Figure 2.8). 
Both the upper and lower contacts are well exposed (Figure 2.9 
& 2.10), although the intervening stratigraphic sequence is 
poorly exposed. 
Distribution and Thickness 
The Thomson Member occurs only in the northern Ioanga-
hua Valley, outcropping intermittently from Coal Creek north-
east to Ram Creek, and within the core of the Inangahua Syn-
cline extending north into the Thomson Creek/Welshman Pakihi 
region. 
Rapid thickness variations occur within this unit. The 
member is absent south of Inangahua Landing', with approxi-
mately 80m characterising the member throughout most of the 
northern Inangahua Valley . A max imum thickness of approx i -
mately 260m is observed in the upper Rough Creek area, and 
corresponds to a mudstone dominated facies variation within 
the underlying Ram Creek Member (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). 
Description 
The Thomson Member is always poorly exposed, with 
rarely more than 10m of continuous exposure. Two represent -
ative measured sections are provided showing th~ gradational 
upper and lower contacts o f this unit (Figures 2 . 11 and 2 . 12). 
Burrowed, carbonaceous, fine to medium lithic feldsarenites 
containing large lined burrows, and bioturbated dark grey/blue 
to grey, carbonaceous sandy siltstones, are diagnostic of the 
Thomson Member. These bioturbated sandstones and siltstones 
varying in thickness from approximately 1m, up to an observed 
maximum of 9.5m. Additional lithologies interbedded with these 
bioturbated units include : 
a) Thin «1.5m), marginal marine ? f ossiliferous, car bona-
ceous mudstone, occurring locally at Rough, Camp and 
Thomson Creeks, 
b ) Frequent , thin « 1.5m), carbonaceous mudstones , commonly 
with abundant well preserved plant remains, 
c) Thin (1 - 2m), carbonaceous sandstones, (commonly cross -
bedded, or ripple laminated), and 
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Figure 2 . 9: Gradational contact between Ram Creek Member (Inanqahua Formation ) and Thomson Member (Boto -
kohu Coal Measures ) at Coal Creek. The thin 
coal seam marks the base of the coal measures (Hammer for scale) . . 
~F~i~gcu~r~e~. ~2~.~1~O: Gradational contact between the Thomson and Camp 
Members at Coal Creek. The first thin coal 
seam above the hammer marks the contact. Pollen 
sample L29/75 to the right o f the hammer con-
tains marine dinoflagellates. 
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The contact is marked by the thin orange band just above the hammer . 
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d) Thin (commonly <1.5m, and frequently <2m ) sandy, clast 
supported, fine pebbly conglomerates. Conglomerate 
clasts are generally comprised of fine «7cm maximum), 
sub rounded Greenland Group (Nathan and others 1986) 
greywacke and argillite (approximately 75%, visual 
estimation), with minor granite and hor nfels . Elon-
gate, angular, rip-up clasts of carbonaceous mUdstone 
and banded coal (generally 5-10cm long) are present 
within some conglomerate exposures. 
e) Abunant thin «1 . 5m), high sulphur (frequently >3% dry 
basis) coal seams occur in the Thomson Member, and are 
almost exclusively Type AB coal (Section 6.3) . 
Age 
Only one sample from the Thomson Member has been dated 
at present (sample S31/f621 from Coal Creek, Figure 2.8 ) . 
This sample was poor floristically, but dominated by sub-
tropical Nothofagus "brassi" group pollen, and appeared to be 
Altonion to Waiauan in age (Mildenhall 1976). Samples fr om 
the overlying Camp Member indicate that the Thomson Member is 
no younger than Clifdenian at Coal Creek, while the underlying 
Ram Creek Member is dated as Altonian. On this basis a late 
Altonian to early Clifdenian age is adopted for the member. 
stratigraphic Relationships 
The Thomson Member conformably and gradationally 
overlies the Ram Creek Member of the upper Inangahua Forma-
tion, and is in turn conformably and gradationally overlain 
by, and interfingures with, the Camp Member of the Rotokohu 
Coal Measures. 
2.3 . 2 Ca~p Member Tc (new unit) 
Name 
The Camp Member is named after Camp Creek, a small 
tributary of Brown Creek. 
Type Locality 
Coal Creek from L29 210202 to L30 231189 is proposed as 
the type section of the Camp Member (F igure 2 .8 ) . Both 
upper and lower contacts are well exposed (Figure 2.1 0 and 
2.13 ), although the intervening unit- stratotype is poorly 
exposed. 
vi 
Distribution and Thickness 
The Camp Member outcrops in the northern Inangahua 
Valley, from Shag Creek north-east to Brown Creek, and north 
into the Ram Creek area. Small erosional outliers occur in 
the core of the Inangahua Syncline in the Camp, Donnybrook and 
Thomson Creek areas. 
The preserved thickness of the unit varies from a 
maximum of approximately 1,000m in the Gorgy Creek area; with 
the member locally eroded from the McMurray Creek area, and 
possible eroded from the eastern side of the Inangahua River. 
Description 
The Camp Member is always poorly exposed. Biotur-
bated sandstones containing large , lined burrows do not 
occur within the Camp Member. Typical lithologies of the Camp 
Member comprise: 
a) Alternating sequences of carbonaceous mudstone and 
siltstone, commonly with well preserved plant remains , 
up to 25m thick; interbedded with thin (0 .25 tp 2m ) 
carbonaceous, generally cross-bedded to ripple lami-
nated, fine to medium lithic feldsarenites. 
b) Thick (>2m) conglomerates are characteristic of the 
Camp Member, occurring as: 
i) 2-3m beds of massive, occasionally clast supported 
conglomerate interbedded with thick sequences of fine 
grained sediment (i.e. siltstones/mudstones) [Figures 
2.14 and 2.15J, and 
ii) thick (up to 25m) exposures of crudely bedded, 
clast supported conglomerate, interbedded with minor 
sandstone and mUdstone (Figures 2.16 and 2.17). 
Conglomerate clasts are dominated by Greenland Group 
derived quartzose greywacke and argillite (approximately 75%; 
visual estimate ), with minor granite and hornfels . Elongate, 
angulaF. ~ip-up clasts of carbonaceous mudstone and coaly 
material (generally less than 8cm long), and large logs occa-
sionally occur in the conglomerates. A distinct reduction in 
maximum clast size is observed in the vertical sequence 
exposed at the type section, and is tentatively mapped later-
ally into Brown Creek on the basis of a similar reduction in 
\ conglomerate clast size. 
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North of Inangahua Landing coal seams within the Camp 
Member are usually thin «1.5m), low sulphur «2% dry basis), 
and consist of coal Types C, Cd and Co (Section 6.3). South 
of Inangahua Landing low sulphur Type AB coal occurs in the 
member, and thicker seams are developed (up to 7m). 
Age 
Palynological samples from the Camp Member indicate a 
late Altonian age for the ba~~ of the unit south of Inangahua 
Landing, and a late Altonian to Clifdenian age north of Inan-
gahua Landing (Mildenhall 1976). A degree of diachroneity is 
suggested by these dates, with the Camp Member south of Inan-
gahua Landing possibly the same age as the Thomson Member in 
the north. More dating is required over a wider area to 
determine the degree of diachroneity present in the base of 
the Camp Member, and in the Thomson Member. 
The top of the Camp Member at Coal Creek is probably 
Waiauan (Mildenhall pers. comm.), hence a late Altonian to 
Waiauan age is adopted for the unit. 
stratigraphic Relationships 
North of Inangahua Landing the Camp Member conformably 
and gradationally overlies the Thomson Member. South of 
Inangahua Landing the unit conformably and gradationally 
overlies the Ram Creek Member of the upper Inangahua Forma-
tion. Thus both palynology and physical stratigraphy suggest 
that the lower part of the member in the south is equivalent 
to the Thomson Member in the north . 
The Camp Member is unconformably overlain by the Giles 
Formation at all sections. 
2 . 3 . 3 Donkey Member Td (new unit) 
Name 
The Donkey Member is named after Donkey Creek, a small 
tributary of the Inangahua River south of Giles Creek. 
Type Locality 
No single section provides a complete representative 
sequence through the Donkey Member, and consequently a compos-
ite stratotype is proposed. The fully cored interval from 6 
to 177 .3 m in drill hole 118 is proposed as the holostratotype 
\ for the member (Figure 2.18 and Appendix 12), while Fletcher 
Figure 2.18: 
FIgure 2.19: 
Gradational contact between the base of the 
Donkey Member, and the Ram Creek Member in DH 
118. Small arrow marks the contact. Each section 
of core is approximately O.60m (Top of sec-
tlon=T) . 
Unconformable contact between the Donkey Member 
and Giles Formation at Fletcher Creek. Silty , 
fine to medium sandstone of the Giles Formatlon 
overlying, thin very carbonaceous mudstone of the 
Donkey Member. 
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Creek, at L30 128124, is proposed as the parastratotype for 
the top 1.5m of the member (Figure 2.19). (DH 118 grid refer-
ence K30 100064, was drilled for Mines Division as part of the 
New Zealand Coal Resources Survey; core currently held by 
Landmark Resources, at Westport). 
Distribution and Thickness 
The Donkey Member crops out in the south-western Inan-
gahua Valley, from Hunt Creek south to Giles Creek. 
The preserved thickness of the unit, which was trun-
cated prior to deposition of younger sediments, varies from 
Om to an observed maximum of 180m in drill hole 118, up to a 
possible maximum of approximately 300m in the mid Giles Creek 
area. 
Rapid thickness variations observed within the Donkey 
Member primarily reflect post- depositional, late Miocene to 
early Pliocene tectonics along an active basin margin, and are 
not directly related to the original depositional thickness of 
the unit. 
Description 
The Donkey Member is generally very poorly exposed; 
although locally well exposed in mine sections. Festoon 
cross-bedded , medium to coarse lithic feldsarenites are the 
dominant channel sediments within the Donkey Member. In 
contrast to the Camp Member, conglomerate is thin « 3m ) , fine 
(maximum clast <7cm ) , and rare, however clast lithologies are 
similar at Fletcher Creek (and appear to be similar in DH 
118). Additional lithologies interbedded with cross-bedded 
sandstones in the Donkey Member include: 
a) thick sequences (up to 13m) of ripple laminated sands-
tone, 
b) massive, carbonaceous mudstone/ siltstone, locally thick 
(>2m) , but also commonly occuring as thin drapes 
«0.5m), and 
c) thick (>3m), low sulphur coal, commonly occurs at the 
base of the member, and locally occurs in the upper 
Donkey Member at Giles Creek. 
A detailed 170m measured section from drill hole 118 is 
provided in Appendix 12, and is considered to represent the 
unit. Relatively fine grained lithologies (i.e. <granular 
sand) predominate, and a progressive coarsening upward trend 
is evident. This trend may be characteristic of the member at 
Giles Creek, although conglomerate is present in the lower 
Donkey Member at Fletcher Creek (Figure 3 . 31) near the pre-
sumed lateral gradation with the Camp Member. 
Age 
Recent palynological work indicates that the base of 
the Donkey Member at Giles Creek is late Altonian, with the 
upper part of the unit probably Waiauan (Mildenhall pers. 
comm.). Thus, a similar age is indicated for both the Donkey 
and Camp Members. 
stratigraphic Relationships 
The Donkey Member conformably and gradationally 
overlies the Ram Creek Member of the upper Inangahua Forma-
tion, and is everywhere overlain in angular unconformity by 
the Giles Formation. Palynology (discussed previously) indi-
cates that the Donkey Member is laterally equivalent to the 
Camp and Thomson Members of the northern Inangahua Valley, 
while physical stratigraphy suggests that the lateral grada-
tion between the Camp and Donkey Members occured in the McMur -
ray Creek area. 
2.4 GILES FORMATION Gf (new formation) 
The Giles Formation is a new formation previously 
unrecognised within the Grey/Inangahua Valleys. Formal 
lithostratigraphic subdivision of this ~nit must await remap-
ping of the area from Larry River ~outh to Ahaura. In this 
study an informal subdivision is proposed, into one member, 
and four lithofacies . A possible depositional environment is 
provided for the formation in this section to complement the 
stratigraphic subdivision proposed. A detailed paleoenviron-
mental analysis of the formation is outside the objectives of 
" 
this thesis, and is not attempted. 
Name 
The Giles Formation is named after Giles Creex, a 
Itributary of the Inangahua River. 
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Distribution and Thickness 
The Giles Formation outcrops on the eastern and wester n 
margins of the central Inangahua Valley, and is cor related 
with similar aged sediments identified by Nathan (1978c ) in 
t he Moonlight Creek area. 
within the study area, the Giles Formation varies in 
thickness from a maximum / of approximately 400m at Coal . Creek 
(Figure 2.8), and is locally absent from the McMurray Creek 
area . 
Description 
The Giles Formation consists predominantly of 
blue/grey, non-calcareous, slightly carbonaceous micaceous 
siltstone, and silty non- calcareous, slightly carbonaceous 
sandstone. Conglomerate, thin high sulphur coal seams, and 
massive very carbonaceous mudstone with abundant plant remains 
occur locally. A thin fossiliferous horizon, the Winding 
Shelly Sandstone , is present in the upper Giles Formation at 
mos t sect ions. 
Age 
Recent palynological work on samples from Giles and 
Coal Creeks indicates that the base of the Giles Formation is 
opoitian, a nd t he bulk o f the u n it Waipipian in age (Milden-
hall pers . comm . ) . 
Stratigraphic Relationships 
The Giles Formation unconformably overlies older Ter-
tiary sediments, and pre- Tertiary basement, within t he Inanga-
hua Valley . North of st Helena Creek the formation uncon-
formably overlies the Camp Member of the Rotokohu Coal Mea -
sures. From Inangahua Landing south- west to Giles Creek the 
Giles Formation unconformably overlies Rotokohu Coal Measures 
and o l de r Tert iar y sediments i n a complex angular r elation-
ship . Su g gate (1957 ) has s hown t hat this s Ub-Wan ganu i unc on-
formity truncates progressively older Tertiary sediments and 
pre- Tertiary basement on the eastern margin of the Reef ton 
Subdi v ision, fr om Larry River s out h t owards Ahaur a . 
2.4 . 1 Winding She l l y Sandstone Ws (Nathan 197 4 ) 
Nathan formally defined the Winding Shelly Sandstone as 
a t hin band o f Wa ip i pia n sandst one and muds t one containing 
\abundant shallow marine macr o f ossils , out c r opping i n the 
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south-western and central Inangahua Valley. Nathan consid-
ered the Winding Shelly Sandstone to be a separate formation 
from the Rotokohu Coal Measures, and assigned the unit to the 
Blue Bottom Group. Herein the Winding Shelly Sandstone is 
assigned member status within the Giles Formation, but all 
other aspects of Nathans definition are retained. 
Distribution and Thickness 
The Winding Shelly Sandstone is a thin, locally discon-
tinuous unit outcropping from near Sleeper Creek (south of 
Giles Creek, P White pers. corom.) , north to Inangahua Landing, 
r-
and then north-east into Brown Creek. 
The unit varies in thickness from a maximum of 29m at 
Hunt Creek (Figure 2.20), and is locally absent from the mid 
Giles, Dunphy, and Rough Creek areas. 
Description 
The Winding Shelly Sandstone consists of ripple lami-
nated and massive siltstones , massive muddy medium to granular 
sandstone, and massive sandy mudstone. The characteristic 
feature of the unit is the presence of 2-6 thin «0 .5m ), 
highly fossiliferous beds containing abundant shallow water 
macro-fossils, generally within a very poorly sorted granular, 
muddy, medium to fine sandstone (Figures 2.21 and 2.22). 
The well exposed Hunt Creek section (Figures 2 .2 0 and 
2.21), and the type section (as defined by Nathan 1974 at Coal 
Creek, Figures 2.7 and 2.22) provide excellent exposure of 
this unit. 
Age and Paleoecology 
Macrofossil samples indicate a broad Opoitian to waipi-
pian age for this unit, while recent palynological dating of 
the Giles Formation at Coal Creek (Mildenhall pers. comm . ) 
supports Nathan's (1974) interpretation of a Waipipi'an age for 
the unit. 
None of the macrofossil collections from the Winding 
Shelly Sandstone (Appendix 3) indicate fully open marine 
conditions (A .G. Beu pers. comm.). A number of the taxa 
present are inferred to have lived only in large, shallow, 
sheltered, full-salinity bay environments. Sample S31/f557 
trom Coal Creek includes a number of estuarine taxa as well as 
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Figu r e 2 . 20: Measured section of . Giles Formation at Hunt Creek . 
Figure 2.21: Winding shelly Sandstone exposed at Hunt Creek. 
Hammer rests on one of the shell beds which 
characterise this unit. 
Figure 2.22: Windinq Shelly Sandstone exposed at Coal Creek. Thin snell bea horizon in rlght hand corner is 
interbedded with ripple laminated siltstone which 
is characteristic ot the mUdstone dominated 
lithofacies . 
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the characteristic sheltered bay assemblage. This fauna 'may 
contain a transported component, but is considered more likely 
to have been deposited within a shallow bay near the mouth of 
a major river (Beu pers. comm. ) . 
stratigraphic Relationships 
The Winding Shelly Sandstone is always interbedded with 
the upper Giles Formation. The s tra t igr aph i c pos ition of t he 
unit appears to change towards McMurray Creek , bec omi ng 
stratigraphically closer to the contact with the Old Man 
Group . This may imply that the uni t is slightly diachronous 
towards the McMurray Creek area, or that the Giles Forma-
tion/ Old Man Group contact is slightly diachronous. More 
dat ing is needed to clarify the nature of these contacts . 
2.4 . 2 Lithofacies within the Giles Formation 
Four poorly exposed lithofacies are recognised within 
the Giles Formation. Each is b r iefly defined here, and refer-
ence sections are provided where p ossib le. 
i) Mudstone Dominated Lithofacies Gf(m) 
Distribution 
The mudstone dominated lithofacies crops out in the 
nor th- eastern Inangahua Val l ey f r om Dunphy to Rough Creek, and 
locally in the south- west at Fletcher Cr eek. 
De scr ipt ion 
The poor ly e xposed Coal Cr eek section provides t he best 
e xposure of this lithofacies, and is des ignated a s the re f er-
ence section (Figure 2.8). 
Blue/ grey , non-calcareous , finely ripple laminated, 
slightly carbonaceous, micaceous siltstone is the dominant 
lithology of this lithofacies (Figure 2 . 23 ) . Massive silt-
stone frequent l y occurs in all sections, but is generally 
subordinate to r ipple laminat ed s i l t s t one . Thin «O .Sm), 
generally lenticular, planar cross - bedded medium to granular 
sandstone beds occur in most outcrops, and are more common 
nea r the basa l unconfo r mity s u rface (up to approximately 30% 
of the unit ) . Massive , planar beds of granular to fine 
pebbly mUdstone, and muddy granular/pebbly sandstone occur 
locally . Thin, dirty c oal s e a ms are obs e r ved t o gradat ion-
ally overlie maisive mUdstone at Brown Creek (Figure 2 . 24) and 
Figure 2.23: Ripohle laminated siltstone; mudstone dominated 
lit ofacies, Giles Formation, Brown Creek. 
Figure 2.24: Thin, dirty coal seam and planar beds o f 
granular sandstone within the mUdstone dominated 
lithofacies, Giles Formation, Brown Creek. 
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Dunphy Creek, and overlying finely laminated siltstone at 
Rough Creek. 
ii) Sandstone Dominated Lithofacies Gf(s) 
Distribution 
50 
The sandstone dominated lithofacies outcrops from 
Inangahua Landing south to Shag Creek, and at Hunt and Stony 
Creeks. 
Description 
The well exposed section at Hunt Creek provides a 
representative section of this lithofacies (Figure 2 . 20). The 
unit consists predominantly of non- calcareous, cross- bedded 
(locally bi-directionally), silty fine to medium sandstone 
(Figure 2.25), interbedded with minor «15% of the unit), thin 
«0 .5m ) beds of finely ripple laminated siltstone, commonly 
forming thin drapes on sandstone beds (Figures 2.26 and 2.27) . 
iii ) Mixed Lithofacies Gf(x) 
Distribution 
This lithofacies occurs only locally at Giles Creek. 
Description 
A small section exposed in a road cutting at Giles 
Creek provides the best exposure of this lithofacies (Figure 
2.28). The unit is characterised by thin, dirty, high sul-
phur (2 samples analysed by CRA contained 2.1 & 5.2% sulphur, 
db) coal seams (ash determination based on limited proximate 
analyses [Appendix 8J, and hand specimen estimation) , inter-
bedded with massive and cross-bedded medium sandstone, finely 
ripple laminated siltstone, and massive carbonaceous mudstone, 
with abundant plant fragments. The mixed lithofacies is 
dated as Waipipian (Mildenhall pers. comm.). 
iv) st Helena lithofacies Gf(t) 
Distribution 
The st Helena lithofacies has so far _been observed only 
at st Helena Creek, the south-eastern boundary of the ' study 
area, where it constitutes all of the Giles Formation. 
Description 
The st Helena lithofacies is extremely poorly exposed, 
hence no measured section is provided as a reference. The 
Isediments that are exposed comprise medium lithic feldsare-
Figure 2.25: 
Figure 2.26: 
Bi-directional cross-bedded sandstone: sandstone 
dominated lithofacies, stony River. Small mud-
stone rip-up clasts and pyr~te concretions are 
also present. 
Thick bed of ripple laminated siltstone L overlain by trough cross-bedded sandstone; sands~one 
dominated lithofacies, stony River. Small pebbles 
within . the sandsto~e. (upper left corner ) are 
predom~nantly gran~t~c. 
Figure 2.27: Mudstone drapes on dune bedforms within the 
sandstone dominated lithofacies at stony River. 
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Figure 2.28: Measured section of mixed lithofacies at Giles 
Creek. 
Figure 2.29: Mixed lithofacies, Giles Formation, Giles Creek 
containing a thin, lenticular coal seam (sample 
11816) . 
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nite, granitic cobble conglomerate, sandy carbonaceous mud-
stone with calcareous polychaete worm tubes, and calcareous, 
concretionary fine sandstone. 
The st Helena lithofacies unconformably overlies the 
Whitecliffs Formation, and is conformably overlain by the 
Larry Schist conglomerate of the Old Man Group. The unit 
rapidly grades into the mudstone dominated lithofacies north 
of st Helena Creek . 
2.4.3 Depositional Environment of the Giles Formation 
The Giles Formation is thought to represent facies of a 
shallow, sheltered bay environment, grading laterally south-
east into a locally derived (predominantly granitic source), 
nonmarine alluvial plain in the ReeftonjAhaura area. 
The presence of marine dinoflagellates (Mildenhall 
pers. comm.) , the shallow marine Winding shelly Sandstone, and 
the characteristic finely ripple laminated and massive silt-
stone within the mudstone dominated lithofacies, are consis -
tent with deposition in a large, shallow marine, mud shore-
face. Similar features to those outlined above have been 
described by Rine and Ginsburg (1985) from recent mud dom-
inatedsediments of the Suriname coast. 
The presence of thin coal seams with fine root hori-
zons, gradationally overlying ripple laminated and massive 
siltstones, suggests a very shallow marine environment, with 
occasional periods of nonmarine deposition. Fine pebble and 
granular mudstone beds within the mudstone dominated lithofa-
cies are interpreted to represent storm generated sheet-flood 
events , introduced from an adjacent major river system, and is 
consistent with the paleoecology suggested by macrofossils 
within the Winding Shelly Sandstone a t Coal Creek. 
The mUdstone dominated lithofacies grades laterally 
from Winding Creek, west to Inangahua Landing, into the sand-
stone dominant lithofacies. The sandstone dominant lithofa-
cies is inferred to represent sandstone deposition by migrat-
ing dune bedforms within the sheltered bay environment. 
The mixed lithofacies and the st Helena lithofacies are 
interpreted as the transition from dominantly shallow marine 
sediments of the northen Inangahua Valley, into the nonmarine 
sediments of the Reefton/Ahaura areas. 
2.S OLD MAN GROUP (Nathan 1974) 
Nathan (1974, p437) formal'ly defined the Old Man Group 
as Waipipian to lower Nukumaruan "nonmarine conglomerate and 
sandstone, locally interbedded with minor peat and glacial 
beds." The abrupt incoming of allochthonous Haast Schist 
derived conglomerate defines the base of the Old Man Group 
within the Inangahua Valley. 
Nathan recognised two formations within the Old Man 
Group in the Inangahua Valley i.e. the Larry Schist Conglomer-
ate, and the Cronadun Conglomerate . Nathan's definitions of 
both formations are followed in this thesis. 
The following brief discussion of the Old Man Gro~p is 
included to complement the interpretation shown on theaccom-
panying maps (maps 1,2,3, in the map pocket), and is not 
intended as a detailed stratigraphic discussion . 
2.S.1 Larry Schist Conglomerate 01 (Nathan 1974) 
Distribution and Thickness 
The Larry Schist Conglomerate occurs extensively within 
the central and southern Inangahua Valley, and in the north-
east at Rough Creek adjacent to the Lyell Fault. 
The thickness of the unit varies from a minimum of 
approximately lS0-200m at Hunt/McMurray Creek, to a maximum 
of approximately 6S0 - 700m in the lower Giles Creek area . 
Description 
The formation consists dominantly of sub rounded schis-
tose pebbly conglomerates and blue/grey carbonaceous sand-
stone, with minor carbonaceou~ siltstone, very carbonaceous 
mudstone, and occasional thin sandy lignite beds. 
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Schist clasts are composed of foliated chlorite schist 
derived from the Haast Schist Group (Nathan 1974). Coal 
Creek provides the best exposed sequence of Larry Schist 
Conglomerate (Figure 2.8 ) . Schi s t c l asts a r e domi n a nt a t the 
base (about 60% schist clasts), but generally constitute 
30-40% of clasts throughout most of the section, where as 
Greenland Group derived greywacke and argillite clasts consti-
tute approximately 50-60% of the clasts. Sparse granite 
clasts ocCur throughout. Torlesse derived feldspathic greyw-
acke (Nathan and others, 1986) clasts are present in the upper 
part of the Larry Schist Conglomerate at Coal Creek (approxi-
mately 5-10% ) . 
A subtle change in ~last size occurs within the upper 
Larry Schist Conglomerate . At Coal Creek pollen locations 
L30/f68 and L30f/69 (Figure 2.8; possibly near the Wp/Wm 
boundary, Mildenhall pers. comm.) maximum clast size is 
approximately 16cm, with an average clast size of 4-7cm . 
Schistose clasts occur in the finer size fraction ( i.e. <7cm) , 
while feldspathic greywacke clasts commonly occur in the 
coarser size fraction (i.e. >7cm). At the base of the Larry 
Schist Conglomerate at Coal Creek schistose clasts are 
coarser, up to 10- 12cm, and occur in all size r anges, while 
feldspathic greywacke clasts are not present . 
This relationship between clast size and composition is 
also observed within the upper Larry Schist Conglomerate in 
the McMurray/Shag Creek area, the stony River section, and 
the upper Giles Creek forestry road section. 
Age 
The Larr y Schist Conglomerate i s mostly Waipipian, with 
the upper part at Coal Creek possibly as young as Mangapanian 
(Mildenhall pers. comm.). 
stratigraphic Relationships 
The Larry Schi s t ' Cong lomerate c on f o r mably over lies the 
Giles Formation throughout the southern Inangahua Valley. The 
only exception is at McMurray Creek, where the Larry Schist 
Conglomerate unconformably overlies the lower Inangahua Forma-
I tion (lower De Filippi Mudstone) . 
..I I 
2.5.2 Cronadun Conglomerate 01 (Nathan 1974) 
During this thesis. the Cronadun Conglomerate was mapped 
only on the south-western edge of the Inangahua Valley, from 
McMurray Creek south to Giles Creek. 
Distribution and Thickness 
The Cronadun Conglomerate occurs within the southern 
Inangahua Valley, and is always poorly e xposed . 
Nathan (1974) estimated the formation to be approxi -
mately 1 50m thick. 
Description 
Thick (>3m) conglomerate beds dominated by sub rounded, 
coarse pebbles, cobbles and boulders of Torlesse derived 
feldspathic greywacke (Nathan and others 1986), interbedded 
with minor carbonaceous sandstone, carbonaceous mudstone and 
very rare lignite beds. 
Fine schist pebbles are pre sent in t h e lower Crona d un 
Conglomer a t e. Gr eenland Gr oup qu artz ose g reywacke and g ra -
nite clasts are a minor component of the conglomerate clasts. 
Age 
The Cronadun Conglomerate ranges in age from Mangapa-
nian to p o s sibly e a rly Nu kumar u a n (Mi l d e nha l l pers~ comm. ) . 
stratigraphic Relationships 
The Cronadun Conglomerate conformably and gradationally 
overlies the Larry Schist Conglomerate . "No younger lower 
Quaternary formations are present in the Inangahua Valley . " 
(Nathan 1974). 
CHAPTER THREE 
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the sedimentology of the Rotokohu Coal 
Measures is discussed using the lithofacies approach propos~d 
by Miall (1977), incorporating refinements proposed by Miall 
(1978) and Rust (1978) . 
Beds of similar lithological character are grouped into. 
lithofacies, the basic rock unit described in this section. A 
summary of lithofacies commonly recognised in fluvial environ-
ments is presented in Table 3.1. Each lithofacies recog-
nised in the Rotokohu Coal Measures is described, selected 
measured sections are discussed in terms of their lithofacies 
associations, and depositional environments are then inter-
preted for each section. An integrated depositional model 
for the Rotokohu Coal Measures, based on all available data 
including stratigraphic relationships, sedimentology, coal 
petrology and geochemistry, is presented in Chapter 7 
3.2 LITHOFACIES DESCRIPTIONS 
3.2.1 Conglomerate Lithofacies 
Clast size within each conglomerate lithofacies varies 
up to a maximum of 20cm, with quartzose "Greenland Group 
greywacke and argillite " clasts (Nathan and others 1986) 
dominating all exposures (approximately 75% of gravel clasts). 
Facies Gm: massive or crudely bedded framework conglom-
erate (Miall 1977) . This lithofacies comprises a clast-
supported, fine sandy, fine to coarse pebble conglomerate. 
Clasts are sub rounded, and locally faintly imbricated. Elon-
gate, angular clasts of carbonaceous mudstone, coalified 
clasts (generally <8cm long ) and large logs occur in some 
I exposures. ~pe fine sand and silt matrix is inferred to have 
F..o-
C~ UtholacJu 
Gms massive, matrix 
supported gravel 
Gm massive or 
crudely bedded 
gravel 
GI gravel, stratified 
Gp gravel, stratified 
SI sand, medium 
to v. coarse, 
may be pebbly 
Sp , sand, medium 
10 \'. coarse. 
ma), be ~»')' 
Sr s.and. very 
fine 10 coarse 
Sh sand, very fine 
to very coarse, 
may be pebbly 
SI sand, fine 
Se erosionat scours 
with intraclasts 
Ss sand, fine to 
coarse, 
may be pebbly 
Sse, She, Spe sand 
FI 
Fse 
Fef 
Fm 
Fr 
c 
p 
sand, silt, mud 
si lt, mud , 
mud 
mud, silt 
silt, mud 
coa l, carbona-
ceous mud 
carbonate 
s.dlm.nlary .I",clu, .. 
none 
horizontal bedding, 
imbrication 
trough cross beds 
planar cross beds 
sotitary (theta) or 
grouped (pi) trough 
cross beds 
so~tary (alpha) or 
grouped (omi kron) 
,pLanar crossbe-js 
ripple marks' of a/l 
types 
horizontal lamination, 
parting or streaming 
lineation 
low angle « 1 OJ 
crossbeds 
crude crossbedding 
broad, shallow scours 
including eta cross-
stratification 
Inllrp'll.llon 
debris flow 
deposits 
longitudinal bars, 
lag deposits, 
sieve deposits 
minor channel fills 
linguoid bars or del-
taic growths from 
older bar remnants 
dunes (lower flow 
regime) 
tinguoid , transverse 
bars, s.and waves 
(Jo..r-er flow regme) 
ripples (lower now 
regime) 
ptanar bed flow 
(t. and u. flow regime) 
scour fills, crevasse 
sptays, antidunes 
scour fit!s 
scour fills 
analogous to Ss, Sh, Sp eolian deposits 
fine lamination , 
very small ripples 
laminated to massive 
massive, with freshwater 
molluscs 
massive , desiccation 
cracks 
rootiets 
plants, mud films 
pedogenic features 
overbank or waning 
flood deposits 
backswamp deposits 
backswamp pond 
deposits 
overbank or 
drape deposits 
seatearth 
swamp deposits 
soil 
Table 3,1: Summary of the major lithofacies in alluvial 
depositional environments (from Miall 1978)_ 
filtered into the interstices following deposition (Miall 
1977 ) . Lithofacies Gm occurs either as : 
uv 
( 1 ) lenses of thick (commonly 1.75- 3m), massive , clast-
supported conglomerate (Figure 3.1 ) ; or 
( 2) superimposed units of crudely horizontally- stratified, 
c last suppor ted ·conglomerate . Each unit commonly has 
an erosive base, marked by a coarse lag deposit which 
fines upward, and is locally observed to fine laterally 
(Figure 3-.2). Thin sandstone lenses ( I i thofacies Sh ) 
are commonly associated with these superimposed units 
of lithofacies Gm. 
Facies Gms: massive matrix supported conglomerate (Rust 
1978 ) . Lithofacies Gms comprises a d ominantly massive, mat-
rix-supported, very sandy, fine to coarse conglomerate. Hori-
zontal bedding and imbrication were no where observed. Con-
glomerate clasts are sub rounded, and commonly "float" within 
a poorly sorted sandy matrix . The base of this lithofacies 
is usually non- erosive al t hough locally it is obs e r ved t o f ill 
scours into fine mudstone/ siltstone lithofacies (Figure 3.3 ) . 
Facies Gp: Planar (tabular ) cross-bedded, framework 
conglomerate (Mial l 1 977) . Lit ho f acies Gp compr ises dis -
tinctly stratified, planar c r oss- bedded, sandy fine pebble 
conglomerate . Lithofacies Gp locally gradationally overlies 
lithofacies Gm, although generally this lithofacies is rare 
within the Rotokohu Coal Measures. 
Facies Gt: trou gh cross-bedded , frame-work conglomerate 
(Miall 1977 ) . Lithofacies Gt comprises distinctly strati-
fied, trough cross-bedded, sandy , fine pebble conglomerate. 
These units generally form small , broad channel-fills, com-
monly observ e d in a ma l gamated relationships . Ea c h channel has 
an erosive base overlain by a small lag deposit . This litho-
facies is very rare within the Rotokohu Coal Measures. 
3 . 2 . 2 Sandstone lithofacies 
Sandst one lithofac i e s g e nera l ly occur as e ither small 
lenses a ssociat ed wi th c o ng l omerate l i t ho fac i es , o r as d i s -
tinct beds (of va r ying t hickness) interbedded with fine mud-
\ stones and siltstones . Sandstones are generally sub rounded 
Figure 3 . 1: Massive to imbricated predominantly clast 
supported conglomerate (lithofacies Gm), composed 
of sub-rounded clasts of Greenland Group greyw-
acke and argillite and minor coarse-grained 
granite. Locality=Coal Creek, GR. LJO 266192. 
Figure 3.2: Crudely bedded, clast supported conglomerate 
lithoIacies Gm), with reactivation surface marked 
by coarse basal lag. Locality=Coal Creek, GR. 
LJO 226192. 
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Figure 3.3: 
Figure 3.4: 
Predominantly clast supported conglomerate (lithofacies Gm), scoured into tnick sequence of 
overbank siltstones and thin coal. These conglom-
eratic crevasse-splay deposits occasionally 
appear to be matrl x supported. Locality=Coal 
Creek , L29 219201. 
Festoon cross-bedded sandstone scoured into 
mudstone o f poorly drained basal coal sequence, 
Mulligans Mine (Fletcher Creek). An abundance of 
fine coally material defines the individual 
forsets. 
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lithic feldsarenites, with dark mica flakes commonly observed 
in hand specimen. 
Facies st: trough cross-bedded sandstone (Miall 1977). 
Lithofacies st can consist of solitary scoops, or as cosets of 
mutually cross-cutting troughs (festoon cross-bedding, hence-
forth designated by "f", i.e. Stf). Overall grain size 
varies from coarse to fine sandstone, with granular to fine 
pebbly sandstone present - in some exposures. Carbonaceous 
material is frequently present, varying from small sand sized 
grains of coaly material (Figure 3.4), up to small twigs and 
branches. Set thickness is typically 10-20cm, with a general 
upward decrease in grain size within each set. The base of 
individual cosets is erosional, with major erosion surfaces 
defining individual channel deposits in thick festoon cross-
bedded sequences (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). 
Facies Sh : horizontally- bedded sandstone (Miall 1977) . 
Lithofacies Sh comprises massive or horizontally laminated, 
moderately sorted, very fine to medium sandstone (Figure 3.7). 
When interbedded within other sandstone lithofacies, both the 
upper and lower contact are commonly gradational. Where 
interbedded as small sand wedges within conglomerate lithofa-
cies, the gravels overlie erosive surfaces (Figure 3.8). 
Facies Sr: ripple cross-laminated sandstone (Miqll 
1977). Lithofacies Sr comprises carbonaceous, medium to very 
fine sandstone, with distinctive ripple cross-laminations 
(Figures 3.9, 3.10). Ripple amplitudes are generally less 
than Scm, and commonly less than 3cm. Fine rootlets, burrows 
and mUdstone drapes commonly occur in ripple troughs in finely 
rippled sandstone, commonly producing simple flaser bedding, 
while 60arsely rippled units are characterised by ~lightly 
coarser grain size (fine- medium), and very thin mudstone 
drapes. 
Facies Smz: massive, silty sandstone. Lithofacies Smz 
comprises massive, poorly sorted, silty sandstone (Figure 
3.7). Carbonaceous content is variable, ranging from sparse 
to abundant. Individual lenses of this unit are always less 
\ than 1.5m, generally lenticular, and commonly grade up from 
Figure 3.5: Overview of fe~toon cros~-bedded sandstone at 
Giles Creek Mlne (see Flgure 3 .2 6) . 
Figure 3 . 6: Detail o~ festoQn cross7bedding , at Giles Cre~k .. 
Lens cap overlles a maJor erOSlon surface wlthln 
the cross-bedded sequence, defining the base of a 
new channel sequence . 
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Figure 3 . 7 : Horizontally laminated sandstone (lithofacies Sh), 
grading up into massive carbonaceous to very 
carbonaceous, silty sandstone (lithofacies 5mz), 
thin coal~ and massive carbonaceous mudstone. 
LocalitY=Kam Creek, Gr. L29 286257 . 
Figure 3.8: Wedge of horizontally laminated sandstone (li tho-
facies Shl.within thick sequence of lithofacies 
Gm. Loca ~ty=Coal Creek, GR. L30 226192. 
Figure 3.9: Riople laminated sandstone (lithofacies Sr), interpreted as a p rox imal crevasse-splay deposit 
within the basal poorly drain coal sequence at 
Giles Creek Mine . (See measured section, Figure 
3.26) . 
Figure 3 .1 0 : Finely rippl e laminated sandstone (lithofacies 
Sr) from levee deposits at Giles Creek Mine. Fine 
burrows and rootlets are common (arrowed ) in 
these deposits . 
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underlying sandstone of lithofacies Sh, or overlie an erosive 
contact with lithofacies Sr. The upper boundary is commonly, 
but not always gradational with either lithofacies Sr, or fine 
grained sandy siltstones and coal (lithofacies Fm and CI/Cd) . 
3.2.3 Fine- grained Lithofacies 
Fi ne g ra ine d sedime nts are vol umetrically important 
within the Rotokohu Coal Measures. 
Facies FI: laminated mud (Miall 1977). Finely 
parallel to discontinuous wavy, laminated (millimetre to 
centimetre scale) mud (predominantly silt), with minor sand-
stone. These fine grained sediments are always carbonaceous, 
commonly highly carbonaceous. Fine burrows and rootlets may 
be abundant, whereas in other outcrops fine lamination is 
enhanced by the alignment of leaves/stems along the base of 
bedd i ng planes . The thickness of this lithofacies varies from 
l es s than O. 1 0m up to 3-4m , and always gradational overlies , 
and is commonly overlain by other relatively fine grained 
lithofacies (Sh , Fm and Cd/I) , although locally erosively 
overlain by lithofacies Sr, st, or Gm. 
Facies Fm : massive mud (Miall 1 977) . Lithofacie s Fm 
consists o f dark- co l our ed , massive , carbonaceous mudstone . In 
this study lithofacies Fm is restricted to thick (>O.05m ) 
mudstone deposits, locally up to 4- 5m. Well preserved 
l eaves/stems , large r oots and r ootlets are common within this 
lithofacies. Lithofacies jm commonly gradationally overlies 
and is overlain by relatively fine grained lithofacies Sr, Sh, 
Smz and FI, is frequently interbedded with coal seams, and 
locally erosively overlain by lithofacies Sr, st, and Gm. 
Lithofacies C: coal. Two subscripts are used, to 
denote clean coal (CI), and dirty coal (Cd). The distinct ion 
between these two coal types is subjective, based on gross 
outcrop appearance. However petrographic examination and 
limited ash analyses o f selecte d s amp l es indicates that 
ma c r oscopic assessment of coal mineral matter content is 
reliable , with lithofacies Cd gener ally c ontaining greater 
than 25% ash (db, from prox imate analyses). 
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3.2.4 Burrowed and bioturbated lithofacies 
Burrowed and biotu'rbated lithofacies are not discussed 
by Miall (1977, 1978) or Rust (1978), in their discussions of 
depositional models for fluvial $ystems. Such lithofacies 
are however, discussed by Douglas (1985) for Miocene deltaic 
coal bearing sediments of the Manuherikia Gr oup in Central 
otago. These lithofacies are characteristic of the Thomson 
Member of the Rotokohu Coal Measures, and are texturally 
extremely variable, ranging from pebbly sandst.,?n.e to mud. 
Lithofacies Bs: burrowed sandstone. Lithofacies Bs 
comprises burrowed, massive to laminated, carbonaceous, very 
fine to coarse sandstone. Sequences of this lithofacies are 
thick (commonly >lm and locally up to 9m), and of variable 
grain size, although fine to. medium sandstone is most common. 
Lower contacts are commonly erosive, while upper contacts are 
always gradational into lithofacies Mft or Bz . Burrows are 
always large, distinctly lined, sub-cylindrical forms , com-
monly one of three distinctive types: 
a) Arenicolites sp. (Figure 3.11), simple, distinctly 
lined, smooth-walled, vertical U-shaped burrows lacking 
spreiten, and with near symmetrical limbs . 
b) Ophiomorpha sp. (Figure 3.12), cylindrical, straight, 
non- branching, generally vertical to steeply inclined, 
sand filled, distinctly lined burrows, with an exterior 
consisting of small nodules of dark, carbonaceous clay 
material. 
c) Thalassinoides sp. distinctly lin~d, smooth walled, 
bifurcating burrows. Burrow thickness is not always 
constant, while vertical shafts are usually more abun-
dant than horizontal shafts (Thalassinoides burrows are 
g e nerally gradational wi th OPhiom3rPha bur rows , wi t h 
the terminology used in this thesis following t hat o f 
Howard and Frey 1984). 
Th e bu rrows described above are commonly interpreted as 
dwelling , or feeding - dwelling structures of vermiform animals 
(Howard & Frey 1984, Frey and Pemberton 1984, Hallam and. Swett 
1966). 
Figure 3.11: Arenicolites sp. burrow within burrowed, fine to 
medlum sandstone (lithofacies Bs) at Coal Creek (see measured section Figure 3.14). Thalassi-
no ides sp. burrows are also common at thls 
IocaIlty. . 
Figure 3.12: Ophiomorpha sp. bur~ows within burrowedi.fine to 
mealum sandstone (llthofacles Bs). Loca lty=top 
of the Thomson Member, upper Rough Creek . 
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Lithofacies Mft: bioturbated, carbonaceous, muddy 
\ 
sandstone to sandy mudstone. This lithofacies comprises 
bioturbated, highly carbonaceous, muddy sandstone to sandy 
mudstone (Figure 3.13), generally 1 to 2m thick. General 
lebensspuren can not be identified in this lithofacies. Grain 
size is variable , but is commonly f ine sandy mudstone. The 
lower contact of lithofacies Mft is frequently gradational 
from lithofacies Bs, while the upper contact is usually grada-
tional with lithofacies Bz (defined below), or Cl, of coal 
Type AB (Section 6.3). 
Lithofacies Bz: bioturbated, very carbonaceous mud-
stone. Lithofacies Bz comprises dark, bioturbated, highly 
carbonaceous mudstone, generally 0.5 to 2m thick, with most 
sedimentary structures destroyed by the bioturbation. These 
units commonly gradationally overlie lithofacies Mft, although 
abrupt contacts occur locally with lithofacies Bs, and are 
always gradationally overlain by lithofacies Cl, of coal Type 
AB (Section 6 . 3) 
3 . 3 MEASURED SECTIONS 
3.3.1 Thomson Member 
The Thomson Member is always poorly exposed. Three 
measured sections are provided to illustrate characteristic 
features of the Member. 
i) Coal Creek (Figure 3.14) and Dee Creek (Figure 3.15) 
Coal and Dee Creek provide good, although small, expo-
sures of the burrowed sandstones and siltstones (lithofacies 
Bs , Mft a nd Bz) which are characteristic of the Thomson Mem-
ber. 
In all exposures, vertical burrow components dominate 
hori z ont al components , lined b urrows are the norm , and the 
d i vers i ty of b u rrow type~ is l oW . These features are typica l 
morphological responses of organisms to a high to moderate 
energy, shifting substrate environment (Howard & Frey 1984), 
although water chemistry may also be a major influence on 
burrow morphology given the possible marginal marine environ-
Figure 3.13 : Bioturbated, carbonaceous, mUdd~ sandstone to 
sandy mUdstone (lithofacies Mft , grading up into 
Type AB coal; lower Thomson Mem er, Rougn Creek. 
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ment of deposition (D . W.Lewis, pers. comm.) 
Lithofacies Bs is generally discontinuously laminated 
to locally ripple laminated, moderately well sorted, fine to 
medium sandstone. Major erosive surfaces present in thick 
sequences of lithofacies Bs are abruptly overlain by very 
coarse to granular sandstone which rapid fines upward into 
medium sandstone (Figure 3.11). 
The ichnofaunas present in lithofacies Bs (defined .in 
section 3.2) are commonly described from moderate to high 
energy, shallow to marginal marine depositional environments 
(Howard and Frey 1984, Archer and Maples 1984) . . The charac-
teristic lithofacies sequence associated with burrowed sand-
stones in the Thomson Member is: 
Bs - > Mft - > Bz -> CI/Fm. 
This lithofacies sequence is inferred to represent an 
interdistributary bay-fill sequence . 
The term interdistributary bay is used as defined by 
Coleman et al. (1964) as "the areas between deltaic distribu-
taries, irrespective of whether the bays are open to the sea 
or not." Lithofacies Bs (with its characteristic "marine" 
lebensspuren) is inferred to represent marine influenced, 
sandy bay-fill deposits, with lithofacies Mft and Bz (where 
present) representing the "silting- up" stage of the bay-fill 
history. The bay-fill sequences are gradationally overlain 
by a "lower delta plain" ( Horne et al . 1978) marsh sequence 
consisting of lithofacies CI and Fm. 
The bay-fill sequences are inferred to represent cycles 
of frequent lobe abandonment and relocation of the nearest 
distributary channel. A similar mechanism of autocyclic lobe 
abandonment was proposed as the cause of the abrupt thickening 
of the Thomson Member in the upber Rough Creek area, and was 
interpreted (in Chapter 2) with the distribution of sandstone 
in the underlying Ram C!eek Member as defining two major 
depositional lobes north of Inangahua Landing. 
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ii) Ram Creek (Figure 3.16) 
Ram Creek provides a small but well exposed section 
showing the gradation from calcareous shallow marine sandstone 
and siltstone of the Ram Creek Member, into the Thomson Member 
of the Rotokohu Coal Measures (Figure 3.16). 
A r epetitive lithofacies sequence is observed in this 
section; each sequence consists of Stf - > Sh - > Smz - > Cl/Fm. 
These sequences are inferred to represent active distributary 
channel-fill composed of festoon cross-bedded, granular to 
fine sandstone (lithofacies Stf), followed by channel abandon-
ment, producing fining-upward channel-fill sequences (lithofa-
cies Sh -> Smz -> Cl/Fm). 
The association of active and abandoned channel -fill, 
gradationally overlying shallow marine sandstones and silt-
stones, is characteristic of channel sedimentation in a lower 
delta plain environment where there is little tendency for 
lateral channel migration (Horne et al. 1978, Diessel 1984). 
The Ram Creek Section is comparable with fluvial-dominated 
lower delta plain sequences described in the literature (e.g . 
Figure 3.17) . 
Where present, lithofacies Sh is gradational with both 
lithofacies Stf and Smz (Figure 3.7), and is inferred to 
represent a waning in channel flow. Lithofacies Smz is inter-
preted as represent "silting- up" of abandoned channels, and 
grades up into delta marsh deposits (lithofacies Cl [coal Type 
ABJ and Fm). 
Coal seams from lower delta plain marsh deposits in the 
Thomson Member, are composed of marine-influenced Type AB coal 
(Section 6 .3 ) , frequently with high sulphur contents (>3% db) . 
The high sulphur content, marine influenced coal type, and 
presence of marine dinoflagellates within all pollen samples 
collected from the Thomson Member at Coal Creek (Mildenhall 
pers. comm.), are consi$tent with the brackish "lower delta 
plain" depositional environment suggested by the lithostrati-
graphy. 
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3.3.2 Camp Member 
Two lithofacies sequences are r ecognised within the 
Camp Member: 
Sequence M: mudstone dominant 
Sequence c: conglomerate dominant 
i) Sequence C: Conglomerate-dominated lithofacies sequence 
Two small measured sections are provided to demonstrate 
the characteristic vertical profile present within the con-
glomerate- dominated lithofacies sequence (Figures 3.18 and 
3.19). Figure 3.18 provides a representative reference sec-
tion for this lithofacies sequence. The sequence in this 
section comprises massive to crudely bedded, clast- supported 
conglomerate (lithofacies Gm and Gm/Gp), abruptly overlain by 
massive to horizontally-bedded sandstone (lithofacies Sh), 
gradationally overlain by thin, massive, carbonaceous mudstone 
and thin dirty coal (lithofacies Fm and Cd) . 
Lithofacies Gm and Gm/Gp are inferred to represent 
longitudinal bar deposits , similar to longitudinal bar depo -
sits described by Miall (1977 and 1978), Rust (1978), and 
Douglas (1985) . The commonly accepted model for the develop-
ment of longitudinal bars is by aggradation o f the coarser 
fractions of the bedload sediment in mid- channel areas, during 
the falling stage of flood episodes (Miall 1977, Rust 1978, 
Figure 3.20a). 
Fine grained sandstones and mUdstones overlying the 
coarse longitudinal bar sediments are interpreted as bar top 
sediments, formed by vertical accretion on relatively stable 
bar surfaces during intervals of reduced channel flow, and/or 
cannel abandonment (Cant 1978, Douglas 1985, Figure 3.20a). 
Bar top sediments within the Camp Member are characterised by 
a thin lithofacies sequence Sh -> Fm -> C -> Fm , overlying 
coarse sediments predominantly composed of lithofacies Gm. 
The section ~hown in Figure 3.19 is interpreted as a 
sequence of bar top sediments ( lithofacies Sh -> Fm -> Cl -> 
Fm - > Sh), overlain by a series of stacked longitudinal bar 
bedforms. The sandstone lenses observed are inferred to 
\ represent local sand wedges which developed on the edge of 
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individual longitudinal bars, similar to those discussed by 
Rust (1978). 
Sequences of complete bar units, similar to those of 
the Camp Member, were described by Douglas (.1985) from the st 
Bathans Member of the Manuherika Group of Central otago (F ig-
ure 3.20b), and the deposi t ional e nv i r o nme n t was i nferred t o 
com2rise braid channels. 
The features observed in Figures 3.1B and 3.19 are used 
as a reference for other conglomerate exposures within the 
Camp Member. Figure 3.21 shows measured sections of two thick 
conglomerate exposures within the Camp Member . Both sections 
contain thick sequences of lithofacies Gm, interbedded with 
thin bar top sequences. Reactivation surfaces and sandstone 
wedges are commonly observed within the thick sequences of 
lithofacies Gm. Lithofacies Gms is not present in these 
conglomerate sections . 
Facies models documented in the literature for braided 
river deposits provide analogies for the style of sedimenta-
tion observed within the conglomerate- dominated sequences of 
the Camp Member. Three principal vertical profile models for 
gravel-dominated braided river deposits are discussed by Miall 
(1978), and Rust (1978). The conglomerate- dominated 
sequences of the Camp Member have similarities to 1'1iall 1 s 
"Scott type" model (Figure 3.22), where l1facies Gm" is dom-
inant. The Scott model was proposed by Miall (1977 a nd 1978} 
for proximal, gravel-dominated, braided stream deposits, 
including those occurring on humid alluvial fans. 
The major difference between the Scott model and con-
g lomera t e-d omi na t e d sequences with i n the Ca mp Member· i s t he 
abundance of bar top sediments within the Camp Member. It is 
suggested that these bar top sediments resulted from frequent 
channel switching, within a broad alluvial plain, associated 
with high rates of sediment supply and s ubsidence. Frequent 
channel swit ching is a characteristic of braided streams 
developed on humid alluvial fans (Reineck and Singh , 1980), 
and is considered to be a good analogy for the paleoenviron-
ment of the Camp member. 
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ii) Sequence M : MUdstone-dominated lithofacies sequence. 
Thick exposures of this sequence are locally common in 
the Camp Member (e.g. lower Coal Creek, Hart Creek), and two 
representative measure sections are provided (Figures 3.23 and 
3.24). Lithofacies Fm is dominant in these sequences, and the 
characteristic vertical profile is: 
Fl - > Fm - > Cd/Cl -> Fm 
Mudstones within this vertical profile are always 
thick, and uninterrupted sections in excess of 25m thickness 
have been observed (e.g. Hart Creek). The thick mudstone-
dominated sections are inferred to represent fine-grained 
overbank deposits. Well preserved leaves, stems, rootlets and 
frequent, generally thin, Type C coal seams (Section 6.6), are 
suggestive of sedimentation within a low to very low energy 
overbank setting. Beds of finely laminated siltstone (litho-
facies Fl) are interpreted as distal overbank flood sedimenta-
tion, within the flood plain environment. 
Coarse grained lithofacies are commonly interbedded 
with the thick sections of fine grained sediment. Thick beds 
(1 .75-3m) of massive sandy conglomerate, interbedded with 
thick mudstone units, produce a characteristic lithofacies 
sequence: 
Fm -> Sh -> Gm (minor Gms) -> Sh -> Fl -> Fm 
These conglomerate units are always massive , and in some 
outcrops matrix-supported (lithofacies Gms). The absence of 
internal structures such as reactivation surfaces, grading, 
imbrication and sand wedges, suggests that these conglomerate 
beds were not deposited as braid bars. The abrupt incoming of 
conglomerate beds within the mudstone sections, their sheet-
like geometry in relatively well exposed sections of the lower 
Camp Member at Coal Creek , the relatively uniform thickness 
(1 . 75 - 3m at every outcrop) , and the characteristic massive to 
locally clast- supported conglomerate fabric suggests that 
these beds may represent '''debris flow/sheet-flood" crevasse-
splay deposits . 
The thick conglomerate horizons are therefore inter-
preted as conglomeratic crevasse- splay deposits, which period-
ically inundated the overbank regions. Similar associations 
\ of fine grained flood plain deposits with coarse grained units 
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Cross-bedded medium to fine sandstone units also com-
monly occur within the mudstone lithofacies sequences. These 
sandstones are interpreted as either sandy crev asse splay 
d e posi t s, o r d i s t a l equivalent s o f t he congl omer a tic crevasse-
splays . 
iii) Lateral Distribution of Lithofacies Sequences in the 
Camp Member 
In Figure 3.25, all outcrops of the Camp Member (and 
some from the Thomson Member) are classified as either litho-
facies sequence M (mudstone dominant), or C (conglomerate 
dominant) . 
Sequence C is predominantly restricted to the 
Brown/ u pper Coal Creek area , const i tuting a ll the upper Camp 
Member at Coal Creek. Sequence M dominates the Gorgy Creek, 
lower Coal/Camp Creek , and Hart/Shag Creek areas . At Gorgy 
Creek sequence M constitutes almost all exposures of the Camp 
Member, while it dominates the lower Camp Member only at Coal 
Creek . 
The spatial distribution of the two lithofacies 
sequences is inferred to be an original depositional feature. 
The Camp Member was previously interpr eted to represent a 
humid alluvial fan, characterised by both rapid sedimentation 
and syndepositional subsidence. Alluvial fans form localised 
fan - shaped deposits radiating downstream from an associated 
mountain front (Reineck and Singh 1980, Diessel 1984). 
Concentration of channel deposits with i n restricted 
areas is a common featu r e o f sedimentation within alluvial f an 
environments (Galloway 1976, Heward 1978, Wescott and Ethridge 
1980, Reineck and Singh 1980, Diessel 1984: Figure 3 . 25a ) , 
u s ual l y r e s ulting fr om a point s ource fo r the sediment s , 
and/or sedime n t by- p ass mech anisms s u ch as l ateral c h ann e l 
restriction by tectonic controls (Newman J. 1985), natural 
levees (Reineck and Sing 1980), or vegetation (Holden 1982a). 
\ Both mechanism a re probable contr ols on thee lateral distribu-
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settIngs (from Dlessel 1984). A sImIlar mechanIsm 
is proposed for the distribution of lithofacies 
sequences in the Camp Member. 
tion of channel sediments within the Camp Member, given the 
inferred paleoenvironmental setting of both high sedimentation 
\ 
rates and rapid subsidence, inferred from the lithostrati-
graphy. 
South of Gorgy Creek, channel deposition in the lower 
Camp Member was restricted to the Rough/Br own Creek area, but 
was more widespread during deposition of the upper Camp Mem-
ber, to include the Coal Creek area as well. Thick overbank 
sequ~nces dominated by mUdstone developed locally within the 
alluvial fan environment, due to lateral channel restriction, 
coupled with rapid syndepositional subsidence. Similar mecha-
nisms for producing thick overbank sediments associated with 
coarse braided channel deposits have been proposed by McLean 
and Jerzykiewicz (1978), Friend (1978), and Diessel 1984. 
The distribution of sandstone within the Ram Creek 
Member (Figure 2.5) also suggests restricted sediment supply, 
with thick, massive sandstone in the Brown/Coal Creek area 
corresponding to a probable sediment source. The mudstone-
dominated facies of the Ram Creek Member in the upper Rough 
Creek area (Section 2.2) corresponds to a thick Thomson Mem-
ber (Figure 2.5), and a dominance of overbank sediments at 
Gorgy Creek, possibly indicating a "fan- margin" (i .e. an area 
removed from active channel regions) . Local thickening of the 
Thomson Member in this area was interpreted previously as 
probably resulting from an autocyclic transgressive phase 
produced by channel switching on the two active fan regions 
defined by sandstone thickness/distribution within the Ram 
Creek member. 
3.3.3 Donkey Member 
Three detailed measured sections are provid~d for the 
Donkey Member; 
i) Giles Creek Mine: 
ii) DH 118 (Appendix 12): 
i ii ) Fletcher Creek Mine: 
;::>1 
i) Giles Creek Mine 
Figure 3.26 provides a detailed measured section for 
the interseam sediments separating two thick coal seams at the 
Giles Creek Mine. 
The base of the section comprises distinctly banded 
coal (Type=AB, see section 6 . 3), with frequent thin, clastic 
sedimentary partings, and thin lenticular, siliceous 
partings (described in section 5.4). Thin beds of relatively 
coarsely ripple- laminated sandstone (lithofacies Sr), inter-
bedded in the basal coal seam, are inferred to represent 
proximal crevasse- splay deposits (R. Flores, pers. corom.) , 
whereas many of the thin massive mudstone beds (lithofacies 
Fm) may represent distal crevasse- splay deposits or periods of 
relatively rapid swamp subsidence, and/or very poor drainage . 
The basal coal sequence is gradationally overlain by 
approximately 13 m o f sed i ment, c omprisin g litho f a cie s Sr a nd 
distinctly lenticular beds o f lit hofac i es Smz ( Figure 3 .2 7). 
Lithofacies Sr comprises finely ripple laminated sandstone, 
with fine rootlets and burrows, and is inferred to repre -
sent levee deposits . Lenticular beds of lithofacies Smz, 
compr ising poorly sorted, s i lty f i ne t o v ery fi ne s andstone , 
are interpreted as abandoned c r evasse- splay c hannel s , similar 
to those described by Horne et al . (1978 ) from Carboniferous 
deltaic sediments, with the abandoned crevasse channel within 
the levee being rapidly in- filled with poorly sorted sandstone 
of lithofacies Smz. The thick sequence of lithofacies Sr and 
Smz is therefore interpreted as a levee environment, with ' 
frequent levee breaching evidenced by the large number of 
abandoned crevasse channels. 
Th e l evee s equence is overlain , c onf or mably i n s ome 
p l aces and erosiona l ly in others, by a thick sequence ( 13m) of 
festoon cross- bedded sandstone (lithofacies Stf), inferred to 
represent dune bedforms deposited within aggrading channel 
sequences (R . Flores, ~ers. comm.) . No other lithofacies has 
been identi f ied within t his c r oss - bedded s andstone sequence. 
Dist i nct b reaks evident in the cross - bedding pattern (Fi gure 
3 . 5) mark the base o f new channel deposits, and imply a mul t i -
channel sequence . 
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Figure 3.26: Mea sured section for i n t e r seam sediments at Giles 
Cre ek Mine. 
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Lenticular beds of massive, silty sandstone ( l itho fac i es Smz ), interbe dded wlth f i ne l y ( 
ripple laminated sandstone (lithofacies Sri; 
interpreted to represent abandoned crevasse-splay 
channels wi t hin a levee sequence. Locality= 
Giles Creek Mine. 
The multi - channel sandstone sequence is abruptly over-
lain by thick (locally up· to 15m), relatively massive, very 
clean coal (Type=D, section 6.3). This thick coal sequence is 
inferred to represent a relatively well drained overbank 
swamp, which formed direct ly above an abandone d channel sys-
t em . 
Classification of paleochannel behavior and type from 
vertical sequence analysis can be extremely difficult, and at 
times unreliable (Miall 1977, Jackson 1978, Cant 1978, Allen 
1983). The vertical sequence observed at Giles Creek com-
prises a number of sub- environments: proximal and distal 
crevasse-splays, levees, channels, and relatively well drained 
and poorly drained overbank swamps . The section described 
does not unambiguously fit currently proposed models for 
either sand-dominated meandering or braided stream environ-
ments (Figures 3.28 & 3.29) . 
The t hick sequence o f channel - fil l sandstones (Lithofa-
cies stf) resembles some of the channel - dominated vertical 
sequences identified within the braided Battery Point Forma-
tion by Cant and Walker (1976), the braided South Saskatchewan 
Riv e r (Can t 1978), o r the s andstone-domi nated " tran s i t iona l . 
sequence" ident i fied by Jackson (1976) fo r the meandering 
Wabash River (Figures 3 . 28 and 3 . 29 ) . Jackson (1978 ) ev alu-
ated commonly cited sedimentological criteria for distinguish-
ing meandering and non-meandering streams, and found many 
criteria to be ambiguous, with few features diagnostic of 
either environment (Table 3.2). 
The absence of epsilon cross-stratification, and the 
mUlti-storey internal geometry of the cross-bedded sandstones, 
is t ent a tively i n ferr e d t o i nd i cate l ow sinuosity river chan-
nel s (Allen 1983 , R . Flor es pers . comm . ) , with moderately well 
developed levees . Frequent levee breaching and periods of 
channel abandonment are also suggested by the mine section, 
however further classification of channel type is not 
attempt ed i n v i ew o f t he amb i guous na t u r e o f da t a . 
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COMMONLY CITED SEDIMENTOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR 
FLUVIAL DEPOSITS · 
Vertical sequence 
of 1 ithofac i es 
Fine member 
Rock gravel in 
coarse member 
Scroll bars 
Epsilon-cross 
stratification 
Scouring surfaces 
in coarse member 
Channel-fill mud 
deposits 
Chute -fi 11 and 
chute bars 
Natural levees 
Dispersion of 
current indicators 
Exhumed meander 
belt 
Continuity of sand 
and gravel beds 
(in coarse member) 
Meandering 
Fining-upward cycles 
(of grain size and 
sed. structures) 
Normally common and 
appreciably thick 
Small amounts ; few 
large clasts 
Common 
Corrrnon 
Uncorrrnon 
Common, esp. in 
muddy streams; 
long and arcuate 
Expected in "coarse -
grained" streams 
Often promi nen t 
o Large! often >180 
Can be expected in 
proper sections 
Often great, with 
1 it t 1 e 1 ate r a 1 
change in texture 
Non-meandering 
No consistent 
sequence 
Uncommon and thin 
Can be abundant, 
with 1 a rge 
clasts . 
Absent 
Absent 
Abundant 
Minor; short 
Uncommon 
Minor 
Sma 11, often <900 
Absent 
Beds often 
lenticular and 
discontinuous 
Table 3.2: Commonly cited sedimentological criteria for 
disting~ishing sediments of meandering and non -
meanderlng streams (from Jackson, 1978). 
ii) Drill hole 118 
The basal 44m of the Donkey Member in DH 118 (between 
134.25-178.25m, Figure 3.30) has major lithostratigraphic 
similarities with the measured section for the base of the 
coal measures at Giles Creek Mine. 
In DH 118 this basal interval comprises a relatively 
thick sequence of interbedded coal (of variable ash content) 
and carbonaceous mudstone (lithofacies Fm/Fl), with occasional 
beds of lithofacies Sr (relatively coarsely ripple laminated). 
This sequence is interpreted as a poorly drained overbank 
swamp e~vironment, with frequent crevasse-splay deposition. 
The sediments overlying the basal coal sequence (from 
150-159m) are dominated by cross-bedded sandstones (lithofa-
cies st and Stfi festoon cross-bedding was identified in some 
core sections ), and ripple laminated sandstone (lithofacies 
Sr). These sandstone units are inferred to represent channel 
and levee sediments . 
The channel/levee sequence is conformably overlain by a 
second thick sequence of overbank mudstone (lithofacies Fm and 
Cd), and clean coal (lithofacies Cli ash contents in Appendix 
8). These two lithofacies associations are inferred to repre-
sent relatively poorly drained, and well-drained overbank 
swamps respectively. 
The interseam sediments in DH 118 show greater cyclic 
repetition than in the mine section, with at least three 
channel cycles identified between the basal seam and the 
second seam at 150-159m. Major periods of channel abandonment 
coupled with rapid subsidence, are inferred to have resul~ed 
in thick overbank deposits interbedded with major channel 
sequences identified throughout DH 118 (Appendix 12). Rela-
tively well-drained swamps (with low ash coal) developed 
locally directly above abandoned channel seque~ces (i.e. 
110-112.6m), while poorly drained peat swamps occasionally 
developed in the overba~k environments (eg. 128.81- 136.10m). 
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The upper Donkey Member in DH 118 contains occasional, 
thin «2m) beds of fine, , sandy conglomerate at the base of 
channel sequences. This coarsening upward trend is similar 
to that noted for the Camp Member in the Coal/Brown Creek area 
(Section 2.3), and is inferred to represent a general trend of 
alluvial progradation. 
iii) Mulligans Mine 
Mulligans Mine provides excellent exposure of the 
northern- most outcrop of the lower Donkey Member. The struc-
ture present in the mine is mentioned briefly in Chapter 4. 
A thick coal/mudstone horizon characterises the base of 
the Donkey Member at the mine, and gradationally overlies 
silty fine to medium sandstone of the Ram Creek Member (F igure 
3.31). Lenticular, carbonaceous mudstone horizons (lithofa-
cies Fm ) within this basal coal seam are inferred to represent 
intra-swamp paleodrainage channels. 
Intercalated within this thick coal/mudstone horizon is 
a series of distinctly lenticular, coarse grained, channel-
fill deposits. The thick channel-fill which scours into the 
top of the coal seam comprises a series of fining upward 
cycles. Each cycle has an erosive base, marked by a thin, 
fine conglomeratic (max imum clast size <8cm) lag deposit 
(Lithofacies Gm), which generally fines laterally away from 
the channel centre. The dominant lithofacies of the channel -
fill sediments are lithofacies Gm and st (pebbly cross- bedded 
sandstone). The channel sediments are abruptly overlain by 
carbonaceous mUdstone, which is in turn overlain by festoon 
cross-bedded sandstones. 
The lenticular nature of the channel sediments, their 
abrupt upper contacts, the absence of lateral accretion sur-
faces, and the multi-storey nature of the thick channel-fill 
sequences, are features consistent with low sinuosity rivers 
(Allen 1983). 
The depositional environment of the lower Donkey Member 
at Fletcher Creek is inferred from lithostratigraphy to have 
been a poorly drained swamp/lagoon area, with low sinuosity 
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rivers frequently entering the swamp environment. outcrops 
further downstream (approximately 20m) show that this fine 
grained lagoonal/swamp lithofacies is overlain by a thick 
sequence of festoon cross-bedded channel sandstone. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
STRUCTURE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Inangahua Valley constitutes the northern extension 
of the partially fault bounded, north- north- easterly trending 
Grey-Inangahua Depression (Suggate 1957). The structure of 
the Depression is relatively simple, being dominated by open 
asymmetric synformal folds, and north-north-easterly trending 
normal and reverse faults (Figure 4.1). The following discus-
sion is intended to complement the geological interpretation 
provided on the accompanying maps, and is not intended as a 
detailed structural analys~s of the Inangahua Valley. 
4.2 FOLDING 
The Mawheraiti syncline (Suggate 1957) is the major 
structural feature of the Inangahua Valley. within the study 
area the Mawheraiti Syncline is an open, asymmetric, steeply 
inclined synform. The syncline axis extends from the upper 
Maimai Valley (Suggate 1957) north along the western margin of 
the Inangahua Valley to McMurray Creek, then swings east into 
the Coal Creek area, eventually terminating against the Lyell 
Fault at Rough Creek. 
Between Inangahua Landing and the lower Giles/stony 
River area, dips within the Tertiary sequence increase in an 
easterly direction from upfolded Pororari Group basement 
(Wellman 1950) and Paleozoic granite of the Paparoa Range, 
towards the Mawheraiti Syncline axis (dips are approximately 
20 0 near the basement contact, and increase to 70-80 0 in late 
Tertiary/early Quaternary sediments near the syncline axis). 
, 
As a result of this folding, the thin discontinuous belt of 
coal measures south of Inangahua Landing dips steeply east-
south-east. In the mid Giles Creek area sedimentary onlap 
\ relationships, coupled with a swing in the trend of the Mawhe-
Figure 4.1: Regional structural setting of the Inangahua 
Valley (from Yeats, 1985). Heavy lines are faults 
with bar and ball on the downthrown side. Arrows 
on monoclines point to the downwarped side. Short 
heavy lines s00W flexural-slip faults in the Grey-
Inanqahua BaSln: 
BB, B:j. ack1;>a 11 ; 
BR, Blg Rlver; 
GC, Giles Creek; [Rough Creek (RC), Rotokohu (RO), and Inangahua (IF 
faults moved in 1968.) 
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raiti Syncline axis, produce a local flattening of dips within 
the coal measures (map 3 ,and cross section B-B' in map 
pocket.) 
North of Brown Creek the structure of the Rotokohu Coal 
Measures is dominated by the Inangahua syncline in the central 
part of the valley, and two smaller non-cylindrical, antiformal 
folds further east adjacent to the Lyell Fault. 
The Inangahua Syncline (Wellman 19S0) is an open, 
non-cylindrical, gently plunging to horizontal synform (pre-
dominantly plunging south at around 100, but locally plunges 
north at a very shallow angle [<soJ at Brown Creek). Nathan 
(1978a) traced the Inangahua Syncline north from Brown Creek 
across the Buller River into the Pensini Creek area. within 
the study area the western limb dips east at a moderate angle 
of between 3S-4So, and is abruptly terminated north of the 
Buller River by the Inangahua Fault (Nathan 1978a). The 
eastern limb is sub-horizontal to gently dipping south of the 
Buller River, with parasitic antiform and synform folds devel -
oped in the Camp Creek· area. 
The Glasgow Anticline (Wellman 19S0) occurs east of the 
Inangahua Syncline between Brown and Rough Creeks, but cannot 
be traced north into Dee Creek. The Glasgow Anticline is a 
gentle, non- cylindrical, steeply inclined, horizontal anti-
form, and is inferred to merge into the monoclinal hinge 
mapped in the mid Coal Creek area (map 2). A second non-
cylindrical antiformal fold occurs north of Gorgy Creek, and 
is characterised by a very steep to locally overturned eastern 
limb adjacent to the Lyell Fault, and a gentle, westerly 
dipping western limb. 
An open, non-cylindrical, steeply inclined synform 
occurs in the Dunphy/St Helena Creek area. The sub-
horizontal western limb of this synform dips very gently west 
at 3-S0, while the eastern limb generally dips very steeply 
west (8 S-9 00) and is locally overturned. 
4.3 FAULTING 
4.3.1 Major Faults 
The north-north-easterly trending Lyell Fault (Wellman 
1950) defines the eastern margin of the Inangahua Valley north 
of Landing Creek. The Lyell Fault is a major, active (most 
recent movement occurred during the 1968 Inangahua Earthquake; 
Lensen and otway 1971) normal fault, with pre- Tertiary base-
ment of the Brunner Range upthrown relative to the Tertiary 
sequence within the valley bottom. The southern extent of 
this fault is problematic, and is discussed further in Section 
4 . 4 . 
The north-north-easterly trending Maimai Fault (Suggate 
1957) occurs in the south- western corner of the Inangahua 
Valley. This fault was not observed to crop out in the study 
area, but is inferred from mapping further south by Suggate 
(1957), and White (pers . corom.) , who map the Maimai fault 
from the upper Giles Creek area south to Maimai Creek. The 
Maimai Fault is a major reverse fault, with Paleozoic granite 
upthrown relative to Tertiary sediments. 
According to Suggate (1957), the Maimai fault combines 
with two further faults in Giles Creek to fault-out the Ter-
tiary sequence. Suggate's map required this complex fault 
pattern because of the assumption of constant bed thickness 
for upper Tertiary sediments on the south-western side of the 
Inangahua Valley. This interpretation is disputed in this 
thesis, which documents erosion of most of the Tertiary 
sequence in the Giles Cr~ek area by the distinctly angular 
regional Wanganui unconformity. 
* P . White (pers . corom.) suggests Mawheraiti Fault 
(Henderson 1917) has precedence over Maimai Fault, but the 
former is never referred to in the literature, while the 
latter has become an accepted geological name during the past 
30 years and is retained in this thesis to avoid unnecessary 
confusion. 
The Inangahua Fault (Nathan 1978a; synonym=Glasgow 
Fault- Wellman 1950, Lens~n and otway 1971) was not mapped 
during this thesis, and the outcrop pattern shown on the 
accompanying ~aps is taken directly from Nathan (1978a). 
4.3.2 Minor Faults 
A number of minor faults have been recorded within the 
study area (Suggate 1957, Lensen and otway 1971, Nathan 
1978a). Most minor faults strike sub-parallel to underlying 
poorly indurated, steeply dipping, late Tertiary to early 
Quaternary sediments, aDd are upthrown towards subjacent 
.-.'\ 
synform axis. These faults are interpreted as bedding plane 
slips (Suggate 1957,Yeats 1985) formed in response to flexu-
re-slip folding (Ramsay 1967, Yeats 1985; Figure 4.2). 
A zone of predominantly reverse faulting occurs within 
the Inangahua Formation and Rotokohu Coal Measures from stony 
River north to Fletcher Creek. Variably dipping reverse 
faults striking sub-parallel to bedding crop out at stony 
River (Figure 2.7; Map 2) and Fletcher Creek (Figure 3.31), 
while a series of reverse fault traces are shown by Nathan 
(1978a) within this area. 
Minor strike slip faults are observed at Fletcher Creek 
(Figure 3.31; sinistral) and Giles Creek (K3 0 096055, dextral; 
and K30 085052, sinistral). North-westerly trending reverse 
faults are shown by Suggate (1957) to offset flexure-slip 
faults at Giles Creek (faults X, Y & Z Figure 4.2), with fur-
ther examples shown on map 3. 
4.4 DEFORMATION HISTORY 
The overall structural trend within the Inangahua 
Valley follows the north-north-east trend which characterises 
major structural elements of the West Coast (Suggate 1957, 
Laird 1968, Nathan and others 1986). The north-north-easterly 
trending Inangahua , Lyell and Maimai Faults strongly influence 
the style of folding evident within the valley, with up thrown 
basement resulting in strongly asymmetric folds within the 
Tertiary to lower Quaternary sequence. Laird (1968) proposed 
10 dO 
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Figure 4.2: A) Flexure-slip faults at Giles Creek (from 
Suggate, 1957). 
B) Mechanism for the development of flexure-slip 
faults (from Yeats, 1985). 
a similar mechanism of basement overthrusting for the develop-
ment of the asymmetric Grey Valley syncline in the southern 
'. 
Grey-Inangahua Depression. 
Folding of the Tertiary to early Quaternary sediments, 
and the development of much of the large scale faulting 
occurr ed dur ing a p er iod o f ma jor mid Pl e i s toce ne compr es-
sional tectonics, after deposition of the strongly folded 
Pliocene to lower Pleistocene Old Man Group, but prior to 
upper Pleistocene glaciations (Nathan and others 1986) . 
All small scale faulting noted previously in section 
4.3 appears to be related to this Pleistocene deformation. 
The absence of gullying in bedding plane faults developed in 
glacial terraces at Giles Creek suggests that these faults 
formed coseismically (Yeats 1985 ), and is consistant with the 
coseismic formation of similar fault traces during the 1968 
Inangahua Earthquake (Figure 4 . 1; Lensen and Otway) . 
Reverse faults in the stony River/Fletcher Creek area 
are interpreted as sub- parallel bedding plane thrusts . 
Ramsay (1967) notes that such faults may be quite common in 
the limbs of flexure - slip folds when intense shear strains 
develop where relatively competent beds are interbedded with 
relatively incompetent beds . The Inangahua Formation/RotoKohu 
Coal J1easures contact in the Stony/Fletcher Creek area crops 
out at the transition from shallow to steeply dipping sedi-
ments, and is characterised by overthrusting of the relativel~ 
incompetent Ram Creek Member over competent coal at the base 
of the coal measures. These sub-parallel bedding plain 
thrusts were a major influence on underground mining of the 
basal Donkey Member seam at Mulligans mine (W . Brazil pers. 
comm . ) , and will create problems f o r any f uture mi~ing and/or 
prospecting in the Stony/Fletcher Creek area. Reve r se and 
strike slip faulting evident in steeply dipping Pliocene 
sediments at Giles Creek are probably related to local 
stresse s created by overthrusting of Paleozoic basement on the 
Maimai Fault. 
IIU 
Both the south- eastern and south- western margins of the 
Inangahua Valley were active during the late Miocene, prior to 
deposition of the Pliocene Giles Formation. Mid (?) to late 
Tertiary faults are overlain by the Pliocene unconformity at 
Italians Creek (Suggate 1957), and probably a t · st Helena 
Creek/Larry River (the possible southern extent of the Lyell 
Fault) . The marked angular unconformity between Rotokohu 
Coal Measures/lower Tertiary sediments, and Giles Formation on 
the western margin of the valley is interpreted as possibly 
resulting from the initiation o f uplift within the region of 
the present Paparoa Range. Nathan and others (1986) suggest a 
similar local uplift within the area of the present Paparoa 
Range, as evidenced by early Pliocene "Moonlight beds" (Nathan 
1978c ) unconformably overlying Paleozoic basement at Moonlight 
Creek. 
Uplift of the victoria Range during the early Miocene 
(Nathan and others 198 6) , provided a l ocal Green land Group 
source a r ea f o r t he Rot okohu Coa l Measures , a nd separated t he 
Grey- Inangahua Depression from allochthonous Caples/ Pelorus 
Terrane derived material which characterises Miocene to Plioc-
ene sediments of the neighbouring Murchison/ Maruia valley. 
syndepos it ional f aulting is i n ferred t o have r e s u lted i n rap id 
thickness variations and abr upt changes in t he style of sedi-
mentation evident in early to mid Mi ocene sediments preserved 
in the Inangahua Valley (Chapters 2 and 3) . 
These lithosratigraphic features are oblique to the 
major north-north-east structural trend which controlled 
sedimentation on the West Coast during the early Cretaceous to 
early Tertiary, and may suggest a link between the style of 
early to mid Miocene sedimentation in the rapidly subsiding 
n orthern I n a ng ahua , and t h e e v e n grea t e r rate s o f s ubsidence 
noted in the Murchison Valley (Nathan and others 1986 ) . 
The style of ear ly Miocene sedimentation and syndeposi -
tional faulting suggests a local regime of e xtensional tecton-
i cs wi t hin the Inangahua/Mur chison r eg i on , wit h p r obable 
c ompressiona l regimes in the victoria Range area and east of 
the Alpine Fault in the Mur chison area (Nathan and others., 
\ 1986) . The deve lopment of this rapidly subsiding basin in t he 
J 
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northern Inangahua/Murchison area, associated with local 
regions of uplift may suggest a "pull- apart" mechanism for 
basin development, possibly resulting from early Miocene 
dextral strike slip movement on the Alpine Fault. 
Suggate (1979) suggests a similar "pull - apart" mecha-
nism f or the origin of the Murchison Basin, although t he 
precise details of Suggate's model (i.e. timing of movement, 
cause of the bend in ,the Alpine fault, relative position of 
rock units, etc) are disputed (eg . cutten 1979) . This early 
Miocene east-west structural trend has been concealed by the 
'f 
strong Pleistocene compressional tectonics, which has utilised 
the inherent north-north-east structural weakness of the West 
Coast region. 
A major basement fault probably exists near Rotokohu, 
and is inferred to have had a major control on sedimentation 
within the valley. Evidence for this fault is suggested by, 
a) rapid thickness variations wit hin the early to mid 
Miocene sediments in this area, and the angular nature 
of the Pliocene unconformity near Inangahua Landing, 
b) the abrupt change in the style of folding near this 
r egion, 
c) the occurrence of bedding plane faults within this area 
during the Inangahua Earthquake (Figure 4 . 3), 
d) the possible off-setting of the upper Pleistocene gla-
cial sequence north of this area (Nathan pers . corom .'). 
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Vertical deformation within the Inangahua Valley 
during the 1968 Inangahua Earthquake ( from Lensen 
and O~way, 1971). MaJo r fl exure- slip faultihg at 
Rotokohu occurs withIn the Giles Formation i and is inferred in this thesis to possibly ref ect 
the presence of a major basement fault in this 
area. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS AND SULPHUR IN ROTOKOHU COAL 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
There is no universally accepted definition of the term 
mineral matter within coal, consequently some geologists 
extend the term to include all elements except organically 
derived or organically bound C, H, Nand 0 (Renton 1982). 
This definition includes inorganic materials which are not 
true minerals, but are organically bound within the coal, and 
is useful with relatively low rank coals «bituminous rank; 
ASTM classification) where significant proportions of the 
inorganic elements may be complexed to humic material. 
Mackowsky (1968) classified mineral matter within coal 
into two basic categories, syngenetic or epigenetic, depending 
on the inferred mode of origin. · According to this classifi-
cation the syngenetic minerals include those minerals that 
accumulated concurrently with peat formation, up to those that 
formed in the "soft lignite" stage (Renton 1979). Minerals 
incorporated in coal during this stage may be of detrital, 
vegetal, or chemical origin, and commonly dominate the miner -
alogy of the coal ash. Because of the intimate relationship 
of many syngenetic minerals with the early biochemical stages 
of coalification, recognition of such minerals is pertinent to 
understanding the depositional environment of coal. 
Epigenetic minerals form during the geochemical stage 
of coalification, commonly as a result of chemical precipita-
tion from percolating solutions (Renton 1982). They occur as 
relatively coarsely intergrown fracture fillings, or as meta -
somatic replacement of macerals or syngenetic minerals. 
Since the formation of epigenetic minerals rost-dates the 
biochemical stage of coalification, they cannot provide infor-
mation pertinent to the depositional environment of the coal. 
Although the classification outlined above appears 
definitive in theory, in ,practice it is less so (Renton 1982, 
Sykes 1985). Most minerals can be either syngenetic or epige-
netic in origin (Mackowsky 1968, Renton 1982). Discrimination 
between and within the two mineral groups is based primarily 
on mineral matter form, and mineral-maceral relationships 
determined by microscope techniques (transmitted light, 
reflected light, and Scanning Electron Microscope). These 
criteria frequently provide ambiguous results, while geochemi-
cal techniques are generally unable to determine mineral-
maceral relat~onships. As a result, the origin of some 
mineral occurrences in coal samples will not be adequately 
resolved. 
Mineral matter within Rotokohu coals had not been 
analysed prior to this study. The approach adopted in this 
investigation is primarily a regional appraisal of the mineral 
matter mineralogy, form and distribution, with two samples 
included from the Giles Formation (samples 11816 and 11838) . 
Syngenetic and epigenetic mineral groups are discussed 
separately in this Chapter, with reference made to organically 
bound mineral matter where applicable . Sulphur is discussed 
separately, in view of its stratigraphically controlled dis -
tribution in Rotokohu coals , various forms, and economic 
significance in coal deposits. Finally, the high temperature 
ash chemistry is discussed, with reference to both the synge-
netic and epigenetic origin of the various elements. 
All coal samples analysed were from outcrop, with care 
taken to provide as fresh a sample as possible. The effects 
of weathering on various coal properties, including inorganic 
mineralogy, are well documented within the literature (Stach 
et al . i982, Black 1984, Newman J . 1985, Newman N. 1985), and 
weathering must therefore be considered as a possible factor 
influencing the mineralogy and ash composition of the coals 
analysed in this thesis. 
) 
5.2 SYNGENETIC MINERAL MATTER 
5.2.1 Detrital 
Handspecimens of carbonaceous mudstone and carbomine-
rite (20-60% mineral matter by volume; as defined by Stach et 
al. 1982, page 151) contain relatively coarse grains of quartz 
and muscovite, within a fine carbonaceous clay matrix. X-ray 
diffraction of low temperature ash (LTA) residues · from these 
lithologies reveals a mineralogy dominated by quartz, rela-
tively well ordered kaolinite and muscovite/illite, and feld-
spar (sample 11838), with pyrite present in some samples. 
with the exception of pyrite (Section 5.5), this mineral 
matter is inferred to be predominantly of detrital origin. 
These very high ash samples (samples 11818 and 11838) contain 
the greatest diversity of mineral matter observed within the 
samples analysed. 
Coal occurring at the roof and floor of seams 
frequently contains a higher ash content than the intervening 
coal. This high ash content is commonly attributed to an 
increase in detrital minerals (e .g. Newman J. 1985). The roof 
and floor of Rotokohu coal seams are commonly distinctly 
gradational in outcrop (Figures 5.1 and 5.2), and have medium 
. to very high ash contents (>10% db; ash classification as 
proposed by Bowen 1978, Table 5.3). 
Microscopically these samples are characterised by 
distinct bands of thin telocollinite (well preserved plant 
tissue) interlayered with horizons rich in desmocollinite 
(degraded humic material), quartz and clay (Figure 5.3). The 
LTA mineral assemblage of these samples is usually dominated 
by quartz, and relatively well ordered kaolinite and muscovite 
(Appendix 9). Petrographically the quartz is gene r ally fin e 
to ver y fine vr ounded grains , and the enclosing macerals com-
moniy show well developed compactional features, suggesti~g a 
detrital origin. 
The occurrence of clastic sedimentary partings wit hin 
coal seams commonly produces an increase in the ash content of 
the associated coal (Figure 5 . 4). Petrographic work and LTA 
\ analyses suggest that in Rotokohu coal the medium to very high 
Figure 5.1: Gradational contact at the roof of the 2nd seam, 
Giles Creek Mine. Note t h e abundance of thin 
siliceous partings (white bands; arrowed), as the 
seam passes gradationally into channel sand -
s t one s . 
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CLASS IFIC AT ION OF DEPOS ITS ACCORDING TO ASH CONTENT 
Up to 5 per cent (Low') 
5 to 1 0 per cent (Medium) 
10 to 1 5 per cent (Hieh ) 
1 5 to 20 per cent (Very High) 
F (om Bowen 1978 
Table 5.3: Classification of coals according to ash content (from Bowen, 1978) . 
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clastic sedimentary partings. Basal seam , DH 118 
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ash content of coal associated with these partings results 
from a large component of detrital mineral matter, being 
dominated by quartz and kaolinite, commonly accompanied by 
muscovite. 
The mineralogy of low ash coals «5% dry basis) within 
t he Rotokohu Coal Me~sures is dominated by occasional f ine 
detrital quartz grains . In comparison, kaolinite is generally 
less common in LTA analyses of low ash coal, while petro-
graphic analyses indicate that the clay minerals present are 
finely dispersed throughout the coal, not concentrated in 
discrete bands as in high ash coals. Some of the kaolinite 
detected in LTA analyses of low ash samples may be authigenic . 
X-ray diffractograms of low ash coals commonly indicate 
gypsum . Low rank coals commonly contain SUbstantial amounts 
of organically bound calcium (Francis 1971), which can combine 
with sulphur to form gypsum , due to eith er outcrop we a t her ing, 
or during the LTA process (N. Newman pers . c omm . ) . I n me dium 
to high ash samples, organically bound calcium is diluted by 
the increase in detrital minerals . 
Smect i t e i s local l y p r e s ent in t h e r oo f o f t he second 
seam (seams numbered from the bottom up) a t Giles Cr eek , a s 
mixed illite- smectite , associated with detrital kaolinite , 
muscovite, and quartz. This smectite is inferred to have 
probably formed in weakly acidic to neutral environments 
outside, or locally peripheral to the peat swamp . A humid 
subtropi?al environment such as that inferred to prevail 
during deposition of the coal measures (Mildenhall 1976 ) would 
have favoured smectite development (Dixon and Weed 1977 ) . 
r 
Smectite i s inferr ed to have been washed into the peat swamp 
with detrita l quartz, ka olin ite, and muscovite, as ' pea t depo-
sition was rep laced by clastic sedimentation . 
5 . 2 . 2 Ne o- formed Mineral s 
Neo - formed miner~ls refer t o authigenic minerals wh i ch 
f o r me d within the peat s wamp . Fe l dspa r i s a common constitu -
ent o f s andstone (visual estimation , sect i on 3.2 ) a nd carbona-
ceous mudstones/carbominerites (LTA analyses) within the 
Rotokohu Coal Measures, yet was not detected in any of the 
1[1 
coal samples analysed. Feldspar must have been introduced 
into the peat swamps with detrital quartz and clay, hence the 
absence of feldspar from coal mineral matter suggests. that 
this mineral was destroyed in the peat by humic acid solu-
tions. Renton (1982) states that leaching by humic acids 
occurs during the process of humification, and persists from 
peat accumulation at t he surface to early burial stages. 
strongly acidic swamp conditions are inconsistent with 
the predominantly marine influenced depositional environment 
suggested by maceral studies (Section 6.6). Howev.er, a 
marine influence does not necessarily imply a strongly alka-
line environment of very high pH, as bacterial activity (the 
major cause of plant degradation in peat swamps) is most 
severe in swamp environments with pH levels between 4 and! 7.5 
(excludlng other variables such as swamp oxygenation, stach et 
al. 1982, p 33). 
The presence of illite/muscovite in Rotokohu coals was 
attributed previously to detrital muscovite, and does not 
directly reflect low swamp pH conditions as is proposed for 
some illite/muscovite occurrences in overseas coals (Renton 
1982). More work on the chemical environment of deposit~on 
in Rotokohu peat swamps, and on the general geochemical envi-
ronment of the coal measure basin as a whole, is necessary to 
resolve the apparent conflict between an absence of feldspar 
and a brackish depositional environment . 
Isolated fine blebs of kaolinite evident in some low 
ash samples are possibly neo-formed, or may represent floccu-
lated clays (as a brackish depositional environment would 
favour flocculation, Newman J. 1986), although as stated 
previously, most kaolinite appears to be of detrital origin. 
Alkaline earth elements such as Ca, Na, and Mg probably occur 
as neo-formed, organically bound species in Rotokohu coals, 
although moderate to high ash samples may contain a proportion 
of these elements in detrital clay minerals. The presence of 
these elements in organically bound form is suggested by high 
temperature ash analyses of low ash coal (Section 5 . 5), and by 
the formation of gypsum in some LTA samples. 
5.3 EPIGENETIC MINERALS 
Epigenetic minerals are rare within Rotokohu coals, for 
which quartz, and iron sulphides (predominantly pyrite), are 
the only probable epigenetic minerals detected. Epigenetic 
carbonates were not detected in any of the samples studied. 
5.3.1 silicification within Rotokohu Coals 
silicified coal horizons are frequently observed in 
Rotokohu Coals . They are always lenticular in outcrop, and 
weather to a distinctive white colour (Figure 5.5). The lower 
boundary surface is commonly more gradational than the upper 
boundary surface, with compactional slickensides and quartz 
veining evident in some samples (Figure 5.6). These siliceous 
horizons are frequently associated with relatively high ash 
coal, being particularly common near the roof and floor of 
coal seams (Figure 5.7). 
In fresh drill-core, siliceous horizons have a similar 
appearance to the enclosing coal, but with a slightly duller 
lustre. The high density of these horizons (relative to the 
enclosing coal) produces a distinctive gamma-gamma (density) 
geophysical log trace (Figures 5.2 and 5.4). 
The ash content determined for 4 silicified horizons 
intersected in DR 118 varied from 69.3-80.3% db (ash content 
determined by CRA). X-ray diffraction of LTA residues rev-
eals a mineralogy comprising solely of quartz (Appendix 9), 
and high temperature ash analyses are dominated by Si02 
(>99 .5%, Appendix 11). 
Thin section, polished section and SEM investigations 
indicate that a significant proportion of the silica is fine 
grained, with coarsely crystalline detrital and authigenic 
quartz representing a smaller proportion of the total ash. 
Polished sections of silicified coal are characterised 
, 
by a sugary appearance, but with maceral textures still 
clearly visible (Figure 5.8). Both detrital and authigenic . 
quartz are evident, although the amount of coarsely crystal-
I line quartz observed is lower than the ash percentage deter-
Figure 5.5: C19se up view of silicified coal at Giles Creek 
M~ne. 
Figure 5.6: Quartz veining in silicified coal (Sample 11881). 
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Figure 5.7 : s ilicified coal hor i zo ns a ssocia ted with c r e vasse-
splay sandstone and mudstone partings at Giles 
Cre e k Mine. For scale, the sandstone horizon is 
approximately one metre thick. 
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Figure 5 . 8: Polished sect i on 
(o~I ~mme rs ionl of silici f ied 
coal, showing ' suga r y " appear-
ance. Small quartz crystals 
are evident ~n some cell 
cavities (arrowed ) [Sample 
118844). 
'Lv 
mined in proximate analyses (30-40 % of the total sample, or 
about one half of the sample in most visual estimates). In 
thin sections of silicified coal, coarsely crystalline quartz 
is seen to be generally restricted to cell infillings within 
root/stem cross-sections, occasional bedding parallel bands 
and cross-cutting veinlets (Figure 5.9). 
SEM investigations show good preservation of the origi-
nal maceral textures by fine grained sili~a (Figures 5.10 and 
5.11). Large, subhedral quartz crystals commonly infill cell 
cavities, while aggregates of fine euhedral quartz crystals 
infill small fissures and veinlets (Figures 5.12 and 5.13). 
The coal sample overlying silicified coal at Giles 
Creek (sample 11812) contains a relatively high percentage of 
fine sub rounded detrital quartz grains, concentrated in 
quartz rich layers (7% of the total petrographic count for 
this sample , Figure 5.14). Fine haloes of mineral matter 
(probably quartz) were observed set back from the grain margin 
of some quartz grains, while coarse grained quartz overgrowths 
were observed during SEM investigations on the margins of some 
macerals within siliceous partings. 
Siliceous beds within Rotokohu coals are interpreted as 
a low temperature, early diagenetic alteration of coal hori-
zons which were initially rich in detrital quartz. Features 
consistent with a detrital origin of the silica include: 
a) the presence of abundant detrital quartz grains within 
silicified horizons, and in coal immediately enclosing 
these horizons, 
b) their lenticular geometry, and 
c) the vertical and lateral field association with high 
ash horizons and clastic partings. 
Fairbridge (1967, p71) suggests a late anadiagenetic 
stage with rising waters of high pH would favour silicifica-
tion within coal. This origin cannot be invoked for Rotokohu 
, 
coals, as their rank is too low to postulate deep burial 
(Section 6.7) . Furthermore, c ompactional s lickensides and 
minor compaction of cell cavities suggest silicification 
\ occurred during early diagenesis, shortly after humification-
Figure 5 .9: Cross-polars view of silicified coal. Coarsely 
crystalline quartz p+eferentially infilling 
stern/root cross-sectlons. The dark background is 
replaced by finely crystalline quartz (Sample 
1184, xl05). 
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Figure 5.10: Good preservation 
of cell wall materlal (tel l-
nite) by.f~ne graine~ silica. 
Cell cavltles show mlnor 
compaction (Sample 11884). 
Firure 5.11: General view of 
Sl lCltled desmocollinite-rich 
groundmass (Sample 11884). 
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Fi~ure 5.12: Quartz vein 
Wl hln sample 11884 . Large 
quartz c~ystals (7) present in 
surroundlng materlal (arrowed). 
Fi~ure 5.13: Close-uD of 
eu edraI quartz cryscals 
and minor recrystalisation 
within quartz vein (Figure 
5.12), Sample 11884. 
Figure 5.14: Detrital quartz 
gralns wlchin coal sample 
11812 , overlying a sillcified 
coal horizon (Sample 11812). 
gelification produced the maceral textures still evident in 
polished sections. 
An occurrence of euhedral quartz crystals in low rank 
Brunner coal at Charleston has been considered to result from 
low temperature (30 -90°C) crystallisation from silica-rich 
solutions during early burial (Soong and Blattner 1986), and 
is probably a good analogue for the more widespread, rela-
tivelyfiner grained silicification observed in Rotokohu coal. 
The pH of peat rapidly rises during shallow burial 
(Waksman and stevens 1929). The presence of early authigenic 
carbonate minerals in some West Coast coals is strong evidence 
for a high pH during early burial and diagenesis in some coals 
(Newman N. pers. comm.) , and such conditions are proposed for 
the silicification of Rotokohu coals. 
Although relatively common in Rotokohu coals, silicifi-
cation is rare within West Coast coals in general (Newman N. 
pers. comm.) , and may in part reflect the relatively unusual 
geochemical and geological history of the "Rotokohu" basin. 
Conditions necessary for silicification within Rotokohu coals 
were achieved only locally, where abundant detrital quartz was 
present. 
The presence of this detrital quartz appears to have 
induced local supersaturation of the interstitial fluid during 
early diagenesis. The silica saturated waters surrounding the 
quartz grains would have been free to migrate short di'stances 
between the relatively permeable peat/lignite macerals which 
enclosed the detrital quartz. This relatively good permeabil-
ity favoured the infilling of interstices within root/stem 
cross sections, and some telinite lenses by relativ ely 
coarsely crystalline quartz , while allowing the structural 
detail of the desmocollinite dominated groundmass to be faith-
fully duplicated by fine grained silica. 
Exinite macerals appear to resist the silicifi cation 
process, while veinlets infilled with euhedral quartz crystals 
are interpreted as representing a late phase of silicifica-
tion . Continued burial of the peat probably induced micro-
fracturing of the relatively brittle partially silicified 
coal, followed by infilling of these fractures with coarsely 
crystalline quartz derived from the immediately surrounding 
. area. 
5.4 SULPHUR 
5.4.1 Introduction 
pyrite is by far the most abundant iron sulphide 
detected in both LTA and petrographic analyses, with marcasite 
only detected in sample 11872 (Appendix 9). All sulphur 
values referred to in the text were determined by CRA on a 
weight percentage basis, and are tabulated together with 
proximate a,nalyses in Appendix 8. Forms of sulphur ( i. e. 
' organic vs inorganic) have not been determined for any Roto-
kohu coals, although an estimation of the pyritic sulphur 
content is attempted in section 5.5. 
5.4.2 Distribution 
Sulphur distribution within the Rotokohu Coal Measures 
is strongly influenced by stratigraphic position (Figure 
5.15). Coals from the Thomson Member have medium to high 
sulphur contents (>1.1% db, sulphur classification as proposed 
by Bowen 1978, p16). High su~phur coals (>2.5% db) within 
the Thomson Member occur in sections with frequently inter-
bedded bioturbated sandstone (lithofacies Bs , Mft and Bz, 
section 3.3). Medium sulphur coals (1 .1-2.5% db) within the 
Thomson Member occur inmultiseam sections without frequently 
interbedded bioturbated sandstone (e.g . upper Rough Creek). 
Coals from the lower Camp Member commonly have low 
sulphur contents «1.1% db). Medium to high sulphur contents 
occur locally in the upper Camp Member near the unconformity 
with the Giles Formation, while very high SUlphur contents 
occur where coal seams are overlain by thick, porous conglom-
erate horizons. 
similar influences of roof lithology on sulphur content 
have been noted by Horne et al. (1978) and Newman J. (1985 and 
\ 1986), where porous roof lithologies have allowed secondary 
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of sUlphur in Rotokohu and Giles 
Formation coals. 
F i~ure 5 .16: Framboidal pyrite 
"g ost" (Sample 11884). Pyrite 
has been removed by t he prepa -
ration process, leaving behlnd 
the outline of the frambiod. 
Fi~ure 5.17: $yngenetic to 
Ia e syngenetlc, pyrlte con -
cretions wi t h llmlted compac-
t i on (Sample 1 1856 ). 
enrichment from permeating marine influenced solutions . In 
the upper Camp Member th~se solutions are inferred to have 
resulted from the regional transgression which terminated 
deposition of the Rotokohu Coal Measures and led to deposition 
of the shallow marine Giles Formation in the northern Inanga-
hua Valley. 
Coal from the Donkey Member is nearly always low sul-
phur, with the only exception occurring near Giles Creek Mine 
(GR . L30 108077) . At this localit y, shallow marine sediments 
of the Giles Formation unconformably overlie the basal seam of 
the Donkey Member , producing locally high sulphur coal 
(3.8 - 4.8% sulphur db, Figure 6.14~ 
Two samples analysed f rom the Giles Formation at Giles 
Creek also have high sulphur contents ( 2 . 1 and 5 . 2% sulphur db 
respectively, samples 11838 and 11859), with the interbedded 
s h a llow mar ine sediments t h e l ikely source f o r th i s high 
s ulphur . 
5 . 4 . 3 Forms of Pyrite 
Framboidal pyrite (small concretions consisting of a 
mass o f individual cubic o r oct ahedr al c r ystalli t es, Figur e 
5 . 16) is extremely common within the vitrinite of coals f r om 
t he Thoms on Member and t he Giles Format ion. Frambo i d s we re 
also occasionally observed within coal from the upper Camp and 
Donkey Members, and within the lower Donkey Member . These 
pyrite framboids commonly produce compactional f eatures in t he 
surrounding vitrinite , and are inferred to probably be of 
syngenetic orig in. 
Horne et al. (1978 ) suggest that framboidal pyrite is 
produced by sulphur- reducing microbial organisms found in 
marine to bracki sh water s , and t hat h i gh concentrat ions o f 
. framboidal pyrite are formed where marshes have been trans-
gressed by marine to brackish- water environments . The high 
concentra tions o f framboida l pyr i te p r esent i n c oal samples 
from the brackish/marginal marine influenced Thomson Member 
and Giles Formation , a r e consist ent with t he origin for f r am-
boids p r oposed by Hor ne et al . (1978). 
Irregular-shaped pyrite replacing vitrinite macerals, 
and pyrite veinlets are obserVed within high sulphur coals. 
These pyrite occurrences are commonly considered to be epige-
netic (Horne et al. 1978, Renton 1982), but may also be a late 
syngenetic (i.e. soft brown coal) phase, as faint compaction 
is sometimes evident in the surrounding vitrinite. Fine 
amorphous concretions commonly observed in high sulphur coals 
also appear to represent syngenetic to late syngenetic forms 
of pyrite (Figure 5.17). However since some compaction con-
tinues throughout the brown coal stage, the distinction 
between syn- or post-depositional pyrite on the basis of 
petrographic criteria is somewhat ambiguous within low rank 
coals such as Rotokohu coals. 
The strong stratigraphic control on sulphur discussed 
previously suggests that much of the sulphur in the Thomson 
Member and Giles Formation is either syn-depositional or 
immediately post- depositional . The generally low sulphur 
content of the marine influenced basal seam of the Donkey 
Member suggests that the high sulphur content in Thomson 
Member and Giles Formation coals . probably results from autocy-
clic transgressive phases (Section 3.3) producing an "immedi-
ate" post-depositional sulphur enrichment . Local occurrences 
of high sulphur values in the Camp and Donkey Members are 
inferred to represent relatively late post- depositional sec-
ondary enrichment from percolating marine influenced solutions 
derived from the largely shallow marine Giles Formation. 
5.5 HIGH TEMPERATURE ASH CHEMISTRY 
Si02 dominates th~ major element chemistry of most 
samples analysed (Appendix 11) . A plot of Si02 (weight 
percentage) versus ash percentage (db) reveals a broad posi-
tive relationship (Figure 5.18), Sio2 generally increasing 
with increasing ash . This trend is however complicated by two 
factors discussed previ9usly: 
a) highly siliceous coal horizons, and 
b) the tendency for the detrital mineralogy to become more 
diverse with increasing ash. 
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As a result, low ash samples associated with siliceous 
partings can contain anomalously high Si02 percentages (e.g. 
samples 11812 and 11872), while the high ash coals and car~o­
naceous mudstones/carbominerites analysed never attained such 
high Si02 contents (always <85% Si02 ) , presumably because the 
silica is diluted by the constituents of other minerals 
detected by XRD investigations. 
Similar trends are evident in a plot of A1203 versus 
ash percentage (Figure 5.19), where there is a broad positive 
trend of increasing A1203 with increasing ash for most 
samples. However, the very high ash sample (11838) has a 
slightly lower A1203 percentage than samples dominated by clay 
minerals (samples 11823 and 11855), reflecting the greater 
variety of minerals present in this sample. Samples associ-
ated with silicified horizons commonly have anomalously low 
A1203 values, reflecting an absence of minerals other than 
silica. 
A plot of Si02 versus A1203 for all high temperature 
ash samples clearly displays the controls on high temperature 
ash chemistry discussed above (Figure 5.20). A low 
A1203/high Si02 field results from those samples associated 
with siliceous partings. A clay rich field, with an 
Si02 :A1 20 3 ratio slightly above 2:1, includes moderate to high 
ash samples containing detrital quartz, kaolinite and musco -
vite. 
Sample 11861 has the same Si02 :A1 20 3 ratio as kaolinite 
(9:8), but X-ray diffraction only detected quartz, suggesting 
a dominance of organically bound mineral matter in this low 
ash sample. Sample 11826 has an anomalously low Si02:A1203 
ratio, substantially below that of kaolinite. X-ray diffrac-
tion of this low ash sample revealed quartz , kaolinite, gypsum 
and pyrite. Aluminium hydroxides, as described by Newman N. 
(1985) from other West Coast coals, were not detected; 
consequently much of the alumina in this coal is inferred to 
be complexed with humic ~aterial. 
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K20 and Ti02 contents are closely related to the 
occurrence of clay minerals. Plots of K20 and Ti02 versus 
ash percentage show broad positive correlations (Figures 
5.21 and 5.22). High K20 content is clearly related to the 
presence of muscovite and/or illite. Moderate to high ash 
samples commonly contain muscovite (Section 5.3), and 
consequently have high K20:A1203 ratios (Figure 5.23). 
Moderate to high ash samples with very low K20 contents 
correspond to quartz rich, or possibly quartz/kaolinite rich 
plies, whereas all low ash samples have very low K20 contents. 
Most clay rich samples have high Ti02 :A1 20 3 ratios (Figure 
5.24), suggesting most of the Ti02 is bound in clay minerals. 
CaO and MgO both show relatively strong negative corre-
lations with ash percentage (Figures 5.25 and 5.26). Because 
no carbonate minerals have been detected, it is assumed that 
most MgO and CaO will be either organically bound, or occur in 
detrital minerals. The controls on Na20 in Rotokohu coal ash 
is less clear than for other alkali earth elements (Figure 
5.27). Na20 levels are commonly low «0 .5%), but four samples 
with relatively high. Na20 contents are identified. 
An inverse relationship between the ash constituents 
MgO, CaO, and Na20, and ash usually reflects the strong 
organic character of these elements, with increasing detrital 
mineral matter diluting the organically bound component. 
Plots of alkali: l/ash%(db) compensate for the diluting effect 
of detrital mineral matter. A strongly organic character 
(i.e. an intimate association of mineral matter and coal) is 
indicated by a positive correlation, with little deviation 
from a "best fit line", passing through 0.01 l/ash% if the 
e·lement is entirely organically bound (Newman N. pers. comm. ) . 
A plot of MgO against l/ash%(db) indicates a strong 
positive correlation, suggesting that MgO is primarily organi-
cally bound (Figure 5 . 28) . However , three small groups show a 
noticeable deviation fl;"om the "best fit line". 
a ) High ash samples which plot above the line all contain 
muscovite, in which some MgO is inferred to be bound. 
b) Samples associated with siliceous partings have anomal -
ously low MgO contents, partly attributable to an 
IvO 
absence of minerals other than silica. 
c) The very high MgO , value for low ash sample 11864 is 
interpreted as probably resulting through "contamina-
tion" by epigenetic material from the local overthrust-
ing of marine sediments. Anomalous sample 11826 was 
noted previously as being peraluminous, and may contain 
an unusually high concentration of organically bound 
alkali. 
A plot of CaO against l/ash%(db) (Figure 5.29) reveals 
similar trends to MgO, with samples associated with siliceous 
partings having anomalously low CaO contents, while samples 
containing fresh muscovite and feldspar have anomalously high 
CaO contents. However, although a broad positive trend is 
suggested by the majority of samples, they do not plot on a 
single straight line. The deviation from a single "best fit 
line" suggests there are a number of controls other than a 
simple organic association. The affect of weathering is 
probably a major cause of some of this variation, although 
other probable influences include; 
a) variations in coal type, and 
b) possible epigenetic carbonates, as yet undetected in 
Rotokohu coal, 
A plot of Na20 against l/ash%(db) (Figure 5.30) reveals 
a complicated distribution with no obvious single trend. High 
Na20 contents occur in samples associated with muscovite and 
feldspar, and in the peraluminous sample (11826), while coals 
associated with siliceous partings have anomalously low Na20 
contents. The remainder of the samples show a very poor, 
possible low gradient positive correlation, but more work is 
obviously necessary to determine the controls on Na20 in , 
Rotokohu coals. 
The distribution of Fe203 within Rotokohu coals appears 
to be relatively complicated, and requires more investigation, 
particularly with respect to the ratio of inorganic to organic 
sulphur. A plot of sulphur versus "Fe203(ash) in coal %" 
(where Fe203(ash) in coal %=[Fe203 in ash/100] x Ash% db), 
reveals a relatively good positive correlation (Figure 5.31). 
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The solid line is the theoretical r atio corresponding 
to pyrite, if all Fe203 and sulphur were to occur only in 
pyrite. All samples analysed plot in a linear field on the 
sulphur- rich side of this line, suggesting that approximately 
20 - 25% of total sulphur in Rotokohu coals is pyritic, assuming 
~ pyrite to be the major iron mineral in unweath ered coal . Major 
dev iation from t he " b est fit l ine" (dot ted line) may r esult 
from the effects of outcrop weathering. Variations in iron 
r 
content due to differences in ash mineralogy are probably a 
minor control, as iron r ich clays such as chlorite have not 
been detected in Rotokohu coals . However some iron will be 
present in muscovite, and some may be complexed in organic 
material. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
COAL PROPERTIES 
6 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
The range of chemical, physical and petrographic 
properties of coal are determined primarily by: 
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a ) the rank attained by the coal (the term rank is used 
in the sense of thermal as proposed by stach et ale 
1982 ) , 
b) the d~positional environment that the peat swamp 
formed in, 
c) the degree of weathering, and 
d) the degree of epigenetic mineralisation . 
Properties such as volatile matter yield, calorific 
value, vitrinite reflectance, fluorescence of vitrinite and 
exinite macerals, and maceral composition are all influenced 
to varying degrees by both paleoenvironmental factors and 
rank, while weathering can have a major affect on all these 
properties , except maceral composition . Epigenetic mineral i -
sation may a l so local l y affect many o f t h e c oal p r opert i es 
(e . g . Section 5 . 3) . 
studies on coal properties undertaken in New Zealand 
to date have relied heavily on drill core samples (e.g. 
Newman J. and Newman N. 1982, Black 1984, Newman J. 1985 and 
1986 ) . In these studies, trends evident in coal properties 
fr om i so r ank ser ial s amples ( i . e . s ampl es from a common s e am 
int ersect ion) and bet ween dril l holes , h ave g e n erally e n abl e d 
lateral rank variations to be approximated, and consequently 
probable type influences on coal properties could be rela-
tively accurately assessed. Such methods are however impos -
sib le in a study based on outcrop samp l es of low ran k c oal , 
where a relatively large lat e r al (gener ally 2 - 3km between 
creek exposures), and/or vertical (up to 800m ) separation 
exists between samples . Consequently the relative influences 
I of paleoenvironmental factors, rank, and weathering on coal 
properties are more difficult to evaluate. 
In the following discussion Rotokohu coals are firstly 
classified according to their maceral-group composition, then 
specific coal types recognised are defined on the bas i s of 
their broad maceral, mineral matter (discussed previously in 
section 5), and .chemical char act eristics . General conclu-
sions on the probable paleoenvironmental setting of each coal 
type are made at this point, because aspects such as swamp 
drainage and oxygenation a r e r elevant to the following dis -
cussions on other coal properties; microlithotype composi -
tion, vitrinite reflectance, volatile matter yield, and 
calorific value. 
Microlithotype analysis of selected Rotokohu coals and 
a single sample from the Giles Formation are discussed, with 
comments made regarding the applicability of this technique 
to these coals, and vitrinite rich New Zealand c oals in 
general . The probable inf luence o f coal t ype on volatile 
matter yield, calorific value, and vitrinite reflectance is 
then evaluated, and the paleoenvironmental significance of 
the coal types outlined previously are then discussed in view 
o f t hese in f luences. 
Finally a broad discussion on rank assessment within 
Rotokohu coals is presented to complement aspects of coal 
geology discussed in the preceding sections . A discussion of 
sulphur is included in section 5, because sulphur is an 
important constituent of the high temperature ash chemistry 
of some of the coals analysed. 
6 . 2 MACERAL GROUP COMPOS I TI ON 
To determine maceral-group composition all samples 
ana l ysed were expressed on a mineral - matter- free basis (romf) , 
and then plotted on a vi~rinite-exinite- inertinite ternary 
d iag r am (F i gure 6 . 1) . 
Like mos t New Zealand Tertiary coals (Black 1980) 
IRotokohu coals are inertinite poor . A number of the samples 
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Figure 6.1: Maceral - group composition of Rotokohu coals ( and 
two samples from the Gil e s Formation), expre ssed 
on a mineral - matter-f ree basis. 
1'+1 
analysed were however exinite rich (up to 41%), resulting in 
a broad reactives rich composition field. A similar composi -
tion field was determined by Black (1984) for Miocene sub 
bituminous A* Mokau coals, but is generally atypical of most 
vitrinite dominated cretaceous to ear ly Tertiary New Zealand 
coals (Figure 6 . 2) . 
The large reactives rich composition field defined for 
Rotokohu coals invalidates generalisation of mean maceral -
group composition, consequently the following discussion 
summarises the range of maceral composition observed. All 
values are expressed on a mineral matter free basis . 
Total vitrinite within Rotokohu coals ranges from 
55-98%, although most samples occur in the range 70 - 88%. The 
most abundant submacerals of the vitrinite group are well 
preserved telocollinite (formed by the infilling of cell 
cavities within telinite by the colloidal h umic gel, c olli-
nit e), and dense, f ine g r ained desmocollinite ( f ormed from 
strongly homogenised humic detritus). The proportions of 
these two vitrinite submacerals vary widely, resulting in a 
broad range of coal types (discussed in section 6.3). 
vi t rodetr inite (sma l l [ <1 0mm] v i trini te det r itu s ) is l oca l ly 
important (Figure 6.3), but generally occurs i n small quanti -
ties. A trace of corpocollinite ( isolated cell infillings 
occurring as discrete bodies with the reflectance of vitri -
nite) occurs in most samples. 
Total exinite within Rotokohu coals ranges from 2-41% , 
with most samples occurring in the range 9- 26%. Liptodetri -
nite ( small exinite fragments of uncertain origin ) is the 
dominant exinite macera l i n most samples , occ urr ing dispersed 
throughout the desmocollin ite matrix. cutinite is t he next 
mos t abundant e x i n i te macera l , commonly associated with 
telocollinite as leaf/ stem sections, and locally is the 
* all rank terms · refer to AS TM c l assifica tion , unless 
otherwise sta t ed 
----------------------------------------------------
Huminite 
50 Inertin ite 
Petrographic composition of MQkau coals (core and outcrop samples) . 
Exinite 
Vitrinite 
maceral - group composition of 
Rolokohu cools 
Inertinite 
Figure 6.2: Maceral - group composition of Rotokohu coa ls 
compared with Mokau coals . (Mokau field after 
Blac k , 1984 ) . 
dominant exinite maceral of leaf rich coals. SUberi -
nite, sporinite and resinite (Figure 6.4) commonly occur in 
small quantities (1-3%), although sporinite is relatively 
abundant in some Type AB coals, and fine walled suberinite is 
abundant in Type D coal (Section 6.3) 
Tot al iner tinite r anges fr om 0- 13%, with most samples 
in the range 2- 8%. Fungal sclerotinite is the dominant 
inertinite maceral, occurring as isolated multi - or single-
celled spores (Figure 6.5), and fine fungal hyphae attacking 
vitrinite macerals (Figure 6 . 6). Inertodetrinite (inertinite 
fragments which are too small to exhibit cell structure ) , and 
semifusinite (partially oxidised cell wall material ) occur in 
smaller quantities, commonly in the order of 1 - 2%. Fusinite 
(oxidised cell wall material ) and macrinite (oxidised peat, 
or gelified plant material) are both rare in Rotokohu coals, 
although pyrofusinite (charred plant material which has 
under gone incomplete combustion, and has a very high reflec-
tance and distinctive yellow tinge in oil immersion), and 
degradofusinite ( r esulting f r om the decomposition of wood by 
fungal activity) have both been observed . 
6 . 3 SPECIFIC ROTOKOHU COAL TYPES 
6 . 3 . 1 Introduction 
Coal "type" as used her e broadly refers to the many 
coal properties which are known to be influenced by paleoen-
vironmentally induced variations in both the organic and 
inorganic fractions of the coal, and includes factors such as 
swamp drainage, pH, the general geochemical environment of 
the b asin and the peat s wamp , and t h e peat- forming f l oral 
assembl a ge. A discussion of coal type should not only 
include the coal macerals, but - where possible- chemical 
properties (e.g. volatile matter ) , vitrinite reflectance, and 
ash content and mineralogy, all of which are affected to 
varying degrees by the peat facies. 
Many coal properties a re also influenced by variations 
in coal rank, epigenetic mineralisation and weathering. 
\ Ser ial samples a r e commonly u s ed t o minimise variat ions in 
Figure 6 . 3: Locally vitrode-
tr l nl te rl c h coal (Sampl e 
1+872). Large resin bleb in 
rlght hand corner. 
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Figure 6.4: Large resin body 
wlthln desmocollinite/lipodetr 
inite rich matrix (Sample 
1+873). Note s:j.ight oXldation 
rlm around reSln. 
Fi£ure 6.5: Scle~otinite(Sc), 
Wl hln vltrodetrlnlte(v)/ 
liptodetrinit~(ll/ desmoco:j.li-
nlte(d) assoclatlon. Suberl-
nite(sb) is also present (Sample 11872). 
Fi£ure 6.6: Fu nga l.hyphae (hy ) 
at acklng telocolllnl t e (Sa mpl e 11808 ) . 
'vl 
coal properties due to rank variation (Newman J. 1985 and 
1986). However, because this project is essentially a 
regional appraisal of the Rotokohu Coal Measures, the number 
of serial samples available is limited. In addition, all 
samples used in this thesis are outcrop samples, consequently 
c a re is needed when inter preting proximate and mineral matter 
analyses, as weathering can significantly affect many coal 
properties (Suggate 1959, Bowen 1964, Newman J. 1985 and 
1986) . 
Five specific coal types are recognised within the 
Rotokohu Coal Measures, and the main distinguishing features 
of each type are identified in Figure 6.7. Most samples 
analysed are classified as one of these coal types on the 
basis of their broad maceral composition, inorganic mineral -
ogy, and chemical analyses . Samples not allocated a type 
classification are inferred to probably represent "transi-
tional" types , and/ or weathered, or in some instances 
strongly mineralised samples. 
6.3.2 Type AB 
Type AB coal consists of two distinctive components, A 
and B. 
i) Macroscopically the A component consists of la r ge 
logs , clearly visible in outcrop forming massive bright 
vitrain lenses up to 0.25-0.30m thick (Figure 6.8), producing 
a distinctive (decimetre thick) banding . Microscopically the 
A component is dominated by distinctly "woody" telocollinite 
(Figure 6.9), commonly associated with suberinite of a char-
acteristic "bark type" (Figure 6.10). Plies dominated by log 
accumulations (the A component) have extremely high Tissue 
Preservation Ind i ces (TPI* ) . 
* TPI=the ratio of relatively well preserv e d tissues 
[ t elocollinit e] , to degr aded vitr inite macerals desmocoll i-
n i te a nd v i trodetrinite; as used by Newman J. 1 986, modif i e d 
from Diessel 1984) . 
Coal Type Characteris tics 
I HAND SPECIMEN PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS MINERAL MATTER PROXIMATE ANALYSES INFERRED PALEOENVIRONMENT 
I 
- Telocollinite rich. Very high TPI (» I) the logs / tree trunks are 
mO$''',b",h< i b' , distinctive" bark -like" suberinite commonly associated with both high VM/low brackish influenced, poorly . . . com Ine 0 w'om~",", (logS!;:;~I~unks) ~r~~~~~IY Inertinite sparse clastic partings reflectance relative drained hypautochthonous I to Type 0 coo l to in port allochthonou s l' 
bonded Desmocollinite dominant. Low - mod TPI (serial samples swamp with frequent finely bonded cool « 0·5). Exinite commonly 10 -IS % 
I'- 8 component clarain '. (Iiptodetrinite rich) no bleaching/ variable ash "I. available) f looding 
corrosion of exinites 
-
-
Inertinite sparse to moderate 
(dominated by scierotinite) 
Desmocollinite rich. Mod -low TPI «0,5) hypautochthonous to 
Suberinite common (stem/root type) high reflectance/ autochthonous, very well 
Type 0 
massive to Vitrodetrinite relatively common low ash < 4% db low VM relative drained (possibly slightly faintly bonded 
Inertinite low. « 6 % ) to Type AS· ra ised i' ) . wet" 
Exinites commonly bleached/corroded cool swamp 
finely bonded c1arain Telocollinite rich. High TP I (>0·7) very variable ash % low reflectance/very poorly drained, "stagnant" 
Type C (leaves and stems visible high exinite (cutinite dominant uinite concentrated in layers high VM (no serial leaf accummulations 
in hand specimen) maceral) Inertinite low between leaves samples available) 
Telocollinite rich . High TPI (>0·6) very high ash mod. reflec tance/ 
poorly drOlned to possibly 
Type Cd finely bonded clarain high VM (no 
f luctuating water table,periods of 
Exinite rich (liptodetrini te dominant) (8'1 - 24 ' 1 "I. db) high energy producing constan t serial samples) reworkinQ and OXYQen f' 
Desmocollini te rich. Low TPI «0·5) mod . ash (4·7 - 7·5 % db) high reflectance? / relat ively well drained, 
Type Co finely bonded c1arain Exinite poor (suberinite very low) dispersed in desmocollinite- low VM (no possibly brackish influenced, 
Exinites commonly bleached/corroded rich ma trix serial samples) wet swamps 
Figure 6 . 7: Summary of main coal type characteristics. 
-" (]I 
N 
Figure 6.8 : Massive vitrain lens , or log ( ~ component ) , within 
Type AS coal at Giles Creek Mine . 
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Figure 6.9: Microscopic view 
of A component ( ie.log~ ) Type 
AS coals. ReSin ducts lnter-
laye red wi t h ma s s i ve te loco l -
linite (S amp l e 11812 ) . 
Fi~ure 6. 10: Massive teloc-
01 ln i t e (T) inter l ayered wi th 
distinctive "bark like" suber-
inite (Sb) (Sample 11819) . 
10<+ 
ii) Macroscopically the B component consists of finely 
banded (millimetre to centimetre scale), moderately bright 
clarain (Figure 6.11) . Microscopically it is dominated by 
the vitrinite maceral group, but contrasts with the A compo-
nent by being relatively desmocollinite rich (Figure 6.12), 
r esulting in a moderate to low TPI «0 . 5) . 
Exinite is relatively common (10 - 15%), and locally 
very common (>20%) in the B component, and is dispersed 
throughout the fine desmocollini t e groundmass. Liptodetr init e 
is the dominant exinite maceral, although sporinite is 
locally important. Exinite macerals are frequently rela-
tively dark in colour, with little evidence of bleaching or 
corrosion, and large resin blebs are frequently observed both 
in hand specimen and under the microscope. 
Inertinite content is moderate to high (generally 5- 8% 
mmf ) in comparison with other Rotokohu coal types, and is 
dominat ed by multi - cellular scler ot init e and f ragment al 
inertodetrinite. Semifusinite occurs in small quantities 
«2%), commonly as a halo of semifusinite around telocolli-
nite macerals (Figure 6.13) . 
The desmocollinite-rich B component is the dominant 
component of Type AB coal . The interbedding of massive 
vitrain lenses (the A component), large resin blebs, and thin 
sedimentary partings within the clarain- rich B component 
produces a distinctly banded coal (Figure 5.7). The TPI for 
any given ply of Type AB coal is primarily a function of the 
relative abundance of logs or large vitrain lenses. Large 
vitrain lenses can dominate thin plies «1m) and result in a 
vitrinite rich sampl e wi th a v ery high TPI (>2) , while thick 
plies are d ominated by the B c omponent, and can be r e l a t ively 
e x inite r ich wi t h a moderate to low TPI (generally 0 .3 - 0 .5 , 
Figure 6 . 14) . Consequently TPI is not a reliable criteria 
for characterising Type AB c o a l s. 
s erial samples from t h e t h ick b a sal seam a t Giles 
Cr eek r eveal t ha t Type AB c oals have re l ativ e l y high v olat il e 
matter (>48 . 5% dmm1/2sf basis, as proposed by Newman N.A. 
\ 1985) and low r eflectance compar ed with Type D coal (dis -
Figure 6.11: Moderately bright clarain (B component, macros-
copic 9Ppearance) , . and large reSin bleb. Type AB 
coal Giles Creek Mine. 
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Figure 6.12: Liptodetrinite 
rich B componenc (microscopic 
appearance). Relatively common 
sporinite(sp) and liptodetrin-
ite ( l ) , in a desmocollinite 
rich matrix , with thin telo-
collinite layers (T) (Sample 
11814) . 
Figure 6.13: Telocollinite 
grading into semifusinite (the 
re l atively high reflecting 
halo) (Sample 11867). 
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0 ·84 47·3 
0·5 48·8 
cussed in section 6.6 ) , and variable ash values (4.3 - 29.1% 
db, Appendix 8 ) . 
X-ray diffraction of low temperature ash residues 
indicates a mineral assemblage dominated by quar tz and rela-
tively well ordered kaolinite, with a faint muscovite trace 
present in medium to high ash samples (Section 5 . 2) . High 
temperature ash chemistry usually indicates a strong detrital 
mineral matter component, although low ash samples commonly 
contain relatively large amounts of organically bound mineral 
matter. silicified horizons are common in Type AB coal, and 
can strongly influence the mineral matter composition of the 
surrounding coal (Section 5.3 ) . 
6.3 . 3 Type D 
Macroscopically Type D coal is massive to faintly 
banded (millimetre scale ) , moderately bright clarain, com-
monly with a moderately well developed c onco idal fracture , 
and generally lacks clast ic sedime nt a r y part ings . 
Type D coal has distinctive petrographic characteris -
tics . It is vitrinite rich, being dominated by a dense 
desmocollini t e groundmas s, with t eloc ol l i nite g e nera l l y 
subordinate, while vitrodetr inite is common relative to other 
Rotokohu coal types . This desmocollinite/vitrodetrinite rich 
maceral association results in a moderate to low TPI ( 0.3 
- 0.5), and is one of the characteristics of Type D coal. 
The inertinite content of Type D coal is low to moder-
ate « 6% ) , and is usually dominated by inertodetrinite , with 
sclerotinite sparse in comparison to Type AB coal. Semifusi-
ni t e is locally impor t a nt , u s ua l ly g r adational to telocolli -
nite in plan t tissu es . 
Exinite is common (approximately 10% ) , but is gener-
ally l ess a bunda n t t h a n in the desmocollinite dominated B 
component of Type AB co~l . Suberinite, of a distinctive 
" r oot/ s t e m" t ype (Figu re 6 . 1 5 ) , is t h e domi n a n t exinite 
macer al ( 4-6%), a n d is characteristic of Type D c o a l . cut i -
nite and liptodetrinite are the next most abundant exinite 
I macerals, with res inite and spor inite occurring in smaller 
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quantities. The cutinite is commonly bleached and/or cor-
roded. 
Figure 6.15: Distinctive ~o9t/stem cro9s-gection suber-
lnlte (sb), wlthln desmocolli-
ntte (d)/ vitrodetrinite (v) 
rlch Type D coal (Sample 
11809) . 
serial samples from Giles Creek indicate that Type D 
coal has a relatively low volatile matter yield (always <48%, 
dmm1/2sf) and high reflectance compared with Type AB coal, 
and low to very low ash contents (always <4.5% db, and com-
monly <3% db). X-ray diffraction of low temperature ash 
residues indicates a mineralogy dominated by quartz, commonly 
in association with gypsum (Appendix 9). Kaolinite is present 
in some samples, while smectite is common-in high ash plies 
near the top of the second seam at Giles Creek Mine. The 
high temperature ash chemistry of Type 0 coal is usually 
strongly influenced by organically bound elements (Ca, Mg, 
Na, S), previously interpreted in section 5 to indicate a 
relatively small clastic mineral matter content. 
6.3.4 Type C 
Macroscopically Type C coal consists of thin seams 
«1.5metres) of moderately bright clarain. Individual leaves 
and stems are clearly visible in hand specimen, set in a 
relatively dull fine grained matrix. Wisps of chocolate 
brown carbonaceous mUdstone and/or thin «5cm) lenticular 
mudstone partings are present in most seams. 
--
Microscopically Type C coal is relatively exinite rich 
(21-32% ) and inertinite poor «4%) in comparison to most 
other Rotokohu coal types. The exinite is dominated by well 
preserved cutinite (10 -15% ), and liptodetrinite (4 -1 6%), 
while suberinite, resinite and sporinite occur in small 
quantities «2%). 
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Inertinite consists predominantly of sclerotinite (up 
to 2%), with a trace of semifusinite and inertodetrinite 
commonly occurr ing in association with desmocollinite/ c l a y 
rich horizons between telocollinite/cutinite laye rs. Fusi -
nite does not occur in Type C coal. 
Telocollinite is the dominant vitrinite maceral, and 
is invariably interlayered with well preserved cutinite 
forming a distinctive "leaf coal" (Figure 6.16) . This telo-
collinite/cutinite association results in a high TPI (>0.7), 
and is the characteristic feature of Type C coal. 
Figure 6.16: Type C coal. Well 
preserved layers of toothed 
cutinite, massive telocolli -
nite, and phyllovitrinite (P, 
"leaf" vitrinite) [Sample 
11832] . 
Proximate analyses are available for four Type C 
coals, and reveal a variable ash content (3.9 - 13.4% db). 
Petrographic work i ndicates t hat t h e ash consists of quartz 
and clay minerals concentrated in desmocolli -
nite/liptodetrinite rich layers between leaves/stems. The 
high temperature ash chemistry is dominated by Sio2 and 
A1203' and is infe r r ed t o imply a strong detrita l c omponent 
(Section 5 . 5 ). 
Although serial s amples a r e not available to allow 
direct comparison of Type C with other coal types of equal 
rank, it is evident that these coals always have high vola-
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tile matter yields (always >51.5% dmm1/2sf) relative to other 
coal types within the coalfield (Section 6.6). A relatively 
high volatile matter yield is characteristic of similar 
European and American "leaf" coals (Stach et a1. 1982). 
6. 3 . 5 Type Co 
Type Co c oal i s vitrinite rich (80-86%) , inertinite 
poor ( 2-6%) . Exinite is relatively common (10 -15% ), but 
distinctly less abundant than in Type C coals. Desmocolli-
nite is the dominant vitrinite maceral, and well preserved 
telocollinite is relatively sparse. This high desmocolli-
nite/low telocollinite association results in a characteris-
tic low to very low TPI for Type Co coals (always <0.4%). 
Liptodetrinite is the dominant exinite maceral (5 -9% ), 
occurring as isolated fragments within the dense desmocolli-
nite matrix . cutinite and resinite are the next most abun-
dant exinites (2 - 4%), with minor suber inite (1-2% ) and usu-
ally a trace of sporinite. 
Sclerotinite is generally the dominant inertinite 
maceral, with both large isolated teleutospores and fine 
fungal hyphae common, while semifusinite and inertodetrinite 
occur in small quantities (generally a trace to 1 - 2%) . 
Proximate analyses are available for four samples of 
Type Co coal. These analyses indicate a moderate ash content 
(4 .7-7.5% db), and distinctly low volatile matter yields 
(46.7 -48.9% dmm1/2sf) compared with Type C and, most Type AB 
coals. Petrographic study indicates that the mineral matter 
is finely dispersed within the desmocollinite matrix. The 
high temperat ure ash chemistry i s dominated by o r ganically 
bound elements (Ca, Mg and S), and low t emper a t ure -a s h res i -
dues are dominated by quartz and gypsum. Both these features 
are inferred to suggest a small clastic mineral matter con-
t ent relative to other coal types (Section 5 ) . 
In terms of broad mineral and maceral characteristics, 
Type Co coal is similar to Type D coal, however Type Co coal 
contains distinctly less suberinite and vitrodetrinite than 
Type D coal, and generally has slightly higher ash values. 
'U' 
Type D coal also has an extremely localised distribution, 
being restricted to the Giles Creek Mine, and is inferred to 
reflect an unusual depositional environment (i.e . a peat 
swamp which developed above an abandoned channel sequence; 
Chapter 3). The subtle differences between Type D and Co 
coal are therefore significant to the paleoenvironmental 
interpretation of the coal measures, and justify the distinc-
tion between the two coal types. 
6.3.6 Type Cd 
Type Cd coal is exinite rich (generally >19% ) inerti-
nite poor (always <6%). Liptodetrinite and inertodetrinite 
are the dominant exinite and inertinite macerals, both occur-
ring in desmocollinite/mineral matter rich associations 
between telocollinite layers. .The vitrinite component is 
telocollinite rich, desmocollinite poor, resulting in a 
relatively high TPI (>0 .6 ) , and is one of the characteristics 
of Type Cd coal (Figure 6 . 7) . Proximate analyses indicate 
that Type Cd coal contains a relatively high ash content 
(8 .1-24.1% db), with variable volatile matter yields 
(46 . 9-53.2% dmm1/2sf). The variability of the volatile 
matter yield may partly result from the high ash content 
which makes correction for mineral matter less reliable, but 
is also directly attributable in som~ samples to 
variations in exinite content (Section 6.6.2). 
X-ray diffraction of low temperature ash residues 
indicates a mineral matter assemblage of quartz, and rela-
tively well ordered kaolinite and muscovite (Appendix 9). In 
polished sections the mineral matter occurs in detrital 
layers associated with liptodetrinite, inertodetrinite and 
desmocollinite . The high temperature ash chemistry reflects 
the strong clastic mineral matter component, being ' relatively 
rich in Si02 , A1203 and K20, and poor in organically bound 
elements Ca and Mg. 
6.3.7 Conclusions 
The following broad discussion is included to summa-
rise aspects of the depositional environment of each coal 
type (essentially the swamp water level), as a limited knowl-
I edge of the paleoenvironmental setting is pertinent to under-
standing other coal properties such as microlithotypes, 
vitrinite reflectance, volatile matter yield and calorific 
value. The paleoenvironmental significance of the coal types 
recognised are discussed in detail with regard to all known 
influences on coal properties in section 6.6. 
Frequent clastic p artings a nd variab l e ash cont ent s 
within Type AB coal suggest a periodically very high swamp 
water table . Log accumulations preserved as aggregates of 
large vitrain lenses are commonly associated with high ash 
layers and resin blebs, suggesting a transported, or possible 
flood assemblage, and result in a variable TPI for Type AB 
coals. Type AB coals are therefore considered to represent 
relatively poorly drained swamps, although the controls on 
various coal properties in Type AB coal are complex, and are 
discused in more detail in section 6 . 6 . 
The very low ash c ont ent o f Typ e D c oa l , a n d moderate 
to low ash content of Type Co coal, suggests that these two 
coal types r epresent re l a tive ly we l l dra ined swamps compared 
to most Rotokohu coal types. A low water level generally 
allows g r eat er oxygenation during peatification, and 
consequently favours incr ea s ed degr adation o f o r ga n ic mate-
r i a l wi t hin t h e peatigenic lay er, where aer obic b a c t e ria a r e 
a c tive (Fla i g 1968, Sta ch et ale 1982 , Newman J. 1985 ) . A 
high level of peat degradation i s consistent with the moder-
a t e to low TPI f o r t h ese two c oal t ypes, a nd s upports the 
conclusion of relatively good swamp drainage inferred from 
the low ash contents. 
The very high TPI of Type C coal results from the 
c haracteristic laye ring o f teloco llinite and well preserved 
cut i ni t e macerals , s uggesting a poorly drained yet "low 
energy" swamp, with very little mechanical and/or biochemical 
degradation of the organic material. The variable ash con-
tent (3.9 - 13.4% db), concentration of mineral matter in 
discrete layers, and the strong clastic mineral matter c ompo -
nent indicat ed by most ash analyses also s uggest a h i gh water 
t able . 
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The high clastic mineral matter content and high TPI 
of Type Cd coal are consistent with deposition in a poorly 
drained swamp, with frequent incursions of clastic material. 
The characteristically high liptodetrinite content suggests a 
greater degree of mechanical and/or biological degradation 
relat ive to Type C s wamps , wi t h the c l astic mineral ma tter 
and degraded macerals (desmocollinite , vitrodetr inite, lip-
todetrinite, and limited inertodetrinite) occurring as a 
characteristic "detrital" association between telocollinite 
layers. 
6.4 MICROLITHOTYPE ANALYSIS 
6.4.1 Introduction 
Microlithotypes are naturally occurring maceral asso-
ciations with a minimum band width of 50 microns (Interna-
tional Handbook of Coal Petrology 1971). One of the princi-
pal uses of microlithotypes is in the field of peat-facies 
analysis, where specific groups of microlithotypes are con-
sidered characteristic of distinctive swamp environments. 
Hacquebard and Donaldson (1969) considered that peat 
swamp paleoenvironments are principally related to water 
depth, with the water depth affecting both the type o f vege-
tation that developed, and the formation and preservation of 
petrographic constituents. On the basis of this assumption, 
four swamp facies originally defined by Teichmuller (1950; in 
Hacquebard and Donaldson 1969) are incorporated with three 
water level zones of Osvald (1937; in Hacquebard and Donald-
son 1969), to produce a four-component peat-facies diagram 
(Figure 6 . 17) . 
Each zone within the peat-facies diagram is defined by 
particular groups of microlithotypes, and is inferred to 
r epresent a s pecific moor environment. The microlithotype 
group ings which define the apices of the triangular peat-
facies diagram are known as components, with four components 
recognised; A, B, C and D. 
TERRESTRIAL 
B 
ForeSI Moor Reed Moor 
TELMATIC 
t;. 
C f-_____ ® __ .~. ____________ L_ ____________________ _jA~D--
B~ A 
Reed Moor 
LI MNO - TELMATIC 
o 
lIMNIC 
Componenl 
A 
8 
C 
Microlilholype Group 
Sporoclorile • doroclorile 
• vi1rinerlospori1e 
Inerlile • durile • vilrinerlile 
Vii rile • clorile -v I clorile - L 
• resile. suberile • cui ile 
Coal Coal lY""--+iS~a",m.=,e,-,:,No"".--'f-..,:S~a=m.~~yQ.L Clorodurile \ durile \ mocroile t corbominerile o 
AS 0 11826 • 11832 C 
C • 11829 0 11841 Co 
o * 11825 
ro designal icr1 * 11862 
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... 11872 AS 
Figure 6.17: Peat facies analysis of samples from the Rotokohu 
Coal Measures and a single sample from the Giles Formatio~ (11816), 9ased on microlithotype group 
Co~posltlon (Append l X 6). Peat facles alagram 
sllghtly modlfled after Hacquebard and Donaldson 
(~969) I Marchioni (1980) and Diessel ( 1 984). 
Microl ltQ otyp~ grouping s us e d (ins et) a nd c oal 
type deslg natlon are also shown. 
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A-components are essentially based on the maceral 
sporinite, and are inferred to primarily represent reed moor 
peat-facies. B-components are based on inertinite macerals, 
and are inferred to represent forest moor peats formed under 
partially oxidising conditions. C- components are comprised 
of r eactives rich macer als vitrinite and exinite (excluding 
spor inite), and are inferred to represent forest moor peats 
formed under "wet" swamp conditions, while D- component micro-
lithotypes are based on the presence of mineral matter, and 
are inferred to represent poorly drained swamps . 
The individual microlithotypes recognised in this 
study are those defined by the I.C.C . P . (1971), with refine-
ments proposed by Marchioni (1980), and are shown in Figure 
6.18 . The microlithotype groupings used in this thesis are 
shown in Figure 6.17, and are essentially those proposed by 
Marchioni (1980), but with the single following refinement; 
a ) Vitrinertite- V, although dominantly vitrinite, 
is classified as a "B" component because r apid 
subsidence generally favours the development 
of vitrinite rich coals (Smith 1968, Marchioni 1980 ) . 
Small quantities of inertinite are therefore 
probably more environment a l ly s ignificant in 
vitrinite rich coals associated with active tectoni c 
basins, than is likely to be the case in coals 
associated with cratonic regions . 
In plotting a microlithotype on the peat-facies dia-
gram, if the D-components constitute >20% of the total then 
the Band C- components are combined and the lower or "dull" 
triangle is used. If D-components constitute <2 0% of the 
total t hen D- and A- components are c omb i ne d a nd the upper , o r 
" bright" triangle is used . 
In view of the time- consuming nature of microlithotype 
analysis, a small suite of eight samples was selected on t he 
b as i s o f thei r b r oad ma~eral char acter i s tics . 
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Sporoduritc 
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I+E(L»95Ofu 
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F i gure 6.18: Summary diagram o f the microl i thotypes (from 
Stach et a l . 1982 ) 
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6.4.2 Discussion 
The eight samples analysed are all dominated by C- com-
ponent microlithotypes vitrite and clarite-V, and plot in the 
"Telmatic Forest Moor" sub-area of the peat-facies diagram 
(Figure 6.17 ) . This zone is commonly inferred to suggest a 
dominance of "woody " vegetation with in wet peat s wa mps 
(Ha cque b ard and Donaldson 1 969 , Mar ch i on i 1980 , Di essel 
1984), and is consistent with the limited palynological data 
which also suggests a dominance of beach and podocarp vegeta-
tion in samples collected near coal seams (Mildenhall 1976 ) . 
The relative abundance of individual microlithotypes 
varies between samples, and reflects differences in coal 
types within the broad "Telmatic Forest Moor " classification. 
Samples 11826 and 11872, which are classified as Type 
AB coal on the basis of thei r maceral , ash and chemical 
charact e ristics , are d ominated by vitrite and liptoclarite-V. 
cuticoclarite- V is rare, while vitrinertite- V and duroclarite 
are p r e s ent in small quant i t i e s. Almost al l D- components 
comprise carbopyrite, reflecting the marine influence within 
the Thomson Member (Chapter s 3 and 5) . Carbargillite and 
carbos i licite a r e r a re , s uggest ing that the minera l matt e r i s 
di s persed wi t hin t h e clari t e/vitrite r ich matr i x. Accor ding 
t o t h e p e a t-fa cies diagram Type AB coals have a slightly more 
herbaceous component than other coals within the Rotokohu 
Coa l Measu res. 
Samples 11829 and 11832, which are classified as Type 
C coals, are dominated by clarite- V, with cuticoclarite- V 
more abundant than liptoclarite- V, suggesting a dominance of 
well pre serve d leav es/ sterns . v i trinertite-v i s very low , 
wh ile carbargillite is more abundant than in the other Roto-
kohu coals analysed. These features are suggestive of a 
"leaf coal" deposited in a very wet swamp, with the mineral 
matter generally concentrated in distinct layers between 
leaves. The high carbopyrite content of sample 118 29 
r e f lect s i ts s tra t igr aphic p osition within t h e marin e i n f lu-
enced Thomson Member. 
IVO 
Samples 11841 and 11825, are classified as coal types 
Co and D r espectively . Both are strongly dominated by lipto-
clarite- v and vitrite. vitrinertite- V is more abundant than 
in the other samples analysed, while carbominerite is rare. 
This microlithotype association is inter preted as represent-
ing a re l at ive ly we ll d r ained s wamp with a g r eater degree of 
t issue degr adation r elative to Type C swamps, p r oducing 
relatively low carbominerite/ cuticoclarite- V contents, and 
high liptoclarite-V/ Vitrinertite-V contents. 
According to the peat-facies diagram, both coal types 
Co and D are inferred to be derived predominantly from 
"woody" vegetation, but microlithotype analysis is unable to 
distinguish between these two coal types. 
Sample 11862, has unusual maceral, mineral matter and 
chemical characteristics, and consequently is not allocated a 
c oal typ e g r ouping. This sample is extremely rich in vit-
rite, with abundant liptoclarite- V, and almost no carbomine-
r ite . According to peat-facies analysis these characteris -
tics suggest a relatively well drained, and/ or protected, wet 
swamp (hence the very low mineral matter in the microlitho-
type, maceral and p r ox imat e analys e s ), derived from a d i s -
tinctly "woody" flo r a . 
Sample 11816 f r om the Giles Formation at Giles Creek 
is not assigned a coal type grouping. Liptoclarite is the 
dominant microlithotype, and both A- and D-components are 
relatively abundant compared with the Rotokohu coals ana-
lysed. These features may imply a slightly more herbaceous 
peat f orming fl ora t h an in coal seams from the Rotokohu Coal 
Measures. 
A more herbaceous flora may support the marginal 
mar i ne d epos i t iona l e nvironment previously inferred in Ch ap-
ter 2 fo r the mixed- lithotype of the Giles Formation , as 
her bace ous plants are generally considered more c h aracter i s-
tic of poorly drained lake mar gins o r marginal marine envi-
ronments (Teichmuller M and Teichmuller R 1968b, Hacquebard 
\ and Donaldson 1969) . 
IV .;;! 
6 .4 .3 Conclusions 
Microlithotype analyses are of limited use fo r pal -
eoenvironmental analysis within reactives rich Rotokohu 
coals, and low ash vitrinite rich New Zealand coals in gen-
eral, where C- components predominate (e.g . Sykes 1985). The 
peat- f acies class i f ica tion o f e ach s ample can be est imated 
rel ative l y accur ately f rom maceral analy ses, and in vie w of 
the greater speed and much reduced opportunity for operator 
error, standard maceral analysis is probably the more appro-
priate technique for paleoenvironmental analyses of New 
Zealand coals. 
The inherent assumptions within the scheme that spe-
cific microlithotypes are indicative of specific depositional 
environments must be treated with caution. The assumption 
that sporinite abundance is indicative of wet environments is 
lately being questioned (Diessel pers. comm . ) , and the pal-
eoenvironmental significance of the microlithotype vitriner-
tite can also be problematic because : 
a ) the micr olithotype technique does not distinguish 
allochthonous from autochthonous inertinite, 
b) the presence of sclerotinite is commonly considered 
mor e characteristic o f reed moor t han f orest moor 
e nvi r onments (Teic hmuller M. and Teichmuller R . 1968), 
and the abundance of this maceral is not necessarily 
attributable to oxidising conditions, yet sclerotinite 
is c ommonly classified as a B- component. 
c ) stems are characterised by well preserved telocolli -
nite and cutinite macerals, yet this maceral associa-
tion is classified as a C- component, and is considered 
indicative of "woody" vegetation. 
Application of microlithotype analysis to a ,range of 
New Zealand coals of known coal t ype, i n conjunction with 
palynological studies, is recommended for evaluating the 
usefulness of this technique to paleoenvironmental analysis 
of New Zea l a nd c oal s . 
The p r incipal advant age o f micr olithot ype analysis f or 
New Zealand coals is likely to be that the technique attempts 
\ t o quant i t at i vely measure macera l associations . On this 
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basis the technique, in a modified form, may have applica-
tions in the field of coal utilisation studies such as those 
being undertaken by Briquet (in prep.). 
6.5 VITRINITE REFLECTANCE 
6.5.1 In- Sample Reflectance Variations Between vitrinite 
Macerals 
In many low rank sub bituminous coals differences in 
reflectance between various vitrinite submacerals can be 
significant. Overseas researchers generally suggest this 
in-sample reflectance variation diminishes rapidly with 
increasing rank, and is negligible in higher rank bituminous 
coals (Cameron et al. 1984). However, recent research by 
Newman J. (1985 and 1986) on vitrinite rich West Coast coals 
sugges t s that isorank var iation in vitrinite reflectance 
increases as rank increases, and is particularly signi f icant 
in high volatile bituminous rank coals. 
In an effort to limit undesirable in-sample variation, 
reflectance measurements are usually restricted to one vitri -
nite submaceral, either large, structureless telocollinite in 
black coals, or eu- ulminite B in brown coals (McCartney and 
Teichmuller M. 1972, Cameron et al . 1984). Large, generally 
structureless telocollinite was selected as the most suitable 
maceral for reflectance studies in Rotokohu coals. The 
reflectance of desmocollinite was also measured for some 
samples, to determine if any significant variation exits 
between the two dominant vitrinite macerals in Rotokohu 
coals, and is distinguished graphically on reflectograms 
presented i n Append ix 7 . 
For all Rotokohu coals analysed, the reflectance 
distribution of desmocollinite generally conforms to, or is 
slightly lower than t eloc oll i nite within the same sample. The 
s imilarity of t h e two reflectance distributions implies a 
relatively uniform chemical composition, hence probably a 
similar source. A particularly weak desmocollinite reflec-
tance (for any given rank) implies a significantly more 
hydrogen rich chemistry, possibly suggesting derivation from 
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a more cellulose-rich (herbaceous) flora (Stach et al. 1982,p 
27) . 
Marked variations in reflectance between vitrinite 
macerals are exhibited by sample 11861 from Hart Creek (Fig-
u r e 6.19). In t hi s sampl e t wo di s tinct ive t ypes o f " telocol -
linite" were measured : 
a) massive, relatively bright, fine telocollinite, and 
b) massive to faintly structured, "resinous"jdull telo-
collinite. 
The difference in mean reflectance between these two 
vitrinite macerals is Ro=O.10%, and is similar to differences 
observed by Cameron et al. (i984) between "eu-ulminite A and 
B" within Greek lignites and sub bituminous coals (Figure 
6.19). 
The desmocollinite reflectogram o f sample 11 861 shows 
a close approximation to that of the "bright" telocollinite , 
suggesting that this is the "true" reflectance of this 'sample 
(in view of the similarity noted between telocollinite and 
desmocollinite reflectances in the other samples analysed). 
Further evaluation of the degree and significance of in-
sample reflectance variation exhibited by vitrinitejhuminite 
macerals within low rank New Zealand coal s i s r ecommended in 
view of the notable variation outlined above . 
6.5.2 vertical and Lateral Trends 
i) Introduction 
Coal Creek (L29 206204 to L30 239179), was selected as 
the site of a reconnaissance study of vertical reflectance 
v ar i a tions in the Rotokohu Coal Measur es . Eleven samples 
were examined from this section, with a furthe r 4 samples 
obtained from Brown Creek approximately 1.5-2km to the north 
(samples indicated by "B" on Figure 6.20). The lower samples 
a r e fr om t hin « 1metre ) coal seams within the Thomson and 
lower Camp Members, while samp l es from t h e upper Camp Member 
and Larry Schist Conglomerate are predominantly thin carbom-
inerites and log accumulations . 
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Figure 6 .19: A) Reflectograrn for sample 11862 showing in -
sample v aria tion between vitrinite macerals. 
B) Reflectograms for huminite macerals in Greek 
sub bituminous coal (from Cameron et al. 1984). 
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Figure 6.20: Depth/reflectance relationships at Coal Creek. 
A further series of 21 samples, predominantly from the 
base of the coal measures, were analysed in an attempt to 
determine any lateral reflectance trends. Most samples from 
the base of the coal measures, except samples 11829 (Type C 
coal; from the Gorgy Creek area) and 11862 (no type designa-
tion; from Hart Creek) , are classified as Type AB c oa l (Sec-
t i on 6.3 ) . Three s amp l e s from t he Gi les Formation at Giles 
Creek were also included for analysis, but are not given type 
classifications . 
ii ) Discussion 
Overseas research suggests that vitrinite reflectance 
generally shows a good positive correlation with increasing 
depth of burial at relatively high ranks (medium volatile 
bituminous and greater ranks; Teichmuller M. and Teichmuller 
R. 1968a, Stach et ale 1982) . At lower ranks (less than 
medium volatile bituminous) the relationships between vitri -
ni t e r e f lect ance a nd dep th of burial are less well under-
stood, and consequently vitrinite reflectance is not univer-
sally accepted a s a suitable rank indicator (e . g . McCartney 
and Teichmuller 1972 ) . 
Re f lectance values at Coal Cr eek v ary fr om a maximum 
o f Ro= 0 . 39% a t the base , to a minimum Ro=0 . 12% at the top of 
the s ection (Figure 6.20 ) . The degree of lateral r ank varia-
tion between samples from Coal and Brown Creeks cannot be 
a d e quate ly r esolve d beca use o f a lack of suitable proximate 
analyses (with bed moisture values ) . Similar lateral separa-
tions (1.5- 2km ) between samples in the Greymouth Coalfield 
are sufficient to affect rank (Newman J. 1985), and this 
lateral separation must be considered as a possible influence 
on the refl e ctance d istribut i on . However , the re l atively 
uni f o r m reflectance between samples of equal type from both 
creek sections suggests that any lateral reflectance varia-
tion due to rank changes is minimal. 
Two alternative hypotheses are presented to expla in 
the re f lect ance distribution ob served at Coal Creek. 
1 fb 
Hypothesis 1: A "best-fit line" has been sketched 
through the sample points on Figure 6.20 according to the 
hypothesis that vitrinite reflectance will broadly increase 
as the depth of burial increases. Although there appears to 
be a marked initial reduction in reflectance with depth in 
the Thomson and basal Camp Members, overall there seems to be 
little relationship between reflectance and depth. 
The major difference in reflectance between carbomine-
rites from the Rotokohu Coal Measures, and log accumulations 
from the Larry Schist Conglomerate may result from type 
variations, although it appears to be more directly related 
to the regional Wanganui unconformity. This relationship may 
however be apparent, as samples are not available from the 
intervening Giles Formation at Coal Creek. 
Depth of burial is not the only factor involved in 
organic metamorphism. Temperature and time are also impor-
tant controls (Teichmuller M. and Teichmuller R. 1968a, Hood 
et al. 1975, Stach et al. 1982), and are possible influences 
on the reflectance profile at Coal Creek. The sedimentology 
of the coal measures in the northern Inangahua Valley was 
previously interpreted in section 3.3 as representing an 
alluvial fan deposit, characterised by both rapid sedimenta-
tion and syndepositional subsidence. This rapid subsidence 
and sedimentation resulted in the deposition of an extremely 
thick coal measure sequence (preserved thickness greater than 
1 ,0 00m in the Rough/ Gorgy Creek area ) , within a relative 
short time period ( less than 5 million years , using the time 
scale of Stevens and others 1980). 
One possible cause of the marked decline in reflec-
tance above the Wanganui unconformity at Coal Cree~ could be 
that the coal measures were initially buried significantly 
deeper than the preserved stratigraphic thickness suggests, 
possibly under a high geothermal gradient, with substantial 
erosion occurring prior , to deposition of the Pliocene to 
lower Pleistocene Giles " Formation and Old Man Group. 
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The cause of the abrupt decline in reflectance above 
the unconformity at Coal Creek obviously requires more ana -
lytical work , in particular a number of proximate analyses 
from the range of coal types present, to clarify the controls 
on vitrinite reflectance in these low rank coals . The 
effects of time, and t h e p ossibility o f var iation in g eother-
mal g r adients with t ime may complicate the coalification 
history, hence reflectance, of organic material within the 
Inangahua Valley. 
Hypothesis 2: The alternative hypothesis presented is 
that coal type is an important control on vitrinite reflec-
tance. Recent research by Newman J. and Newman N. (1982 ) , 
and Newman J. (1985 and 1986 ) on West Coast Paparoa (Creta-
ceous ) and Brunner (Eocene ) coals has shown that paleoenvi -
ronmental influences on coal type can cause significant 
isorank variations in vitrinite chemistry, and hence influ-
enc e c oa l p r operties such as vitrinite reflectance , volatile 
matter and fluidity within these vitrinite rich coals . 
Each of the coal types recognised at Coal Creek are 
encompassed within a coal type envelope (Figure 6.20), and 
all coal types a r e defined in s ect i on 6 . 3 e xcept : 
(a) carbominerites (sampl e with 20 - 60% by volume o f min-
eral matter), and 
(b) "other coal type" , which refers to a coal which is not 
r eadily c l assified int o one of the coal type catego-
ries. 
Each coal type generally has a limited reflectance 
variation, regardless of changes in depth of burial. For 
example , carbominer i te samp l es ma i nta i n a re l atively constant 
reflectance of approximately Ro=0.29% , even though ,there is 
approximately 650m between the upper and lower samples within 
this type grouping . The lack of variation in reflectance 
between samples of approximately equal type, and the gener-
ally poor c orre l ati on betwe e n reflec t ance a nd dep th , s uggest s 
t ha t coal t ype is a majdr influence on reflectance wi t h in 
Rotokohu coals. The vertica l r e f lectance profile within the 
coal measures at Coal Creek is therefore interpreted as 
\ p r imarily r e s ulting f r om changing peat swamp conditions on a 
1// 
prograding parallic humid alluvial fan. 
Four further samples from the Thomson Member at Rough 
Creek (Figure 6.20 inset ) also suggest a type influence on 
vitrinite reflectance, because the single Type Co coal sample 
has higher reflectance than the moderate to low reflecting 
Type AB coals at this locality. Serial samples at Giles 
Creek (Figures 6.21 and 6.23 ) show that Type D coal 
(Ro=O.36%; interpreted in section 6.3 to represent relatively 
well drained swamps) has a distinctly higher reflectance than 
Type AB coal (Ro=0.30%; poorly drained swamps; section 6.3 ) , 
indicating that a strong isorank type influence on vitrinite 
reflectance can occur in Rotokohu coals. 
Newman J. and Newman N. (1982 ) , and Newman J. (1985 
and 1986 ) related type induced variations in vitrinite chem-
istry of West Coast coals to different levels of peat oxyge-
nation, and/ or a variable marine influence . Greater oxygena-
tion results in more aerobic conditions inducing greater 
degradation within the peatigenic layer, producing relatively 
hydrogen poor vitrinites with low volatile matter yields and 
high reflectance relative to coal which formed in more anae-
robic swamp conditions (Stach et ale 1982). Greater peat 
swamp oxygenation may result from: 
a) good circulation of the swamp water, with oxygen 
continually supplied via "fresh" water, or 
b) a periodic low swamp water table, which allows limited 
access of oxygen to the peat. 
A variable marine influence can also produce a dis-
tinct type related variation in vitrinite reflectance and 
volatile matter (Newman J . 1985), with a greater marine 
influence (i .e. more alkaline conditions ) resultin~ in rela-
tively perhydrous vitrinites. Both differences in peat 
oxygenation and a variable marine influence are possible 
controls on vitrinite reflectance in Rotokohu coals, given 
the parallic paleoenvironmental setting inferred from the 
lithostratigraphy, and the strong type control noted earlier. 
"U 
The distinct difference in reflectance between Type AB 
coal at Rough (Ro=O.32- . 35%) and Coal (Ro=O.35-.39%) Creeks 
may therefore result from: 
a) particularly poor swamp drainage in the east, 
b) a greater marine influence in this area (or a combina-
tion of both a and b) , or 
c) lateral rank variation. 
The affect of any true rank variation on vitrinite 
reflectance between samples f rom the base of the coal mea-
sures in the northern Inangahua Valley is difficult to assess 
from the data available (i.e. outcrop samples), but neverthe-
less is a possible control on the lateral reflectance distri-
bution. 
A thicker sequence of coal measures is preserved in 
the upper Rough/Gorgy Creek area relative to Coal Creek, but 
this does not necessarily reflect an original depositional 
thickness variation, as the amount o f e r osion p r ior to depo-
sition of the Giles Formation at both localities cannot be 
accurately estimated. 
However , the later a l ref l e c t ance d istribution s hown in 
Figure 6.21 appears to support the hypothesis of coal type 
variations influencing reflectance, with more perhydrous 
vitrinites occurring in the east. Sample 11829 from the 
Gorgy Creek area represents a poorly drained (hence probably 
perhydrous ) Type C coal (Section 6.3, Ro=O.32% ) , with a 
similar reflectance to the single Type C coal sample from 
Coal Creek (sample 11832, Ro=O.30). Type AB coals from the 
Rough/ Ram Creek area have a similarly low reflectance (mostly 
Ro= O.31-.3 3) to Type C c oa l s, s uggesting more p erhydr ous 
vitrinites, probably resulting fr om eith er p oorer ~wamp 
drainage and/or a g r eat e r marin e i n fl uence wi t hin Type AB 
coal in this area. The high reflectance zone in the west 
from Coal to Thoms o n Creek s may t here fo r e r epr e s ent r ela-
tively well drained, an9/or less marine influenced Type AB 
swamps relativ e t o t hose in t h e east. 
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Figure 6.21: Lateral reflectance distribution within the 
Rotokohu Coal Measures, and three samples from 
the Giles Formation~t Giles Creek. 
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iii) Conclusions 
The Rotokohu Coal Measures in the northern Inangahua 
Valley were interpreted (Section 3.3) as representing a humid 
alluvial fan. The limited reflectance variation between 
samples of broadly similar type at Coal Creek, and the str ong 
isorank reflectance var i a tion a t Giles Cr eek, s uggests that 
t he general decline in vitr inite reflectance exhibited by the 
samples at Coal Creek results primarily from changing peat 
swamp environments on this prograding alluvial fan, rather 
than indicating a response to differ ences in depth o f burial. 
The major difference in reflectance near the unconfor-
mity at Coal Creek may imply significant erosion of the coal 
measures prior to deposition of the Giles Formation, and/ or 
coalification under different geothermal gradients, but 
clarification of this hypothesis requires further analytical 
work . 
The lateral reflectance distribut i on suggests a pos-
sible difference in either swamp drainage, and/or a variable 
marine influence between samples from the base of the coal 
measures in the west, and those in the east (north of Inanga-
hua Landing) , with Type AB coal s i n t h e e a s t general ly having 
a similar ly low r eflectance to poorly drained (hence probably 
perhydrous ) Type C coals from both areas. The effect of 
lateral rank variation on this reflectance distribution is 
difficult to assess without drill hole control, but the 
limited proximate analyses available from outcrop samples 
also suggest that coals in the east are more perhydrous than 
those in the west (Section 6.7). Further aspects of vitrinite 
reflectance are discussed in relation to volatile matter, 
specific energy , and paleoenvironment in section 6 . 6 . 
1~1 
6.6 PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE ON COAL PROPERTIES 
6.1 Introduction 
Much overseas research has highlighted the effects of 
rank variations on coal properties (e.g. Teichmuller M. and 
Teichmuller R . 1968a , Stach et al . 1982 , Cameron et al . 
1984), and the general leaching and/or "retrograde metamor-
phism" associated with weathering has been appreciated for a 
number of years (Suggate 1959, Bowen 1964). Paleoenvironmen-
tally induced variations in coal properties have been widely 
attributed by overseas researchers to aspects of mineral 
matter and maceral content (Teichmuller M. and Teichmuller R. 
1968b, Williams and Ross 1979, Stach et al. 1982), and the 
processes involved are generally well understood. 
Some coal properties such as volatile matter, specific 
energy, and vitrinite reflectance are known to be affected to 
vary i ng degrees by pa l eoenvironmental influences , but in 
general sUbstantial variations in these properties have been 
largely regarded as a function of rank. 
New Zealand coals have long been regarded as being of 
an unusual "type" in comparison t o most overseas coals (Sug-
gate 1959) . Recent research by Newman J. and Newman N. 
(1982 ), Newman J. ( 1985 and 1986 ), and Newman N. (1985 ) into 
the properties of vitrinite rich Cretaceous and Eocene West 
Coast coals has shown a strong paleoenvironmental influence 
on many chemical and physical properties within isorank 
samples, and has demonstrated the need for re-evaluation of 
the principles commonly applied when assessing the signifi-
cance of variability in coal properties. 
In th i s sect i on volati l e matter, specific energy, and 
vitrinite reflectance are discussed in terms o f possible 
paleoenvironmental influences on these properties. Once the 
possible level of paleoenvironmental inf l uence is determined , 
the coal types previous l y characterised in section 6 . 3 are 
di s cussed i n t e rms o f t h eir inferred d e positiona l e nvi r onment 
based on the relationships between the various physical and 
chemical data currently available. 
The following discussion is limited by two factors 
discussed previously: 
10.:. 
a ) All samples discussed in this section are from outcrop 
(proximate analyses from DH 118 were not received 
until 31st October 1986, and consequently no petro-
g r aphic analyses are available for these samples) . 
Weathering must therefore be considered as a probable 
influence on the proximate and ash constituent ana-
lyses determined in this study. Accurately determin-
ing the degree of weathering for any given sample is 
impossible, given the nature of the data ( i.e. low 
rank coal, with no drill hole control ) . 
b ) Because the study is primarily a regional appraisal of 
the Rotokohu Coal Measures, and in view of the expense 
involved in obtaining proximate analyses, few serial 
samples are available to give isorank control. How-
ever, the general relationships indicated by this 
study are consistent with those noted in t h e more 
detailed work of Newman J. (1985 and 1986), and sug-
gest that similar influences on coal properties may 
occur in Rotokohu coals. 
Further work on samples obtained from DH 118 will 
provide greater control on both isorank relationships, and 
the possible effects of weathering on the samples analysed in 
this thesis, and is strongly recommended. 
6.6.2 Coal Type Influence on Volatile Matter, Calorific Value 
and Vitrinite Reflectance within Rotokohu Coals 
i ) Volatile Matter 
A strong relationship appears to exist between coal 
typ e a nd t h e vo l at ile matter yi e ld of Rotokohu coal s . A plot 
of volati l e matter (dmmlj2sf ) against exin ite perc~ntage 
(mmf) reveals two broad groups ( Figure 6.22) : 
a ) a high volatile group ( >51% ) , with a correspondingly 
high exinite conten t ( >18%) , a nd 
b) a lower volatile .. «50%), lower exinite «18%) group . 
The high volatile matter g r oup is dominated by Type C 
"leaf" coals, while the low volatile group is dominated by 
\ coal types AB, D and Co. The abundance of hydrogen rich 
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exinite macerals cutinite and liptodetrinite is considered 
the major cause of the elevated volatile matter yield within 
the high volatile group. Similar relationships between 
exinite content and volatile matter yield are noted by Black 
(1981) for reactives rich Miocene aged Taranaki coals, and by 
Stach et ale (1982) f o r Devoni a n t o l ate Tertiary a g e d Eur o-
pean and American "leaf coals". 
Isorank samples from the thick seam at Hart Creek 
exhibit major variations in volatile matter yield (Figure 
6.22). These variations are attributed primarily to differ-
ences in exinite content between the samples. Isorank serial 
samples from Giles Creek reveal distinct differences in the 
volatile matter yield between relatively low exinite coal 
types AB and D. Most of these samples have a similar exinite 
content (11-12%), although one relatively high volatile Type 
AB sample (dominated by the A component, or log aggregates), 
has an extremely low exinite content. The variation i n 
volatile matter yield between coal types AB and D at Giles 
Creek is not due to differences in exinite content, and is 
therefore inferred to represent variations in vitrinite 
chemistry, with Type AB vitrinites being hydrogen rich (i.e. 
perhydrous) relative to Type D. vitrinites. 
As discussed previously in sections 6. 3 and 6. 5 , 
Newman J . and Newman N. (1982), and Newman J . (1985, 1986) 
have attributed isorank variations in vitrinite chemistry to 
different levels of swamp oxygenation, with more anaerobic 
peatification commonly producing relatively hydrogen rich 
vitrinites with depressed reflectance. A similar relation-
ship may also result from a variable marine influence, with a 
great er mar i ne infl uence p r oducing a higher vol a t i l e mat ter 
yield and lower reflectance (Newman J . 1985). 
The inverse relationship between volatile matter yield 
and vitrinite r e flectance shown by coal types AB and D at 
Giles Creek (Figure 6.Z3 ) , suggests that Type AB coal accumu-
lated in relatively anaerobic and/or more marine influenced 
peat swamps compared wit h Type D coals . 
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Accurate assessment of volatile matter variations due 
to differences in thermal maturation is extremely difficult 
given the nature of the data. However, the consistent rela-
tionships between the type induced variations noted above 
suggests that rank and weathering related influences on 
v olatile matter yield may be minimal in comparison to type 
induced var i ations i n t h ese low rank rea c t i v es rich c oals. 
ii) vitrinite Reflectance 
The relationship between vitrinite reflectance and 
volatile matter is shown in Figure 6.23. Coals within the 
exinite rich high volatile g r oup do not show a clear rela-
tionship, with the volatile matter yield in these samples 
predominantly controlled by the high exinite content. The 
low exinite/ low volatile matter group shows a broad inverse 
relationship between volatile matter and vitrinite reflec-
tance, and s Ubstantial isoran k v ariat ion bet ween s e r ial 
samples of coal types AB and D a t Giles Creek . 
The str ong type c ontrol o n vitr inite r e flectance noted 
above, supports the observations of McCartney and Teichmuller 
M. (1972) that vitrinite reflectance and volatile matter 
yield are not useful measur e s o f t hermal mat u r at i on i n l ow 
r a nk c oa l s ( i.e. c oa l s l ess t h an med i um vol a t i le b i tumin ous 
r ank) . Recent overseas r ese a r ch (Camer on et al. 1984 , Par-
kash e t al. 1984) has suggested that both vitrinite reflec-
tance and volat il e matter are useful rank parameters in low 
rank coals (sub bituminous to lignite A ranks ) . The above 
discussion suggests such assumptions are erroneous in reac-
tives rich Rotokohu coals , where significant type control is 
exerted on both volatile matter yield and vitrinite reflec-
tance. 
iii ) Calorific Value 
The relationship between exinite content and calorific 
value (drnm1/ 2sf ) shown in Figure 6.24 is less distinct than 
the volatile matter/ exinite relationship noted previously, 
although a strong isor ank varia tion is st i ll ev i dent . Se rial 
samples f r om Har t Creek h a v e a g r eater isor ank variation in 
calorific value than low exinite Giles Creek samples, indi-
cating that exinite content ha s a strong influence on calo-
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rific value in Rotokohu coals. 
The positive correlation between exinite content and 
calorific value is relatively well understood, and documented 
within the literature (Suggate 1959, Bowen 1964, Black 1981, 
Stach et al . 1982) . Isorank low exinite samples from Giles 
creek indicate that type induced variations in vitrinite 
chemistry can also produce significant variation in calorific 
value (up to 1.15 MJ/kg). This paleoenvironmentally induced 
variability in calorific value is not widely recognised by 
overseas researchers, but is consistent with the inverse 
relationship noted previously between vitrinite reflectance 
and volatile matter, both of which were attributed to varia-
tions in peat swamp oxygenation, and/or a variable marine 
influence. 
iv) Conclusions 
Greater oxygenation and/ or less marin e i n fl u e nc e 
during peatification in Rotokohu coals is inferred to result 
in higher reflectance, lower volatile matter yields, and 
lower calorific values than more anaerobic and/or marine 
influenced peatification which produced relatively perhydrous 
vitrinites with lower re f lectance, higher volatile matter 
yields and generally higher calorific values. Volatile 
matter yields and calorific value are also strongly influ -
enced by exinite content, which is controlled by coal type. 
Both weathering and rank induced variations in these 
coal properties appear to be minima~ in comparison to the 
consistent paleoenvironmentally induced variations noted 
above, but nevertheless must still be considered as a prob-
a bl e i n flu e nce on the a nalytica l p r operties of the samples 
used in this t h esis . 
6.6.3 Paleoenvironmental Significance of Coal Types 
All coal seams analysed from the Rotokohu Coal Mea -
sures are inertinite poor, suggesting wet swamp conditions. 
i) Type AB 
Type AB c oal is i nferred to rep resent p oor ly drained , 
marine i n f luenced , hypautochthonous t o i n part allochthonous 
peat swamps. A relatively "alkaline" or marine influence is 
inferred for Type AB coal from : 
a) the restricted s tratigraph i c distribution o f Type AB 
coal at the base of the coal measures. (Type AB coal 
is the dominant coal type within the marine influenced 
Thomson Member [Section 3.3], and in the thick basal 
seam of the Donkey Member, both of which conformably 
overlie the shallow marine Ram Creek Member.) 
b) the occurrence of significant tissue degradation within 
the B component, despite the relatively high water 
level inferred for Type AB swamps on other grounds 
(i . e . frequent clastic partings, and per hydr ous vi t r i-
nites [also possibly due to a greater marine influence 
relative to other coal types]) . 
c) the recent discovery of marine dinoflagellates within 
t hick Type AB c oal at Gil e s Creek, a nd in all p ol l en 
samples collected form the Thomson Member (associated 
with Type AB coal) at Coal Creek (Mildenhall, pers . 
comm . ) 
Evidence for a high water table in Type AB swamps 
discussed previously (Sections 6.3 and 6.6), is inferred to 
have resulted in a restricted oxygen supply during peatifica-
tion, which in association with a marine influence resulted 
in perh ydrous vitrin i tes with characteristic h igh v olatile 
yields and low reflectance relative to Type D vitrinites. The 
relatively common occurrence o f ear ly stage mi c rin ite ( fine , 
granular, high reflecting bodies; Figure 6.25) within Type AB 
c oal may a l s o b e s uggestive of perhydrous cond itions . Stach 
et al . ( 198 2 ) note t h at . s imi lar "type" r e l a t ed micrinit e in 
l ow rank coals is noticeably hydrogen rich, and is c ommonly 
considered to f orm p referentia lly i n anaer obic swamp c ondi -
tions . 
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Fi~ure 6,25: Fine, high r~ I~cting ','ea:r;ly stage" 
~ic:r;in+te W+thin resinous cell 
infillings in A component (ie, 
log, sample 11812), 
Variations in both the degree of marine influence, 
and/or swamp oxygenation within Type AB coals is the probable 
cause of the variation in reflectance between Type AB coals 
at the base of the coal measures in the northern Inangahua 
Valley (Figure 6.21). This variability suggests that the 
type classification is rather broad, being primarily based on 
the variable (although generally high) ash content, moderate 
to low TPI where log aggregates are absent (generally 
0.3 - 0.5%), moderate exinite content (generally 10-15%, and 
dominated by liptodetrinite) and high volatile matter yield 
(where proximate analyses are available) . 
Type AB coal in the north-west (Coal/camp Creek area) 
may represent well drained and less marine influenced swamps, 
producing a high reflectance relative to Type AB coal in the 
east (upper Rough/Ram Creek). Poor drainage in Type AB 
swamps at the base of the coal measures may have allowed a 
greater marine influence in the east, thus the two effects 
could combine to produce perhydrous vitrinites, and this is 
inferred to be the probably cause of the low r eflectance in 
the north- eastern Inangahua Valley . 
An alkaline swamp environment can promote bleach-
ing/corrosion of exinite macerals (Stach 1968, Diessel pers. 
'. 
corom.) , if oxygen is available (Newman J. per. corom.). The 
restricted oxygen supply within the marine influenced Type AB 
swamp environment is inferred to have generally inhibited the 
chemical bleaching of exinite macerals, and resulted in 
relatively dark exinites in comparison to Type 0 coals. 
I~V 
Tissue p r eservation (TPI) within Type AB swamps was 
generally poor, but the p r esence of hypautochthonous to 
possibly allochthonous logs results in variable TPI contents. 
High swamp water levels generally result in relatively good 
preservation of macerals by inhibiting aer obic micr oor ganisms 
(stach et a l . 1982 , Newman J . 1985) . I n Type AB coals the 
highest water levels are inf e rred to be a s sociated with log 
accumulations and clastic partings. The clarain rich B 
component has a low to moderate TPI (generally 0.3 - 0.5 ) , and 
a variable ash content. The r elatively high level of tissue 
degradation in the B component is inferred to probably result 
from the marine influence. 
A marine influence is commonly attributed to greater 
biochemical tissue degradation, and/ or lower tissue preserva-
tion through: 
a) a greater incidence of herbaceous plants within the 
swamp flora (Teichmuller M. and Teichmuller R. 1968b, 
Stach et al. 1982, Newman J. 198 5 and 1986), 
b) a higher swamp pH, which encourages greater bacterial 
activity . 
Micr olit hotype a n a lyses s uggest a slight ly higher 
her baceous component to the swamp flora in Type AB coal , 
although the applicability of this technique to coals of 
limited maceral group composition ( such as most vitrinite 
r ich New Zealand coals) is questionable . 
Relatively high sclerotinite values are characteristic 
of the desmocollinite rich B component of Type AB coal (Fig-
ure 6.26 ) . This association may imply a larger reed moor 
component with in the swamp flora, as s ome fungi g r ow prefer-
entially in association with grasses (Teichmuller ~. and 
Teichmuller R. 1968b, St ach e t a l . 1982 ) . However , such an 
association may also r esult from concentration of scleroti-
nite due to selective decomposition of less resis t a nt p l a nt 
tissues (Sta c h et al . 1982) . Either mechanism i s a possible 
cause o f rel atively high sclerotinite contents, giv en t h e 
marine influenced hypaut ochthonous e nvi r onment o f depos i t ion 
inferred fo r Type AB coal. 
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ii) Type D 
Type D coal is inferred to represent relatively well 
drained, autochthonous to possible hypautochthonous peat 
swamps. The low to very low ash content (generally <4% db, 
and coromonly <3% db) suggests better swamp drainage than most 
Ro t ok ohu coal types. The lower water table is inferred to 
have a llowed g rea ter o xyge nat i on dur i ng peatification , and 
resulted in the characteristically low volatile matter 
yields, calorific value, and higher reflectance for Type D 
coal relative to Type AB coal . The characteristic moderate 
to low TPI (0.3-0.5) of Type D coal is also consistent with 
deposition in an oxygenated swamp, with a r elatively high 
level of tissue degradation. 
Although Type D swamps are inferred to have been 
relatively well drained, they never became "dry", and 
consequently like al l Rotokoh u coal s are p oor in inertinite 
«6%) . Similar wet but "well drained" swamp model s have been 
proposed by Newman J . (pers . corom . ) f or some Wes t Coast 
coals, wi t h o xygenat ed water continually mov ing down thr ough 
the peat, resulting in relatively hydrogen poor vitrinites 
with high refl e ctance and low volatile mat ter . 
Blea ch ed exinites are suggestive of an oxygenated 
paleoenvir onmental sett ing, and t he b l e ach i ng and/or l oss o f 
exinites was also noted by Newman J . (pers. c orom . ) i n he r wet 
" raised swamp " model, s uggesting t hat t h e exinites are u nst-
able in this paleoenvironmental setting. This may imply 
severe leaching within the swamp, although mineral matter 
studies of Type D coals did not indicate the presence of 
aluminium hydroxides which are reported from "leached swamps" 
in the Buller Coalfield (Ne wman N. 1985 ) . 
The relatively high suberinite content of Type D coal 
results from distinctive stem/root cross - sections . These 
would have been particularly resistant to decay (Stach et al. 
1982 ), and may represent either autochthonous, or hypautoch-
'. 
thonous peat accumulations . The relative abundance o f 
vitrodetrinite i s u s u a lly c ons idered s ugge stive o f hypautoch-
thonous peat accumulation, although the autochthonous gener-
\ ation of vitrodetrinite is also possible through greater 
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oxygenation inducing decay of the plant tissue, and is prob-
ably more consistent with the low water level in Type D 
swamps. 
A similar correlation between suberinite and vitrode-
trinite was noted by Newman J. (1985) for Brunner Coal at 
pike River, and was inferred to have been derived from a 
herbaceous flora. However, microlithotype analysis suggests 
that Type D coal is derived from a distinctly "woody" flora, 
with almost no A-or D-microlithotype components. 
iii ) Type C 
Type C coal is inferred to represent leaf accumula-
tions within poorly drained low energy overbank settings. The 
high TPI, resulting from the characteristic layering of 
abundant telocollinite and well preserved cutinite macerals, 
was interpreted in section 6 . 3 as suggesting a high water 
level, yet" low energy" swamp with very little mechanical or 
biochemical degradation of organic material. The variable 
ash content (3.9 - 13.4% db), concentration of the mineral 
matter in discrete layers, and the strong clastic mineral 
matter component indicated by most ash analyses also suggest 
a high water table. The very low inertinite content of Type 
C coals also suggests a consistently high, probably stagnant 
water table. 
The high water table is inferred to have produced 
perhydrous vitrinites, which in combination with the high 
exinite content results in an extremely high volatile matter 
yield for Type C coals ( >51% ) , yet a generally low vitrinite 
reflectance (Ro=O.30-.32% ) . 
iv) Type Cd Type Cd coal is inferred to represent leaf 
accumUlations within a higher energy environment 
relative to Type C peat swamps. The high clastic ash 
content and high TPI were interpreted (Section 6 . 3) as 
consistent with a high water table, and the character-
istically high liptodetrinite content suggests a 
greater degree of mechanical and/or biological degra-
dation relative to Type C swamps. 
The variable volatile matter yields are attributed 
primarily to variations in exinite content, although the high 
ash values make correction of volatile matter for the contri-
bution by mineral matter less reliable. vitrinite reflec-
tance is usually moderate (i .e. approximately ~o=0.35%), 
indicating that Type Cd swamps were more oxygenated than Type 
C swamps. The oxygen supply is inferred to have been main-
tained by either: 
a) oxygen bearing water flowing through the peat swamp, 
or 
b) fluctuating swamp water levels, with periodic high 
water levels introducing clastic mineral matter and 
reworking the peat. 
Both mechanisms are possible causes of the high ash/ 
moderately high reflecting (i.e. oxygen rich, relative 
to Type C coals) Type Cd coals. 
v) Type Co 
Type Co coal is inferred to represent better drained 
swamps relative to Type AB, C and Cd swamps. The low TPI 
(always <0.5, and commonly <0.3) and moderate ash content 
(4.7 -7.5% db), were previously interpreted (Section 6.3) as 
suggesting good swamp drainage relative to Type C and Cd 
coal. The low volatile matter yield of Type Co coal is 
interpreted as resulting from both the low exinite content 
«15%), and oxygen rich vitrinites which resulted from rela-
tively good swamp drainage. The limited reflectance data 
available suggests a high reflectance relative to Type C and 
Cd coals and is consistent with relatively well drained, 
hence oxygenated swamps. 
6.7 RANK ASSESSMENT IN THE ROTOKOHU COAL MEASURES 
6.7.1 Introduction 
Fundamental chemical, physical and petrographic 
, 
changes occur within coal during the process of coalifica-
tion. These changes are considered by most geologists to 
primarily result from temperature increases induced during 
\ increased burial (Teichmuller M. and Teichmuller R. 1968a, 
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stach et ale 1982 ) . The broad responses of coal properties 
to increasing coalification form the basis of rank classifi-
cation schemes (Figure 6.27 ) . A complete discussion on rank 
theory is beyond the scope of this thesis and the interested 
reader is referred to more detailed works by Suggate (1959) , 
Teichmuller M. and Teic hmuller R . ( 1968a), and Stach et ale 
(1982), f or an out line o f t h e v a r ious effects of i ncreas i ng 
r ank on coal properties. 
The parameters used in rank classification include 
moisture (commonly bed moisture in low ranks ) , calorific 
value , volatile matter, fixed carbon and vitrinite reflec-
tance. Paleoenvironmental influences on these properties 
(excluding moisture ) are inferred to be significant within 
reactives rich Rotokohu coals, therefore rank assessment must 
be undertaken with considerable caution. The following 
discu ssion is i ncluded to supplement aspects of coa l g e ology 
d iscussed in p r ev i ous sections and i s not intended as a 
detail discussion of r ank assessment within low rank coals. 
6.7 . 2 ASTM Rank Classification 
ASTM standard D388 - 77 "Standar d method for t he classi-
fication of coals by r ank", classifies Lignite A and sub . 
b ituminous coals on the basis of t h e i r bed mo isture , a nd 
moist ash- free calor i f ic value (Bowen 1978, Gray 198 3 ) . Be d 
moisture is the equivalent of inherent moisture pre sent 
within the coal in ground, when t he coal is in an e quilibr ium 
state (modified after Bowen 1978 ) . 
Bed moisture, or approximations to bed moisture , are 
commonly used in assessing the moist , ash- free calorific 
value of low rank coal. Air-dried moisture v alues do not 
approximate b e d mo i s t u r e f o r coal s with g r eat e r t h a n 1 8% 
air- dried moisture (at 7 0% relative humidity and 2 0 degrees 
Celsius; Suggate 1959, Bowen 1978, Gray 1983 ) . Bowen (1978 ) 
p r oposed a modifie d v ersion of the ASTM classification system 
be adopted in New Zealand , and his system is commonly used by 
, 
o ff i c e rs o f t he New Zealand Geological Survey . 
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Figure 6.27: The different stages of coalification according 
to German (DIN) and American (ASTM) classifica-
tions, and distinction on the basis of different 
physical and c~emi9a~ paramete~s. The last column 
shows th~ appllcablllty of varlOUS rank parame-
ters to the aifferent coalification stages ( from 
Stach et al. 1982). 
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Nathan (1978a) classified the Rotokohu Coal Measures 
as sub bituminous C and Busing ASTM classification. Because 
the samples used by Nathan were outcrop and mine samples, the 
reliability of the bed moisture values is questionable, and 
the ranks assigned by Nathan are probably fractionally high. 
Samples from DH 118 p r ovide the mos t re l i able a pproxi -
mations to bed moisture values for Rotokohu coals. Total 
moisture values for these samples range from 22 . 2- 34.3% 
(determined by oven drying by CRA), and most samples are 
around 26-30%. These values are higher than all previously 
measured values determined from outcrop samples, and gener-
ally indicate a low sub bituminous Crank (ASTM classifica-
tion) for Rotokohu coal at Giles Creek. 
In view of the significant type influence on calorific 
v a lue noted previously , this r ank classification must be 
treated cautiously. Volatile matter variations between 
samples from DH 118 suggest a degree of type variation, and 
it is recommended that these s amples receive full petro-
graphic analyses (i.e. maceral analysis, vitrinite reflec-
tance, and fluorescence) . These analyses should enable a 
better understanding of the relationship between coal type 
and important coal properties in Rotokohu coals, and will be 
relevant to other reactive rich coals o f similar r ank , s uch 
as the Miocene coals of the Taranaki region . 
6.7.3 Suggate Rank 
The rank classification proposed by Suggate in 1959 
attempted to define the "degree of coalification" in terms of 
volatile matter and specific energy (both dry, mineral matter 
and s ulphur free b asi s) , wi th a llowances made wi t hin t he 
scheme for coal type variation . Suggate Rank (Rank S ) has 
rece~tly been the subject of some controversy, particularly 
with regard to the principal assumption within the scheme of 
colinear i t y bet ween p r oportions of carbon and hydrogen in 
iso r ank samp les of varying type (Newman J . and Newman N. 
1982) . 
'::>0 
Note: 
(1) Rank S uses full sUlphur in correction formulas for 
both volatile matter and calorific value (Suggate 
1959, p72-73), while the formula used in all correc-
tions in this thesis, except in the Rank S diag r am, is 
that proposed b y Ne wma n N. A. 1985 , using half sulphur 
v alu es i n t he nume r ato r . 
(2) Isorank lines used in Figure 6 . 28 are those used by 
Suggate and Lowery 1981. The implications of CRA's 
change to the British Standard method f or p r oximate 
analysis in 1982 to the Suggate Rank diagram is con-
sidered beyond the scope of this thesis . The inter-
ested reader is referred to Newman J. and Newman N. 
(1982 and 1983) for a discussion on possible modifica -
tions to the Rank S diagram . 
The cor rection for moisture makes Rank S superficially 
a ttractive for use with low rank sub bituminous coals such a s 
Rotokohu coals, where reliable bed mois t ure values are n o t 
avail able. However, volatile matter yields and calorific 
value are inferred to have a strong type control in Rotokohu 
coals, and Rank S is clearly affected by this type variation 
(Figur e 6 .2 8) . 
serial (hence isorank) samples from Hart Creek show a 
large variation in Rank S (approximately 3.9-5.5; or 1.5 rank 
numbers ) , which is primarily attributed to variations in 
exinite content (Section 6.6). Isorank variations in vitri -
nite chemistry between serial samples at Giles Creek result 
in a Rank S variation of almost 1 rank number (approximately 
5.2-6.1). These variations support the prediction of Newman 
J. a nd Newman N. ( 1982 and 1983 ) , t h at isor ank variation in 
both vitrin ite chemistry and exinite can sign ificantly i n flu-
ence the Rank S of coal samp l e s. 
Figure 6 . 29 shows the lateral d is t ribution of Suggate 
Rank numbers for all out c r op samples collected during this 
MSc inves t igat ion, wit~ exinite rich ( >1 8 %) and p oor <18%) 
samples di f ferentiated . The highest va l u es with in low 
exinite coals occur at Giles Creek (6.1), and in the north-
north- east at Br own (7 . 1), Rough (6 . 2) and Ram (6.6) Creeks, 
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and in the north at Thomson Creek (6.7). Samples collected 
by Nathan S. in 1969 also suggested a north- north-easterly 
increase in Suggate Rank (Nathan pers. corom.). 
More research is needed to clarify the controls on 
both Rank S and reflectance in the Rotokohu Coal Measures . 
However, the north-north-easterly increase in Suggate Rank 
(within low exinite samples), yet low reflectance of Type AB 
coals in this area (relative to the Coal/Camp Creek area), is 
consistent with a north- north-east change to more perhydrous 
coals. These would have relatively low reflectance and high 
volatile matter yields/ calorific value, resulting from less 
oxygenation of the peat swamps and/ or a greater marine influ-
ence compared with coals in the Coal/Camp Creek area. 
Newman J. and Newman N. (1982) infer that vitrinite 
chemistry can vary between isorank samples, hence state that 
" isorank coals of apparently similar type, in the simplest 
sense of maceral group proportions, could have signif-
icantly different chemical analyses." 
The broad inverse relationship between vitrinite 
reflectance and Rank S within low exinite Type AB coals at 
the base of the coal measures may therefore represent varia-
tions in vitrinite chemistry within coals of broadly similar 
type, perhaps indicating greater syndepositional subsidence 
in the north-north-east, inducing poor swamp drainage and/or 
an increased marine influence. on a regional scale relative to 
swamps in the west. 
The effects of any possible lateral rank variation, 
and/or variation in weathering may also be factors influen-
cing the limited number of proximate analyses avai~able. 
However, the similarity between the Rank S trends indicated 
by samples collected by Nathan 1969, and samples collected in 
this thesis suggests weathering may not be a major influence 
on the proximate analyses. 
6.7.4 Summary 
Most rank classification schemes for low rank coals 
are based on moist calorific values (e.g. ASTM; Economic 
Commission for Europe Classification; Australian Standards 
Association; see Gray 1983 fo r a general discussion on clas-
sification syst ems ) , with the moistur e value generally an 
a ppr oximation to bed moistur e. Reliable bed moistur e values 
are generally only satisfactorily obtained from suitably 
handled drill core samples (i.e. drill core samples where 
care is taken to preserve the original in- ground moisture) . 
within the Rotokohu Coal Measures such samples are only 
available for Dh 118. 
The parameters commonly used for rank assessment, i.e. 
volatile matter, calorific value and vitrinite reflectance, 
are all influenced to varying degrees by coal type within 
Rotokohu coals . Exinite content is a major influence on both 
volatile matter yield and calorific value, while paleoenvi-
ronmental influences on v itrin i te chemist ry a r e i n f err ed t o 
effect volatile matter yield, calorific value and vitrinite 
reflectance. Consequently the application of rank schemes 
based on these three parameters is complicated by variations 
i n c oa l t ype . 
Samples used for comparing thermal maturation must 
ideally have identical maceral proportions, and have had 
i dent ica l levels of peat oxygenation . Determining these 
parameters is extremely difficult, and requires extensive 
analytical work, integrated with depositional models of peat 
accumulation based on lithostratigraphic and petrographic 
data . The samples from DH 118, for which bed moisture values 
are avai l ab l e , have not received petrographic a naly ses, a nd 
consequently no adjustment can be made for coal type influen-
ces (coal type inf luences a r e s ugges t e d by in-seam v a r iat ions 
in volatile matter yield between plies analysed from this 
drill hole) . 
Rank assessment in the Rotokohu Coal Measures based on 
all available data suggests a relat ively higher rank north o f 
Inangahua Landing than in the south, and is consistent with 
I t he p r eserved t hickness of coal measur es which is much 
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greater in the north. Different levels of peat swamp oxyge-
nation, a variable marine influence, variations in exinite 
content, and possible variations in rank and the degree of 
weathering, produce complicated patterns of Rank S and vitri -
nite reflectance . Thus, further clarification of rank varia-
tion is extremely d ifficu lt. 
In conclusion, the relationships outlined previously 
between volatile matter, calorific value, vitrinite reflec-
tance and paleoenvironment are at best gener al, but neverthe-
less consistent with relationships suggested from more 
detailed work by Newman J. (1985) for Eocene Brunner and 
cretaceous Paparoa coals, and more general work on Miocene 
Taranaki coals (Black 1981). Further clarification of the 
relationships between bed moisture, volatile matter, calo-
rific value, vitrinite reflectance, paleoenvironment and coal 
rank , in reactives r ich Rotokohu coals will require more 
detailed investigation of coal petrology and chemistry, using 
drill hole samples (wherever possible) . 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
SYNTHESIS OF GEOLOGY 
7 . 1 A DEPOSITIONAL MODEL FOR THE ROTOKOHU COAL MEASURES 
7.1.1 Regional Paleogeographic setting 
The early to late Miocene Rotokohu Coal Measures are 
inferred to represent a parallic, humid fan-delta sequence (a 
fan-delta is defined as an alluvial fan that progrades into a 
standing body of water; Westcott et al. 1980). Provenance 
studies of conglomerate clasts from the Rotokohu Coal Measures 
(Inangahua Valley; Wellman et al. 1981, Nathan 1978a, Nathan 
and others 1986, Chapter 2), and Longford Formation/ 
Rappahannock Group (Murchison/Maruia Valleys; Cutten 1979, 
Watters 1982, Nathan and ot hers 1 986), indic a te separate 
source areas for these non- marine, early to late? Miocene 
sequences (Figure 7 . 1) . (Note: the top of the Longford 
Formation is not preserved, and reliable dates are not avail-
able for the preserved upper Longford Formation, or its prob-
able lateral equivalent in the Maruia basin, the Rappahannock 
Group; Nathan and others 1986) . 
Conglomerates in the Rotokohu Coal Measures were 
derived from a distinctive Greenland Group source terrain, 
with a minor coarse-grained granite component (Section 2.3). 
The immediate source area for these lithologies is suggested 
by Nathan and others (1986) to be a juvenile Brunner-victoria 
Range. The lower Longford Formation was largely derived from 
a Mai t ai Gr oup sour ce t e rrain, while t he uppe r Longfor d For ma -
tion and lower Rappahannock Gr oup were p r oba bly derive d fr om a 
Caples/Pelorus terrain, both of which were situated to the 
east of the Waimea-Flaxmore and Alpine Fault Systems (Cutten 
1979 , Suggate 1979, Watters 1982, Nathan and others 1986 ) . 
The early Miocen~ strat igr aphy of the Inangahua Valley 
(Chapter 2) indicates a rapid shallowing during the mid Alto -
nian from mid to outer shelf (De Filippi Mudstone), to shallow 
\ marine (Ram Creek Member), to marginal and non- marine (Roto-
Figure 7"1: 
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kohu Coal Measures ) by late Altonian time. The distribution 
of sandstone within the upper Inangahua Formation (Section 
2.1 ) reveals two major depocentres during the Altonian within 
the Inangahua Valley. 
Relatively rapid subsidence and sedimentation north of 
Rotokohu is inferred to have resulted in a thicker upper 
Inangahua Formation and Rotokohu Coal Measures sequence than 
in the south (Chapter 2). Two depositional lobes are inferred 
within the rapidly subsiding northern Inangahua Valley, and 
the margins of the lobes are delineated in the upper Rough 
Creek area by the presence of: 
a ) a mUdstone dominated facies of the Ram Creek Member 
(Section 2.2 ) , 
b) a relatively thick Thomson Member (Section 2.3 ) , and 
c) a thick mUdstone dominated lithofacies sequence within 
the Camp Member at Gorgy Creek, which is interpreted as 
defining a region of sediment by-pass (Sect ion 3.3). 
Slower rates of sedimentation and subsidence south of 
Rotokohu resulted in a thinner Ram Creek Member (upper Inanga-
hua Formation), and a finer grained coal measure sequence than 
in the north. The lower Giles Creek is considered to be the 
depocentre for early to late Miocene sedimentation in the 
southern Inangahua Valley, on the basis of a relatively thick 
Ram Creek Member which conformably overlies De Filippi Mud-
stone (Figure 2 .5 ) . The "basin" margins at Fletcher and upper 
Giles Creeks are characterised by a thin Ram Creek Member, and 
a disconformable Ram Creek/ De Filippi Mudstone contact. 
Palynological and paleobotanical studies indicate that 
a humid, sUb-tropical o r tropical climate existed in the 
Inangahua and Murchison valleys fr om late Altonian ,to Waiauan 
time (Mildenhall 1976, Holden 1982a and b). Microlithotype 
analyses of Rotokohu coal are dominated by the microlithotypes 
vitrite and clarite, suggesting a dominance of "woody" vegeta-
tion, a feature commonly considered by overseas researchers to 
be typical of seams deposited in tectonically unstable areas 
(Willimans V. and Ross C. 1979, Marchioni 1980). The reacti -
ves-rich inerts - poor maceral-group composition of Rotokohu 
coal suggests wet swamp conditions persisted at all times, and 
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is consistent with both the humid sub- tropical to tropical 
paleoenvironment and rapid subsidence. 
Clastic sediments and coal seams of the northern and 
southern Inangahua Valley are treated separately in the fol -
lowing d i s c us s ion , in view of the major differences noted 
p r ev i ously in the styles of sedimentation and probable rates 
of subsidence. The two paleoenvironmental models proposed 
were laterally equivalent, and the transitional area between 
the two environments is considered to have been in the 
Hunt/ McMurray Creek region (Figure 7.2 ) . This transitional 
region was a prominent tectostratigraphic feature within the 
Inangahua Valley from the early Miocene to the Pliocene, and 
is oblique to the dominant structural and sedimentation trends 
proposed by previous workers ( e . g . Nathan and others 1986 ) for 
the Buller/North Westland region as a whole. 
7 . 1 . 2 Northern Inangahua Valley 
i ) Paleoenvironmental Setting o f the Thomson and Camp 
Members 
Figure 7 . 3 shows the hypothetical paleogeographic 
reconstruction proposed for the Camp and Thomson Members at 
latest Al t onian time . The Thoms on Member i s int e r preted a s a 
fluvial - dominated "lower delta plain" environment (Section 
3.3 ) . The interdigitation of brackish to marginal marine 
bioturbated sandstones (lithofacies Bs, Bz and Mft) with thin 
"marsh" sediments (lithofacies Fm and Cl) is characteristic of 
this member. The identification of a transitional zone such 
as the Thomson Member is the most significant feature for 
recognition of fan-delta deposits in the rock record (Westcott 
et al. 198 0) . 
The distribution of the Thomson Member is d~rectly 
related to the th i ckness o f t he underlying I nangahua For ma -
tion, and thinning of the Ram Creek Member south of Inangahua 
Landing defines the southern extent of t h e Thoms on Member 
(Figure 2 . 5) . Rapid seqimentation and subsidence nor th of 
Inanga hua Landin g is inf'erred to hav e resu lted in a t h i ck 
upper Inangahua Formation, and an i n t e r dig i tat ion o f margina l 
and non- marine environments to p r oduce the Thomson Member. 
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The presence of relatively perhydrous vitrinites in the 
north- east ( i.e. the upper Rough/ Ram Creek area) relative to 
the west ( i.e. the Coal/ Camp Creek area ), suggests a greater 
marine influence and/ or poore~ swamp drainage, both of which 
would be consistent with greater syndepositional subsidence in 
the nor th- eastern Inangahua Valley relative to the west . 
Local thickening of the Thomson Member in the upper 
Rough Creek area is inferred to result from an autocyclic 
transgressive phase, probably p r oduced by channel s witching on 
two major coalescing alluvial fan systems (Section 3.3 ) . The 
relocation of major distributaries is inferred to have 
resulted in the local development of marine influenced inter-
distributary bay sequence (Section 3.3 ) , within a stratigraph-
ically higher position than elsewhere in the northern Inanga-
hua Valley (Figure 2.5). Similar mechanisms of autocyclic 
transgressive phases producing and interbedding of marine 
inf l uenced lower delta plain and delta- front sediments within 
upper delta plain sequences have been p r oposed in the li t era-
ture (eg. Ryer 1981). 
The Camp Member is interpreted as a subaerial, humid 
alluvial f an . Two major c omponents are recognised i n t hi s 
member (Section 3.3) : 
a) a broad braid- plain environment (conglomerate-dominated 
lithofacies), 
b) a predominantly fine grained, vegetated floodplain 
region (mudstone- dominated lithofacies ) . 
The restricted distribution of conglomeratic channel 
(predominantly longitudinal bar ) bed forms within the Camp 
Member is inferred to resul t from rapid s yndepositional s ubs i -
dence, and a probable point source for the maj o r f~uvial 
systems. High s ed i ment a t ion r a tes are i n ferred t o have 
resulted in frequent channel switching on the broad alluvial 
braid -plain , while rapid syndepo s i tional s ubsidence i s 
inferred to have alloweq vegetated bars to form within the 
br~id- pl ain environment ' (Section 3 . 3 ) . 
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Thick mUdstone deposits preserved within the Camp 
Member are interpreted as further evidence for rapid syndepo-
sitional subsidence, because fine grained sediments are usu-
ally not preserved in braided river environments (Miall 1977 ) , 
except in instances of channel localisation (as outlined 
above ) , and/ or through mechanisms of sediment by-pass (eg. 
Diessel 198 4, Sect i on 3.3 ) . " Levee b r eaching" o r escape of 
minor channels during periodic high flow stages, is the prob-
able mechanism for the development of conglomeratic crevasse-
splay horizons within the thick mUdstone - dominated floodplain 
sequences. 
continued progradation of the humid alluvial fan 
sequences during the Southland Series resulted in a coarsening 
of the channel bedload, and an increased proportion of con-
glomerate in the Coal Creek area, as one of the braid- plains 
continued to be restricted in this region . A second major 
bra i d - plain is inferred from the distribution of sandstone in 
the underlying Ram Creek Member (Figure 2 . 5 ) , to have existed 
further east of the Coal/Brown Creek area , but has 
subsequently been faulted- out by mid Pleistocene to recent 
fault movement on the Lyell Fault . 
ii ) Models of Peat Accumulat i on 
Lower delta plain environments associated with large 
delta systems are well documented within the literature 
(Elliott 1978, Hor ne et a l . 1978 , Ryer 1984) , and are char-
acterised by a number of subenvironments with a variable 
marine influence (Figure 7.4 ) . Coal seams within the lower 
delta plain environment of the Rotokohu fan-delta sequence 
( i.e. the Thomson Member) are predominantly composed of poorly 
dra i ned , marine i n fluenced , hypau t oc h thonou s to i n part 
allocht honou s Type AB coal. Variability in vitrinite ref l ec-
tance, volatile matter yields, calorific value, and ash con-
tent and mineralogy, suggests that the type classification for 
Type AB coal is rather broad, and probably primarily reflects 
the marine influence. 
Type AB coal with i n the Thomson Member always overlies 
bioturbated sandstones (interpreted in section 3 . 3 as marine 
influenced inter distributary bays ), o r abandoned channel 
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these two ~odels, representing a parallic fan -
delta sett1ng. 
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sequences, and is inferred to represent small coastal swamps 
of limited lateral extent. The abundance of thin Type AB coal 
seams within the Thomson Member is inferred to result from 
frequent relocation of distributary channels in the lower 
delta plain, producing an interdigitation of mar ine and non-
ma rine sediments , which resulted in a corresponding repetition 
of short- lived Type AB swamps . This cyclic r epetition of 
marine and non- marine sediments is also inferred to be the 
cause of the high sulphur content of coals within the Thomson 
Member (Section 5 . 4) . 
Coal seams within the Camp Member north of Inangahua 
Landing are composed exclusively of coal types C, Cd and Co. 
Thin coal seams are the norm « 1.5m) , indicating the generally 
unfavourable nature of an actively prograding humid alluvial 
fan to coal seam development (Heward 1978 ) . 
Type C coal is inferred to represent poorly drained, 
low energy overbank set tings, where small, localise d l e a f 
accumulations were able to form (Section 6 . 6 ) . Thin «1m ) 
seams of Type C coal frequently occur in overbank mUdstone 
deposits ( lithofacies sequence M) throughout the northern 
I nangahua Va l ley . 
Type Co coal also crops out within overbank sediments 
of the Camp Member ( lithofacies sequence M) , commonly in 
slightly thicker seams than Type C coal (up to 1 . 5m) , and is 
inferred to represent well drained swamps, relative to Type C 
coals (Section 6.6 ) . These swamps appear to have developed 
only locally, and are represented by seams in the lower Camp 
Member at Camp Creek, and a single seam in the thick Thomson 
Member at Rough Creek . 
The lower Camp Member at Camp/ Coal Creek i s probabl y 
the Rotokohu equivalent of the "transitional delta plain" 
(Horne et al e 1978) i i . e . t h e transition bet ween lower delta 
plain sediments of the rhomson Member, and the alluvial fan 
channel sed i ments o f t h e upper Camp Member . The re l at ively 
well drained, s lightly t hicker Type Co s wamps were able t o 
develop locally in this environment . Type Co peat swamps were 
\ p r obably o f g r eater lateral extent than the localised Type C 
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leaf accUInulations, and the lenticular "coastal swamps" (Type 
AB coal) of the Thomson Member , however extremely poor expo-
sure inhibits an accurate assessment of seam geometry. 
Type Cd coals are interpreted as representing leaf 
accumulations within a higher energy environment relativ e to 
Type C c oal (Sect ion 6 .6 ) . Type Cd c oa l oc curs wit h i n bot h 
lithofacies sequence M (fine grained overbank deposits ) , and 
lithofacies sequence C (broad braid- plain environment) . 
In lithofacies sequence M, Type Cd coal occurs as very 
thin seams (generally <O.Sm) interbedded with fine mudstone 
sediments, and is inferred to be transitional to the low 
energy Type C peat accumulations. In lithofacies sequence C, 
Type Cd coal occurs in bar top sequences, where vertical 
accretion on abandoned bar surfaces is inferred to have fav-
our ed the development of thin peats. Vegetation of ba r tops 
appea r t o have b een rel a tiv ely c ommon in the northern Inanga-
hua Valley, and is inferred to have formed in response to 
b e tter d ra inage af forde d by the abandoned ba r surface , as 
opposed to the generally poorly drained floodplain . 
The Camp Member only inc ludes Type AB coal s outh of 
Inang ahua La ndi ng , in the Hart Creek a r ea . The " l ower de l ta 
plain" Thoms on Member is n ot present in this area , a nd t he 
Camp Member conformably overlies the Ram Creek Member . Two 
samples of Type AB Coa l were i dentif i e d from the thick litho-
facies sequence M present at Hart Creek (samples 11860 and 
11863 ) . 
The development of Type AB coal is inferred to repre-
sent a grea t e r marine influ ence in t h e l ower Camp Member i n 
t his a r ea, rel a tiv e to north of Inangahua Landing. , Thickness 
variations in the underlying Ram Creek Member (Figure 2.5) 
suggest that the Hart Creek area may represent a region of 
less rapid syndepositional subsidence and/or sedimentation, 
and this may have favoured the dev elopment o f a t h ick (>7m) , 
possibly later ally c ontinu ou s (Suggate a nd We llman 194 9) peat 
deposit . 
7.1.3 Southern Inangahua Valley 
i) Paloenvironmental setting of The Donkey Member 
The Donkey Member is the only member recognised within 
the Rotokohu Coal Measures south of McMurray Creek, and is the 
lateral equivalent of the Thomson and Camp Members in the 
north. Three lithostratigraphic components are recognised 
within the Donkey Member (section 3.3): 
a) a thick (approximately 30m), laterally continuous, 
poorly drained swamp deposit gradationally overlying 
the Ram Creek Member, 
b) channel/levee sequences, 
c) overbank sequences, containing both well drained and 
poorly drained swamps, interbedded with the chan-
nel/levee sequences. 
The proposed paleoenvironmental reconstruction for the 
Donkey Member is shown in Figure 7.5. The thick, poorly 
drained swamp horizon at the base of the member is characte-
rised by thick coal (>3m, locally up to 30m), with numerous 
intercalations of ripple laminated sandstone (lithofacies Sr), 
and massive mudstone (lithofacies Fm). The presence of marine 
dinoflagellates within this horizon (Mildenhall pers. corom.) , 
the gradational nature of the contact with the marine Inanga-
hua Formation, and the dominance of marine influenced Type AB 
coal, are consistent with a coastal depositional environment . 
The vertical sequence defining the transition from the 
Inangahua Formation to the Donkey Member has broad similari-
ties to regressive coastal sequences defined in the literature 
(Reineck and Singh 1980, Ryer 1981). The general lack of 
structures within the shallow marine Ram Creek Member (Appen-
dix 12) may suggest a relatively low energy coastal environ-
ment . A laterally extensive, poorly drained coastal marsh 
deposit (the base of the Donkey Member) is inferred to have 
formed at the front of an alluvial plain which prograded from 
the juvenile victoria Range south of Rotokohu . 
A similar regressive marine/fluviodeltaic cycle was 
proposed by Newman J. (1984) for Miocene coal measures in the 
Waitewhena Coalfield (Taranaki), and is probably a useful 
\ analogue for the Rotokohu Coal Measures in the southern Inanga· 
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hua Valley. 
The coastal marsh deposits of the Donkey Member are 
overlain by a thick alluvial plain sequence comprising chan-
nel/ levee deposits and fine grained overbank sediments. The 
channel/levee sediments are volumetrically dominant in this 
alluvial plain sequence in most outcrops, with thick overbank 
sequences only observed in the lower Giles Creek area in DH 
118 and at Giles Creek Mine. 
Channel morphology on the alluvial plain was inter-
preted previously (Section 3.3) from limited vertical 
sequences to be characterised by low sinuosity, predominantly 
sandy channels, with relatively well developed levees. 
Frequent levee breaching is indicated by the presence of 
numerous crevasse- splay sandstones, and abandoned crevasse-
splay channel fill deposits identified at Giles Creek Mine and 
in DH 118 (Section 3.3 ) . 
Thick overbank sequences appear to have only developed 
locally within the alluvial plain environment. The "basin 
margin" at Fletcher Creek is characterised by an absence of 
overbank deposits, and may reflect relatively slower syndepo-
sitional subsidence in this area. More rapid syndepositional 
s ubsidence du ring the early Miocene in the Giles Creek area is 
interpreted as resulting in a relatively thick Ram Creek 
Member (Figure 2 . 5), and an abundance of fine grained overbank 
sediments within the Donkey Member. Similar relationships 
between rapid syndepositional subsidence and the preservation 
of thick fine grained overbank sediments within low sinuosity 
to braided river environments are proposed by McLean and 
J erzyki ewic z 1978, a nd Fr i end 1978 . 
ii} Models of Peat Accumulation 
The laterally continuous, poorly drained coastal marsh 
deposit is characterised by thick ( >3metres ) , marine influ-
enced Type AB coal . The high water table in this coastal 
swamp e nvir onment favoured t h e d ev e lopme nt o f frequent clas tic 
partings and variable ash contents. Consequently the basal 
seam of the Donkey Member is characterised by numerous inter-
\ calations of mUdstone and sandstone, which were inferred 
previously (Section 3.3) to represent various crevasse- splay 
deposits and small intra- swamp paleodrainage channels . 
Large intra-swamp paleodrainage channels, although not 
observed during mapping, probably existed within this poor ly 
d r ained coastal swamp , and are the likely source of the 
frequent crevasse- splay deposits . Such intra- swamp p a leo-
drainage channels can be expected to form major seam washouts. 
Small marine incursions/ washover fans may also have developed 
to introduce marine dinoflagellates into the swamp, although 
direct evidence of any such incursions was not observed during 
mapping. 
The high water table and marine influenced depositional 
environment also induced the development of perhydrous vitri -
nites, with elevated volatile matter yields and calorific 
values, and suppressed reflectance. Variations in ash content 
within the basal seam (DH 118 proximate analyses , and Giles 
Creek Mine samples; Appendix 8), and slight var iations in 
vitrinite reflectance (Ro=O.30- 0.34%) may reflect variations 
in swamp drainage, and/ or a variable marine influence . Either 
mechanism is probable given the coastal depositional environ-
ment p r oposed f or t he bas a l s eam . Mor e p r oximate , mac e ra l, 
ash constituent, and reflectance analyses are r equir ed to 
accurately assess controls on the variability of reflectance 
in Type AB coal. 
The frequent occurrence of siliceous partings associ -
ated with the roof and floor of seams and crevasse-splay 
sandstones, coupled with the general absence of feldspar in 
coal ash analyses, suggests an early "diagenetic" .change from 
marine i nfluenced ( i . e . a l ka l i n e ) s wamp s t o ac idi c condit ions 
shortly after burial within Type AB c oal (Section ~.3 ) . 
Overbank swamp deposits within the alluvial plain 
environment only crop out at t h e Gi les Cre e k Mine , where a 
second major seam is ob~erved to abruptly overlie chan-
n e l/le v ee sed i me nts ( Fi g u re 3.2 6) . This c oal is c lassified a s 
Type D, representing a well d ra ined (poss ible r aised), hypau-
tochthonous to autochthonous, peat swamp . Channel abandonment 
\ was proposed a s the mechanism for allowing the development of 
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this thick well drained swamp sequence (Section 3.3), and 
resulted in a distinctive coal type with very low ash content, 
higher reflectance and lower volatile matter yield than perhy-
drous poorly drained Type AB coals. The abandoned channel 
sequence provides a relatively well drained base for peat 
accumulation, which is maintained during the life of t h e s wamp 
by d ifferential c ompaction o f t h e s u rroundi ng fi ne g rained 
overbank sediments and less well drained peat swamps, relative 
to the channel sandstones (R . Flores pers. corom.) 
Overbank sediments cored in DH 118 comprise both poorly 
d r ained (lithofacies Fm , Fl and dirty coal) and well drained 
( low ash coal ) deposits. The variable coal quality ( indicated 
by proximate analyses) in most seams suggests fluctuating 
water levels during peat swamp history. Further analytical 
work (i . e . vitrinite r eflectance and maceral analyses ) will 
enable a more r efined depos itional model to be proposed for 
these deposits . 
7.2 IMPLICATIONS OF DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT TO COAL SEAM 
DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTER 
7 .2.1 Northern I nangahua Valley 
The p r esence o f numer ous thin « 1.5m) coal seams within 
the Rotokohu Coal Measures nor th of Inangahua Landing has been 
noted s ince t h e t u rn of t h e century (He nderson 1917) . The 
depositional model proposed here interprets the coal measure 
sequence in this area as a prograding fan-delta sequence 
characterised by a broad braid- plain environment, and both 
high sedimentation rates and rapid syndepositional subsidence. 
Rapid s yndepositional subsidence and channel switching 
resulted in an interdigitation of marine and non- marine envi -
ronments at the base of the coal measure sequence ( i.e. Thom-
son Member). This "lower delta plain" environment is consid-
ered unlikely to have generated economic coal reserves, and is 
characterised by t hin « 1.5metre ), latera lly discontinuous , 
mar ine influe nced coal s (Type AB) , wi th character istically 
high sulphur contents . 
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Thin, laterally discontinuous, low sulphur coal "seams" 
which developed locally on the rapidly subsiding humid alluv-
ial fan ( i.e. the Camp Member), are also considered uneco-
nomic. The "twenty feet of coal" reported by Wellman (1950) 
in the Camp Creek area refers to a horizontal Type Co coal 
seam outcropping within the lower Camp Me mber ( i.e. the t ran-
s i tional reg i on between l owe r delta plain a nd al l uv i al f an 
sediments), in the core of the Inangahua syncline. The esti-
mated true thickness of this seam is approximately 1.5m, and 
it is not considered a significant r esource . 
In summary, high rates of sedimentation and rapid 
syndepositional subsidence north of Inangahua Landing have 
resulted in numerous, thin, reactives-rich coal seams, of 
limited lateral extent, with high sulphur coals occurring at 
the base of the coal measure sequence . Progradation of a 
humid a lluvial fan environment resulted in an increase in 
congl ome r a t ic sediment a tion a nd a g e neral absence of coal 
seams towards the top of the coal measures. The findings of 
this s tudy confirm those of Nathan (1978a) , that the Rotokohu 
Coal Measures do not contain economic reserves of coal north 
of Inangahua Landing . 
A per iod o f "partial l obe abandonment " dur ing t he l ate 
Al t on i an a t Hart Creek , c oupled with p ossibly slightly slower 
syndepositional subsidence rates (relative to north of Inanga-
hua Landing), i s cons idered as a pos sible model to explain the 
occurrence of thick, laterally persistent ( 7metres ) coal. 
Abandonment facies in deltaic and fan-delta environments 
commonly consist of laterally persistent fine grained marker 
horizons (Elliott 1978, Heward 1978 ) . The correlation pro-
p o s e d by Su g gate a nd Wellman ( 1949 ) for vertical l y dipp i ng 7m 
c oal outcrops associated with a thick mUdstone dominated 
lithofacies sequence in the Hart Creek area is tentatively 
supported by the hypothesis of partial lobe abandonment, and 
further exploration is recommended in this area to test the 
lateral persistence of these outcrops. 
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7.2.2 Southern Inangahua Valley 
The Donkey Member contains a potentially significant 
reserve of opencastable, low sulphur coal. The depositional 
model proposed identifies two environments of potential peat 
swamp development, 
a) a poorly drained coastal marsh , 
b) locally developed overbank swamps, 
The laterally persistent coastal marsh environment 
contains a single, thick (>3metres) low sulphur coal seam at 
all known outcrops. Frequent intercalations of crevasse-splay 
deposits result in an apparently dissimilar pattern of coal 
and interseam sediments, which led previous geologists to 
consider that exposures of this seam represented lenticular 
pods of thick coal. The model proposed in this thesis attrib-
utes these outcrops to a single, thick, laterally persistent 
low sulphur seam, extending along strike for a minimum of 6.5 
km from Fletcher Creek in the north , to the West Branch of 
Giles Creek in the south. 
Numerous crevasse-splay and intra-swamp paleodrainage 
channels result in variable coal quality, and will be a major 
influence on any future mining or prospecting activities. 
Major washouts are expected to occur within this seam, repre-
senting the major f luvial channels from which the crevasse-
splay sandstones originated. 
The second peat swamp environment identified in the 
proposed depositional model are overbank settings between the 
major fluvial axes. Such environments appear to have only 
been preserved within the rapidly subsiding central "basin" 
and are absent from the "basin" margin at Fletcher Creek. 
Overbank peat swamp deposits within the alluvial plain 
environment are considered unlikely to have the same lateral 
continuity as the poorly drained coastal marsh environment. 
The inferred low sinuosity of the rivers, and evidence for 
major episodes of channel abandonment, indicate that peat in 
this environment probably accumulated as small protected 
swamps, which locally attained considerable thickness. Three 
such seams were encountered within the Donkey Member in DH 
118. 
Overseas research suggests that the development of seam 
splits in similar low sinuosity river environments leads to 
rapid seam disintegration towards the sediment source (i.e. 
the a dj acent fluvi a l channel) , producing distinctly lenticular 
"pods" o f r elatively t hick peat (R. Flores pers . comm . ) . 
The regional Wanganui unconformity is a further control 
on the potential coal resource in the Donkey Member. The 
unconformity is distinctly angular on the "basin" margins at 
Fletcher and upper Giles Creeks, and in the ridge between 
lower Giles Creek and stony River, truncating the entire coal 
measure sequence (except 2m in the lower Giles Creek area ) . 
The unconformity places a major limit on the potential coal 
reserve within the Donkey Member, defining two blocks where 
the member is preserved : 
1) stony/ Fletcher Creek block, and 
2) mid Giles Creek block . 
The low sulphur content of coals from the Donkey Member 
is attributed to the regressive nature of the member . Synde-
posit ional e nrichment o f the b rac kish infl uenced bas a l Donkey 
Member seam does not appear to have contr ibuted signi f icantly 
to the sulphur content of this Type AB coal. The high sulphur 
content of Type AB coals in the Thomson Member is interpreted 
as r esulting from autocyclic transgressive phases (Section 
5.4 ) . The absence of such transgressive phases in the Donkey 
Member suggests that sulphur enrichment within Rotokohu coals 
is directly attributable to secondary enrichment via percolat-
ing marine solutions, either from small autocyclic transgres-
sive phases a l lowing i mmediate post-dep ositonal e n r ichment of 
the peat with sulphur (as is probably t h e case in ~he Thoms on 
Member ) , or late stage enrichment during t he ma jor regional 
transgression (as occurs in the occasional high sulphur coal 
from the upper Camp Member and in the basal Donkey Member near 
the Giles Creek Mi n e ) . 
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7.3 GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 
7.3.1 Pareora 
Marine Pareora sediments within the Inangahua Valley 
indicate rapid shallowing which culminated in the late Alto-
nian with deposition of the locally derived, essentially 
n on-mar i ne Rotok ohu Coal Measu res. Th i c kness varia t ions 
within the underlying marine upper Inangahua Formation indi-
cate two depocentres of early Miocene sedimentation, one north 
of Inangahua Landing, and a second in the south in the lower 
Giles Creek region. 
7.3.2 Southland 
Coal measure sedimentation continued throughout the 
Southland Series within the Inangahua Valley. Rapid, probably 
fault controlled subsidence and sedimentation in the northern 
I na ngahua Vall e y res ulted in a thick conglomeratic, fan- delta 
sequence, with numerous t h i n ine rts-poor , reactives-rich coal 
seams (Thomson and Camp Members). Less rapid subsidence and 
sedime ntat ion in t h e s outh resulted i n a r elatively thin , 
predominantly sandy coal measure sequence, with locally thick, 
iner ts - poor, vitr inite-rich coal seams (Donkey Member) . 
Dextral stri ke-s l i p o n t h e Al pine Fault may be t he 
mechan i sm which resu lted in a local extensional regime ("pull -
apart basins") in the Inangahua/Murchison area , with a struc-
tur al trend oblique to t h e reg i onal north - nor th- east trend 
which dominates all previous, and most subsequent sedimenta-
tion and structural elements in the Buller/ North Westland 
area. 
Ev i d e n ce fr om outside of the field area s uggests that 
coal measur e s ed i ment a tion was localised , with marine sedi-
ments of similar age occurring further south at Slaty Creek (a 
small tributary of Big River, approximately 30 kID south- west 
o f Giles Creek; Suggate , 1957), and Greymouth (stillwater 
Mudstone, Nathan 1978b)' . No Southland aged sediments are 
preserved north o f Welshman Pak i h i i n t h e north ern Inanga hua 
Valley . 
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7.3.3 Taranakian 
No Taranakian sediments are preserved within the Inan-
gahua Valley. Coal measure sedimentation may have ceased 
during the late Waiauan to early Tongaporutuan, possibly 
corresponding to renewed transgression as evidenced by: 
a) marine s ediments of t hi s a g e in c oastal sect ions (the 
O'Keefe Formation, Nathan 1978a & b, and Nathan and 
others 1986), 
b) the distinct reduction in conglomerate clast size noted 
in the upper Camp Member (probably late Southland 
[Waiauan 7] ) at Coal Creek, and 
c) the presence of shallow marine sediments within the 
overlying Giles Formation. 
Deformation within the period from the Waiauan to 
opoitian is indicated by local tilting and erosion of the 
Rotokohu Coal Measur e s and lower Ter tiar y sediments prior to 
deposition of the Giles Formation (Section 4). 
7.3.4 Wanganui 
Wanganui sediments within the field area are repre-
sented by the Giles Formation. The base of the Giles Forma-
tion is possibly Opoitian, although the bulk of the formation 
is Waipipian . In the norther n I n angahua Valley the Giles 
Formation is wholly marine, representing the deposits of a 
large, sheltered, full salinity bay environment (Section 2) . 
Bay sediments grade south into non- marine, predominantly 
granitic sediments near Reef ton (Suggate 1957 ) , indicating 
that a locally derived alluvial sequence existed in the south-
ern Inangahua Valley at this time. 
A p r opos ed pale ogeogra phic r econstruct i on f 9r the early 
Waipipian is shown in Figure 7.6. Locally derived ' sedimenta-
tion, which characterises the Giles Formation, was abruptly 
terminated during the mid to late Waipipian by an influx of 
coar se, a l loc h t honous detritu s derived from east of the Alpine 
Fault Sy stem (Old Man Group ) . The Old Man Group represents 
the deposits of a broad alluvial plain which formed west of 
the rapidly r ising Southe rn Alps (Nathan and others 1986). 
Fiaure 7.6: 
Low-lying I and 
possible paleographic reconstruction for the 
Inangahua Valley in the early waipipiaD (modified 
after Nathan ana others 1986). Rea=marlne. 
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7.3.5 Quaternary 
Deposition of the Old Man Group continued into the 
lower Pleistocene within the Inangahua Valley. Widespread mid 
Pleistocene compressional tectonics within the Bul-
ler/ North- Westland region resulted in the development of 
up fo l ded and upfaulted mountain ranges, with downfaulted 
Tert iar y sedime nts p redomina ntly f olde d i nto asymmetric, open 
synformal folds (Section 4) . Aggradation and degradation 
during subsequent upper Pleistocene glaciations formed a 
series of distinctive outwash surfaces within the valley 
bottom of the Grey- Inangahua Depression, with continued defor-
mation producing a ser ies of post glacial fault traces on 
these surfaces. 
7 . 4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Work undertaken during t h is i nvestigation has high-
lighted the need fo r more study within various fields of 
geology where t h e data currently a v a ila bl e was found to either 
require more refinement, or to benefit from more research . In 
view of these problems, t he following r ecommendations are 
made : 
1 ) Remapping o f t h e Mi ocen e t o Plio cen e stratigraphy of 
the Gr ey- Inangahua Depress ion , in view of the identifi-
c ation o f a ma jor regional Wa nganu i u n c onformity dur i ng 
the current investigation. 
Group nomenclature based on hand specimen identifica-
tion of allochthonous clasts adopted in this thesis is prob-
ably t h e most practical method of mapping the c omplex interd i -
gitation o f marin e and non- marin e sediments with in the Grey-
Inangahua Depression. The current Group nomenclature is , to a 
degree, based on subjective genetic criteria ( i.e. the identi-
fication of marine or non-marine depositional environments), 
and should form the basis of any subsequent formation subdivi-
sion . 
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One criticism of the Group nomenclature used in this 
thesis and by Nathan ( 1978a ) in the northern Inangahua Valley, 
is that all late Miocene to Pliocene sediments from the Mur-
chison/ Maruia basin are derived from east of the Alpine Fault, 
and according to this classification are therefore Old Man 
Group sed i ments . 
2 ) vitrinite reflectance, maceral, and fluorescence 
studies are recommended for coal samples from DR 118 to 
help clarify some of the relationships noted in previ-
ous sections between coal type and analytical proper-
ties ( i.e. volatile matter/ reflectance). 
Clarification of in-seam variations in coal properties 
will enable the development of a more refined paleoenvironmen-
tal model for the Donkey Member, and will aid future prospect-
ing and mine planning . such information will also serve as a 
valuabl e data base f o r reactives- rich coa l s of similar age in 
the Taranaki region, and for low rank, vitrinite-rich coals in 
general . 
3) Geochemical work is recommended on samples from DR 118 
to evaluate the affects of outcr op weathering on t he 
high temperate ash chemistry of the samples determined 
in t h is t h esis. 
4) Explor ation is r ecommended in the Giles Creek, and 
stony/ Fletcher Creek areas to assess the potential coal 
resource within the Donkey Member. 
In view of the multi-seam nature of the Donkey Member 
at Gi l es Creek, i t i s recommend ed t h at future prospecting and 
mining licenses should be granted in such a way th~t t h e 
entire member is evaluated, to avoid "high- grading" of the 
potential reserve to the most readily found (i.e. the basal 
seam), and the most easily extractable coal . 
Pr o s pect ing i s also recommend ed in t h e Hart Creek area 
to determine the lateral persistence of the 7m outcrops noted 
by Suggate and Wellman (1949) in this area. 
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APPENDIX 2 
LEGEND TO STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMNS 
ROCK TYPES BIOGENIC STRUCTURES 
gravel + burrows 
sandy gravel 
gravelly sand -.- bored su rface 
sand 
churned, cf} 
si lty sand bioturbated 
sandy si lt A roots/rootlets 
silt 
clayey silt 6/ stems/branches 
.... 
silty c lay -.... 
.. 
clay R resin globules 
coaly clay () leaves (entire) 
clayey coal 
coa l ~ plant fragments 
c carbonaceous 
c very carbonaceous 
Macrofossils Present In The Winding Shelly Sandstone 
Sample 1'10. 
Location 
BIUALUIA 
Glycymeris s p. 
?Limopsis sp . 
Ostrea CTios t rea) puel c h ana lutania 
Anomia trigo nops is 
Patro undatus 
Perna cana l i c ul u s 
Aulacomya at e r maoriana 
Xenostrobus- a ff . huttto n i 
~odiolarca i mpa c ta 
Limatu l a mao r ia 
Taras CZem y s i na ) aff. z e l a ndica 
Cyclomac t r a c E . ovata 
Tawera s p. 
Austrov e nus a ff . stutchbury i 
Ruditapes n . s p. a ff. la r g il lierti 
~osina n . s p. (as at Wa ipip i) 
Sassina cf . ~ ate i 
GASTROPO DA 
Calliostoma s p . 
Crepidula rad ~a t a 
Zegalerus cf . t u mens 
Zeacumantus c f. tirang i e ns is 
Macricol p us a ff . 6ngley i 
Tanea ze l a n d i c3 
SCLERACT : ~J 1 ~ 
P~at;h21 i a d i stans 
8cul:.~a '·j i ;:- g c sa 
5 31/ f55 7 
Co a l 
Cr eek 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
S3 1 /f57 Lf 
Inangah u a 
Ri ,/er 
East Ban k 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
S3lJf583 
Inangahua 
River 
West Bank 
X 
X 
X 
S31/f520 
Shag 
Creek 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
S 31/ f 58Lf 
Hu nt 
Cr ee k 
X 
X 
X 
X 
" A 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
x 
x 
531 / f576 
Giles 
Creek 
X 
X 
X 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
'l:1 
'l:1 
t:rJ 
Z 
t::J 
H 
~ 
VJ 
I\) 
~ 
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APPENDIX FOUR 
COAL SAMPLE PREPARATION 
All coal samples used for maceral, microlithotype, 
vitrinite reflectance, and geochemical studies were obtained 
from stream outcrop or mine face exposures . Most samples 
consist of full seam channel samples, reflecting the abundance 
of thin seams «1m) within the study area, while a few grab 
samples (i .e. selective samples taken from a restricted 
portion of the seam) were obtained from thicker seams. 
On completion of field work, all samples collected were 
crushed to - 4mm using a mechanical jaw crusher . Representative 
sub-samples were then obtained for proximate and maceral 
analyses using a sediment sample splitter. 
Preparation of Particulate Mounts 
a) A small sub-sample of approximately 100 grams was 
obtained from the - 4mm coal samples, and was ground to - lmm in 
a Sponge coffee grinder, using the method outlined by Newman 
J. 1985 (part of this sample was latter milled to a fine 
powder for ash analyses). 
b) A further sub-sample of 10-15g was then obtained 
using a sample micro-splitter, and was mixed with an equal 
amount of Lucite thermoplastic resin. 
c) The mixture was then poured into a Leco RR-10 
mounting press, and heated to 120 degrees Celsius at approxi -
mately 1 P.S.I. for 20 minutes. 
d) The sample was then quickly pressurised to 4200 
P.S.I., and cooled to room temperature using a water jacket 
cooler. 
e) Samples were then labeled, and polished using 
successively finer carborundum paper, then a thick chr ome 
oxide slurry on a rotary polishing wheel, with final polishing 
occurring with a thick magnesium oxide slurry on a Dewmet 
selvyt cloth following the method of Newman J . 1985. Samples 
were cleaned during all stages of the polishing process using 
detergent and water. 
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The preparation temperature used in this method exceeds 
the 100 degrees Celsius recommended by I . C.C . P . guidelines for 
vitrinite reflectance studies. However, a comparison of low 
( liquid resin method ) and high (Leco press method ) temperature 
mountings of bituminous coals by Newman J . 1986, has shown 
that no statistical difference is produced in vitr in i te 
reflectance by t h e t wo mounting processes . 
N 
-q- Sample U. C. r'.Jo . 1180'1 11805 11806 11807 11608 11809 11810 11 8 11 1: 81 2 N 
MACERAL GRDUP mmf 
Ultrinite 86 not not 86 86 8 6 not 79 55 
Exinite 9 determined determined 11 11 11 determined 18 2 
Inertinite 5 5 3 'I 3 1 
ilACERAL/SUBMACE R~LS 
Uitrinite "acerals 
Telocolli n ite 28 30 32 2 9 65 81 
Desmocoll i nite 36 7 '10 '1 7 9 1'1 
Uitrocoll i nite 19 5 11 10 1 1 
Corpocoll i nite 0 0 tr 1 0 0 
Ex i nite Macera l s 
Liptodetr i nite 2 tr 2 1 1 1 
n 5porinite tr tr tr 1 t r 0 
lJ Cutinite 2 3 'I 3 1 tr n Resinite 2 1 0 1 1 '1 tr 
>i 5uberinlt e 3 2 5 5 1 1 
-f lC\ 
tl Fluorinit e 0 0 0 0 0 0 
... >< ... 
:t: H Inertinite Mac e rals 
~ Inertodet r ini t e 3 0 2 1 1 
-f Z Semifusin i te 1 1 3 1 1 tr U ~ 
-f p.., Fusinite 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1) p.., ilacrinite 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J co:: Sclerotin i te 1 1 0 1 1 t r 
U 
>' 
'"' MINERAL MATTER 
quartz 0 1 tr 0 0 7 
cIaO! 3 '1 7 5 t r 2 
p!,;rite 0 0 0 0 2 0 
hematite 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lipto/clald 0 0 0 0 0 0 
reworked peat 0 3 0 0 tr 0 
TPI (t-!eL:Jm511J 0.51 2 . 33 0.62 0.'19 5 . S0 5 .'1 0 
Thic k ness 0.05m 0.02m Grab sample 
Coal Tldpe TkJPE D N . D. N.D . TO!pe D T!,!pe D T!,!pe D N . D. T!,! p e AS A TIdP e AB A 
l"1ember Donkeld Donkeld Donkey Don k eld Don k eld Donl(eld Car.lp Do nke y Do nkey 
Grid Ref. L30 108075 L30 108075 UO 10607 5 L30 108075 L30 108075 L30 108075 L30 169181 U O 1 0 e077 L30 1 080 7 7 
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U l>J Lo C Lo l>' Lo C Lo W JI U U r..f J) "U 
E U JJ -.--4 ru U JJ ., OJ Z C1 3 . .., ., E . .., 
III <r .< :>< C <r )t e .. , ru n. .c I) 01 Lo 
III l::::>W- ::> (oj 1:: ., \, f-< I-' U r: ID 
~ Semple U. C.No . 1 1822 11 823 11 82'i 11825 1 1825 11 827 11828 1 18 2 9 1:830 
MACERAL GROUP mm f 
Ui trinlte 85 71 E!3 87 83 7 5 S7 ~2 95 
Ex inite l1 23 11 12 10 23 2 28 13 
lnertlr.i:oe 'i 5 5 2 8 'i 0 1 2 
MACERAL / S u En AC ERALS 
Ui trinite Macerals 
Telocolll ni te 23 25 3 1 23 19 3 0 89 38 29 
Deemocoll i r.ite ': 2 35 35 3 7 'i2 3 5 2 25 ':1 
Ult:-ocoll l n:.te 1'1 2 15 23 19 7 tr 1 15 
C::Jrpos::::ll ! f"!i'te tr 0 tr 0 tr t r tr 1 1 
Exi nite M~ cEr2 1 s 
Liptodetr i nite 'I 17 'i 'I 'i 8 0 8 5 
Spcr i r,i te tr 1 1 1 1 1 0 
, 1 ~ 
C'-'tir.ite 1 2 1 1 1 9 tr 13 2 
Resinit.E 2 1 , 1 3 1. 0 2 2 
S,-,cerinit e 2 1 'i 'I 1 2 2 1 3 
FluGr-in i t e 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 
Inert i r. i te Macerals 
Iner t odet rlon i t e 1 2 3 1 3 1 tr 0 1 
Semif,-,s:n i te 1 1 1 tr- , 1 ~ 0 0 tr 
F,-,sinIte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MecL'i!i.!te 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SC1E !" Dt:lr: i te 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 
MINERPL f1PTTER 
quartz 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
clabj 5 7 1 3 2 2 :: 7 1 
p:J rite tr 0 0 0 1 2 tr 1 0 
hematIte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
li pto / cl a,; 0 0 0 C , 0 0 C 0 . 
reworkeD pEct 1 2 ~r 0 1 0 :o r tr 
TPI (Nec.''l",ar.:.: C.Y. 2 0 . 58 O.EO 0.39 0 . 32 0.:" 2 'i 7 .S 1 . 37 0.52 
Thicknees 2m C .O Em 0 .30m .05m 0 . 05 O . O'lm O . O'lm 
CGal T:Jpe T!:ipe AB-D Type Cd T!:ipe ri T ;dp e !J T,.pe AE !:ipe C 2 leg P. T:!pe C T:!p e CD 
Member Oon k ey Ccmp Don k ey DDn J.: ey ThomSDn amp Camp Th omson Cam p 
Grid Ref . L30 108075 L29 210;;02 K30 052053 )0;30 092053 L29 213213 29 2'i020'i L29 255228 L2 9 25'i 2 25 L23 2 252 2 1 
I\) 
Samp le U.C . No . 11831 11933 11836 11839 ~ t1832 1183'1 11935 11937 11838 (J1 
MACERAL GROUP mm f 
Uitc-in it e 75 55 90 62 97 7 6 7 3 79 80 
_ Exini ~e 20 32 15 27 10 18 22 19 15 
lner-tl;""::te 5 3 5 13 2 8 2 3 5 
MACE2AL ! SU8 MACE RA L5 
UitLin~~8 Ma s2ral s 
Telccol1i n ite 25 28 12 12 33 t't 2'1 12 15 
Desmocolli ni te 37 29 51 31 31 "15 33 25 51 
L: it rw.::olli ni te 5 6 13 15 3 1 2 2 10 
Cc:-pocol li ni te 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Ex inlt2 Mace ~al s 
Liptcd e tri ni te 12 15 5 12 2 10 1'1 3 9 . 
Sp:::rii1 i te 2 1 3 2 tr- 2 2 t(" 1 
Cutinite 2 10 3 "I 1 1 2 "I 3 
P.esini t e 2 1 2 7 1 1 1 0 2 
Sube;:-inite 1 3 1 1 2 0 0 2 t(" 
Fl uDri r. ite 0 a a a a 0 t, a a 
Ine;:-tinite Mace r- a1s 
I"e;:-t.:J d etr- in ite 2 1 3 6 0 1 t(" 0 1 
Sel':'lifus'-ini t e 1 1 1 L 1 t(" 1 2 1 
Fusini t e a 0 0 0 0 tr- 0 0 0 
J:acrin i te 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 
5 clar-o t ini t e 2 1 2 6 1 3 0 3 
MINERAL MATTER 
c:; u ar-tz 1 0 a 0 2 2 1 9 t r-
::: 1. 3:; 5 2 2 3 18 17 15 "10 1 
pl::: :- ite 1 t;:- t, a t(" 1 2 '-" 0 
he~atite t, a 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 
li;:=::J / C:2.!:i a a 0 0 t(" a a 0 tr-
reu.::::Jrka:i p =a ~ 1 1 0 t(" 2 1 2 1 
TPi (~le!JJrnan ) 0 .6 1 0 . 9t 0 . 20 0.2"t 0.98 0 . 29 0.67 0 .'12 0.25 
TMic ': ness a.30m 0 . 25m a . 25m 0.35m 0.03m a. 35m a.10m a .10m o .15m 
Coal T " ~::3 
",..- N.D. T~pe C Ty;: e AS Type AS Ty p e AS ~I. D . Type Cd carbom i nec-ite Type Co 
~e;"b=:- Tllomso n Camp Thomson Thomson Thor.1son Thomson Thomson Giles For-mation Car:1p 
G(" i~ Ref. L29 28'12 '1 7 L29 212205 L29 260229 L23 25625'1 L23 205205 L25 25122'1 L29 251221 K30 055053 L29 262220 
c;j SaIT.ple U.C. No. llB"!O lIB"! 1 118'-.12 N 118'1 3 11 8'1'1 118'1 5 118'16 118'1 7 llB'IB 
MACERAL GROUP mmf 
Uitrinlte 77 93 87 73 82 '76 7 6 7 0 eo 
Exi nite 17 13 2.0 25 lY 21 23 25 16 
Inertinite 5 5 '1 5 'i 2 2 'i 'I 
MACERAL/SUBMACERALS 
Uitrinite Macerals 
Telocollin it e 16 7 10 6 11 'i6 '15 11 16 
Desmocolli ni te 'i5 50 33 ~l 'I'! 23 2'1 '19 '17 
ultrocolll ni te 3 1'1 ' ':l 
" -
0 20 2 3 'i 7 
Corpocollin i te tr 1 tr 0 tr tr 1 tr 2 
Exi ni te liacerals 
Liptodetri ni te 6 5 3 9 3 'I 5 20 12 
5pori n ite 2 1 tr 0 1 tr tr 0 tr 
Cutinite 2 3 1 1 3 1'l 13 2 1 
Resinite 1 2 2 3 5 1 2 1 1 
Suber lnl te 3 2 tr 1 1 1 1 a 1 
fluorinite a 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 
Inertinite J:acerals 
Inertodetri nite tr 1 tr t r a 1 1 tr 
5emifusini te 1 1 2 1 1 a tr 1 tr 
FU51n it e a a a a a a 0 tr 0 
Macrinite 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5clerotini te 2 3 tr 3 1 1 3 2 
MI NERAL MATTER 
quartz 3 0 1 1:) 6 1 tr 1 0 
clay 1'1 1 31 3Y 2 1 1 9 'i 
pyrlte 1 0 tr 1 tr 2 0 tr 1 
hemat l te tr 0 tr t r 0 0 0 0 0 
lipto/clay 1 tr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
reCJorked peat 1 tr 2 2 0 2 1 tr "t 
TPI (N ewman ) 0.33 0.09 0.22 0. 17 0.1 7 1 . 85 1.E'"! 0 . 21 0.30 
Th i ckness 0.07m O.'"!m a.10m "im 0 .08m a.30m 0. 0 3 m o .15m [oel Type Type AS Type Co Type AS carbominerite Type AS T!Jpe C Type C Ty pe AS Type AS 
f1 err.ber Thomson Camp Thomson Carop (fine) Thomson Camp Camp Thc ms o n Thoms on 
Gr:d Ref. L29 20B20'l L29225221 L29 218206 L30 255199 L29 208203 L29 21320 1 L29 211203 L2 9 2082 0'1 L29 2 '1 3298 
5a:nple U .C. ~·Jo . 119'-: 9 11850 11851 11 852 11353 Il B5'"! 11855 11955 11 85 7 
f\) 
~ 
MACERAL GRO UP mm f no 
Uitr-inite 80 70 sample 8'1 8'1 73 7 3 8'1 55 
- Exinite 1'1 25 1'1 .2 22 1'-: 12 '11 
Ine~tinit= 6 3 2 :3 5 8 '-i 3 
MACE?AL / 5 U8MA CE RALS 
Uit r iri ta Ma= 9r a 1 5 
Te l cc;:; ll :',-,i t e 8 ~8 23 1 7 '1 :; a 9 
Oesr.:ocoll i. :1.:. t::! 65 '12 53 Lf.7' 2 3 52 55 3 1 
U.:..t ~ ccalli:-:~:' e '1 2 3 1'-± 3 '-i 1 
Csc-p=c=ll : ni te 2 :J 0 
E X1 :1it= i!3C8r'2..!.S 
LiiJt.:Jd9tri r;i.. te 5 20 7 EO 10 :3 9 23 
5 pc :- ir. i t e tr 1 0 t~ 0 1 1 0 
C~tinite ~ 1 2 tC" 0 2 1 tr 
Pesl r. i t e '-i "1 
, 2 0 1 1 1 ~ 
S u be r i ni te 1 1 'i 0 te- o tr 
F IL! :: :- i ni te a a a c a Cl a 0 
Ir.e~ti:1it= M2~e ~al s 
Inectc:!etr i ni ':.e 1 tr t r t~ t r '-: tr 1 
Semi fL:s i nit2 1 t~ t r 1 1 0 
f~s .fnj,:' = Cl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ma=r-in i te 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S=lec-a ti ni te '! 3 1 2 2 3 2 2 
MIN EPA L MATT SP 
q u a, tz ~, tr 0 t~ 6 1 '-t 
c l ay 7 2 '1 5 2 6 22 
p y rite a 1 ~-
." tr 0 
tr ~, -
hemati t e 0 0 G 
~ 0 t~ tr 0 u 
1iptaicl ay 0 1 2 tr tr 1 2 2 
rel.L!or-keG peat , 1 3 0 1 tr tr 
-:,. 
1 " (Ne:.Jm a r.) 0. 1 1 0.'-:2 O . 'H 0.27 0.12 0.07 0 .1 2 Cl . 2 9 
Thlck ,-,ess 1.. .3m 1 . 901 0.1 011 0.08 01 0 . 3001 0.25m O . O'1m 
C::lal T ~ p e Ty p e Co Type AS Typ e Co Type 0 c ac- b:Jr.'linerit2 ~I . O . Type Cd Typ e Cd 
Mer.'lbe:- Ca mp Ca;,key ThGmson Donkey Camp Camp Conkey Cam p 
Gr i d Ref . l29 233221 l30 109075 L29 262221 i-:30 090063 L30 218191 !...30 228193 K30 091050 L29 238207 
~ Sam)::le U.C.No . 11858 11859 11860 12861 11862 11 863 11 86'1 '1 1665 
MRCERAL GROU P mmf 
Ultrinite 75 73 80 79 8 7 69 85 :- 6 
E :~ini te 21 2"1 '17 19 10 23 :0 ' ~ "",0 
Inertinit e 5 '1 "I 2 "I 8 5 5 
MACERAL/SUEMRCEPRLS 
Uitrinite Maceral s 
Telccollinit e 1 2 13 21 31 33 1 "1 21 1 "1 
Desmoccllin it e 53 50 "17 "10 "1 33 53 '-:5 
Uitrocollini t e 'i 2 5 5 ·~O 1 5 ':' ' ~ 
-" 
CorpccDlllnlt e 1 tr- 1 2 3 2 : 
EXl ni te ""2cer21 s 
Liptadetrln it e 5 1 ~ 
_0 9 13 5 9 3 ':! 
Sporinlte 2 tr 1 0 0 1 1 
Cutin ite 1 2 2 2 1 "I 2 1 
Resinite 12 tr 5 3 3 7 3 9 
Sucer inlt e tr tr tr 1 1 2 1 1 
Fluorin ite 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inertlnite Ma cera l s 
Inertodetr inl te 0 1 1 tr 2 3 1 1 
Semifu:l!lite 3 1 1 0 ~- tr tr 1 .. 
fl..!:inlte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Macrinite 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sclerctinite 2 1 2 2 2 5 Lj "I 
Ii I NERc:L MC:.ITE? 
quartz 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 t r 
clay ".2 6 tr 0 1 1 2 t r 
p!,!rite tr 2 ~r 0 0 0 0 0 
hematlte 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
llptc/claid 0 tr 0 0 tr 0 tr 0 
reL<.!orked peat 1 1 1 tr 1 ~r 1 
IPI (Ne!.Uma!l J 0.20 C.25 0.35 0.65 0.65 0 .27 0 . 35 0.22 
Thicy.!lE== o .15m O. 5m O.Oem gra b sample grab sa m·p le grab sample grab sample grab sa mpl e 
Coal T!,!pe Type RS I~ . T;,:pe RB N. D. I\I.D. T p e RB !~pe 0 T~pe D 
1'1e!nber 
"!"hornson 5i ES Farmction [a!T,p Camp Camp C mp Donkey DO!lke;d 
Grid Ref. L29 20820Lf K3 097058 L30 158173 L30 1 58173 L30 15617 3 L 0 1 58173 L30 115102 L30 12612 "1 
Sa:np1e U.C.No. 1196 5 11867 11868 H969 U8/a 11871 1187 2 11873 1 197'1 
~ 
ill 
MACERAL GROU P mmf 
Uitc-iJ1l t = 8'1 82 9 0 72 82 72 82 7 5 6 7 
E:<init e 9 S 12 13 12 20 13 21 2 8 
- Ine~tinite 6 8 6 11 7 8 5 3 7 
MACERAL/SUS MA CE RAL S 
. Uitrinit= r1acera Ls 
Te1oco ll in ite 15 11 18 1'1 1'1 15 27 28 16 
Desmocoll i ni te 57 17 ,.5 '15 55 '13 31 35 35 
Vi trocol1 Hll te 8 '15 8 5 9 8 20 5 5 
Corpocolli ni te 2 :3 2 2 2 1 2 tr 
Exini te Macer31s 
Liptodet'i nit e '! '1 6 11 5 2 5 9 
5por init e 1 "1 1 1 2 3 2 2 5 
Cl!t i n i t e 1 2 1 1 2 8 '1 10 6 
Resi nite 2 1 2 3 2 1 '1 1 3 
5uberini te 1 1 1 1 tr t, 1 0 t. 
Fluorinite 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I nert ini te Mac~ ra 15 
!nertodetr- i nite 1 1 2 '1 3 3 1 1 
Semifus 'l ni t e 2 3 1 tr tr te- tr tr 1 
Fusini t e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Macr-in i te 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t r 
ScleLa ti ni ~ e 3 'i 3 5 'i 5 'i 2 'i 
:oINERAL MATT E? 
q u ar- tz 
-
1 0 0 tr 1 0 2 
c l e!,J '1 5 7 2 3 3 2 10 
p \d ri te tr 0 2 0 0 "1 2 2 2 
hemat it e 0 0 0 0 0 .te- 0 0 0 
li pto /clay 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 2 1 
rellJor ke c peat 2 2 1 tr 1 0 tr tr 
TPl (Ne",man ) 0 .22 0.19 0.33 0.27 0 . 21 0 . 32 0.53 0.70 0 . 38 
Th ickness gr ab s amp le gr3b sample 1.5m 2.65m '1.8m o .10m 0.2m 1.3m7 0 . 35m 
Coal Ty pe Ty p e D? Type 0 7 Ty pe 1'18 Type AB Type AB Type 1'18 Type A8 Type C Ty pe 1'18 
Membe. Do n:':ey Donkey Donke y Donkey Donk e y Thomson Thomson Camp Thomson 
Grid Ref . L30 12512'1 L30 12612'1 L30 108077 L30 108075 L30 108075 L29 20820'1 L29 28625 7 L29 233226 L2 3 26022 ',± 
fiS (\J Sample U.C.t~o. 
MACERAL GROUP mmf 
Vi1:rinite 
E:dni te 
Inertinite 
MACERAL/SUB MACERALS 
Vltrinite Macerals 
Telocollinlte 
Desmocolllnlte 
Vl1:rocolllnite 
Corpocollinlte 
Exinite Macerals 
Liptodetrinite 
Sporinite 
Cutinite 
Resinit.e 
Suberlnite 
Fluorinlte 
Inertinite Macerals 
Inertode1:rini1:e 
Semifusinite 
Fusinlte 
Macrinite 
Sclerotinlte 
rUNERAL nATTER 
quartz 
clabl 
Pbl r1te 
hema1:1te 
lipto/clabl 
re"JDrked peat 
TPI (Newman) 
Thicy.ness 
Coal TblPe 
Member 
Grid Ref. 
11875-8 
reflectance 
onlbl 
all <O.05m 
carbominerites/logs 
see Appendix 1 
11879 
59 
28 
'i 
15 
36 
1 
o 
13 
3 
2 
2 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
2 
tr 
21 
o 
o 
2 
o 
0.'13 
o .10m 
N.D. 
Thomson 
L2S 213213 
~ 
Type AB A-A component 
IPI (Newman)- Ielo/Desmo+Uitrodet 
-- .. . ~-- . . _ . 
1) ;;ona maceral 
vitrit e 27 15 21 18 3'-\ 37 2'1 '17 
liptite - s uberi te tr 1 1 tr tr 3 2 
-resite 3 0 0 0 tr 0 1 
inert it e -fusite 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- semifusite 0 tr 0 0 b 0 0 0 
- s cler-o tite 0 0 0 tr- 0 0 tr tr 
2 ) Si maceral 
c l ar-i t= -U -cu!:icO'::larite-U 8 8 28 31 2 3 13 5 
-sporocl ar ite -U 2 3 tr tr 1 2 0 :s: 
- liptoc la;:-ita-U '13 3'1 25 23 25 21 '10 30 1-'-() 
c l ari te-L -spo;:-ocla;:-ite-L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ti :x> 
-cuticoclarite-L tr 0 2 1 0 tr 0 0 0 'lJ I-' 'lJ 
- l i ptoclarite-L te- O 1 te- l 1 2 1-'- t:z::l 
rt ~ 
v itri ne rtite-U-v i trine;:-tite-U· 2 '1 te- l 7 3 te- 2 ::r t:J 
- vitrinsclerotite-U '1 2 2 1 5 5 '1 0 H rt >< I-<: 
v it ri n2 rtit2-I -vit~ine~tite-I· 
.0 0 0 0 tr 0 tr 0 'D 0' 
- v i trinsclee-otite-j 0 1 tr ~- te- tr 1 0 (1) .... 
GUr-it 2 0 0 0 0 0 tr 0 0 ~ ::l 
Pl 
I-' 
3 ) Ie- i maceral I-<: 
til 
durcc l a r-ite -due-osporoclarite 1 tr 0 te- l 3 tr 0 
(1) 
-du rol i ptoc1arite 6 l'i 9 7 11 9 7 
til 
7 
-du~oinertoclarit2 '1 3 2 1 <: '-! 3 
v i tr! ni nartol !ptlte 0 0 2 0 0 tr 0 0 
c 13rcd uri!:e 0 0 tr 0 0 0 0 tr 
c a r-ba r:: i ne:-it2 -car- b ar-gi i te te- l 3 5 tr 1 1 tr 
-c3rbop;Jr te 0 3 2 9 13 E 0 0 
- c a rbasil cate 0 tr 0 0 0 0 tr 0 
-ca r b opolyo.inerite 0 9 0 1 0 0 tr 0 !\) 
~ 
A l~ i~e~ts Ct~2L t haI scleC"wtite . 
Verltcal Scale 
20 
15 
10 
5 
o 
Des 
N 54 
X 0-31 
S 0 ·03 
11309 
Tel 
N 
X 
S 
Des 
N 53 
X 0·29 
S 0'04 
18 
0·36 
0'04 
Tel 
N 117 
X 0·34 
S 0·05 
n u 
~ 
Tel 
N 77 
X 
5 
.APPENDIX 7 (Reflectance Data) 
KEY 
Telocolllnile (Tel) 
Low Reflecting Telocoliinite (Res) 
(Eu - ulminit e A) 
Desmocollinite (Des) 
~ - j I 
·35 ·25 
• 
N number 01 measurements 
X mean 
S standard devialion 
• 
·45 
252 
253 
116.§l 
Des Tel Res 
N 53 N 31 N 44 
X- 032 X 0 ·33 X 0·24 
S 0 ·04 S 0 ·02 S 0 ·03 
·25 ·35 ·45 
11e10 
Tel 
N 74 
X 0·30 
S 0·04 
·20 ·30 ·40 
11835 
Des Tel 
N 42 N 90 
X 0·39 X 0 ·39 
S 004 S 0·03 
·2 0 '30 ·40 ·50 
Des 
N 48 
X 0 ·36 
5 004 
Des 
N 33 
X 0 -33 
5 003 
Des 
N 31 
X 0 ·35 
5 004 
Des 
N 40 
X 0 ·30 
5 .002 
Tel 
N 94 
X 0 ·36 
5 .0-05 
'20 
Te l 
N 82 
X 0 ·35 
5 .0·04 
Te l 
N 111 
X 0·30 
5 003 
254 
·2 
'30 , '40 · 50 
~ 
~ B~ I 
N 
~ Rq 
~ 
·25 ·35 ·45 
255 
·20 · 30 
·2 5 · 35 
'20 '30 
,25 '35 
11875 
Tel 
N 104 
X 0·28 
S 003 
'4 0 
11855 
Tel 
N 100 
X 0 '30 
S 003 
11818 
Tel 
N 100 
X 030 
S 003 
'40 
.10 
'05 ·15 
N 117 
X 0'37 
5 0 ·04 
.2 0 
11857 
N 101 
X 0 ·33 
S 004 
·25 
·20 
' 25 
.30 
·3 5 
N 67 
X 0 ·15 
5 001 
11878 
N 118 
X 0 ·12 
5 0.()4 
·40 
256 
·50 
·45 
257 
N 101 
X 035 
S 0<>3 
-20 -30 -40 
11843 
N 97 
X 0 -28 
S 0-02 
-25 -35 45 
N 102 
X 0-38 
S 0<>3 
-20 -30 -40 -50 
11 B20 
N 100 
X 0 -35 
S 0<>3 
.25 -35 -4 5 
N 100 
X 032 
S 003 
·20 
11836 
N 74 
X 037 
S 004 
11837 
N 76 
X 0 '35 
S 0 ·0 4 
I 
·20 
11839 
N 113 
X 0 ·33 
S 003 
258 
'30 '40 
·25 
·30 -40 
· 25 ·35 ·4 5 
259 
·2 0 
·30 
11856 
N 101 
X 0 ·25 
5 0 ·03 
11816 
N 101 
0·30 
0·04 
11859 
N 79 
X 0·30 
5 ().O5 
11839 
N 72 
X 0 '30 
5 0()6 
·4 
·25 · 45 
11829 
N 98 
X 0·32 
S 0·02 
·20 
11831 
N 114 
X 0 '33 
S 0·08 
11872 
N 107 
X 0 ·31 
S 0·02 
'20 
11848 
N 105 
X 0·42 
S 0·03 
260 
'30 ·40 
'25 '35 '45 
·30 '40 
'25 ·35 '4 5 
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APPENDIX 8 
U. C . No. 11821 118~9 11E55 11843 11839 11 838 
Coal Ana1\:j s is 
(air- dr-ied) 
f10 i stur-e a ., 18 . 1 21.6 18.1 8 . 5 20.Lt 10.9 ' a 
Ash % 18.7 3.7 8.5 55 . 8 Y: . 8 52 . 1 
lJolati1e 11a t ter- c / '. 30.3 35.3 37.6 19 . 2 36.1 21 . 5 
Fixed Car-bon c.' 31 . 8 38.Y: 35.8 16 . 3 38.7 15,5 ' 0 
Calor-ific lJalue 
BTU/lb 7 , 270 8,770 8 , 280 
f1J/kg 16.91 20.Y:0 19 . 27 
Sulphur- % 2 . 79 0.75 5.52 1.38 1 1 w. . ~ " 1. 88 
J. C .No. 1181Y: 11812 11870 11822 11805 1 1 Rn4 -~~'-'-
'1oi stur-e 22. 7 22 . 0 26.5 23.7 25.0 2'-±.2 
(as r-eceivEd) 
::: oa1 Anal\:jsis 
Cair- dr-iEd ) 
10i stur-e 0 / 17.7 16 . 8 '. 21 . Lf 19.8 21. 3 ~n '7 LV. I 
~sh 0 , 3.S 7.3 Y:.3 6.3 3.3 3 . w. "0 
" )olati1e Ilatter- ./ 39. 1 37.5 36.5 35.5 3 6.0 35:8 
' '. 
~i X 8d Car- bo n 0, 39 .7 38.Y: 37.8 38.Lf 3S.Y: L±C.1 "c 
:a10r- if ic lJalue 
BTU/lb 5,200 8,870 8,550 8,6Y:0 8,860 8,860 
1'1J /kg 21.35 20.6Lf 20.22 20 . 10 20.62 20 . 52 
3ulphur- =.; 3 . 83 3.20 O.LfO 0.67 0 . 51 0.85 ·'a 
J.C .No. 11808 11809 11810 11863 11862 11861 llB~B 
10isture 23.6 22.2 21.3 23.6 27 . 6 22.7 28.'-± 
(as r-Ecei veo) 
:oa1 Anal\:jsis 
(air- dr-ied) 
loisture . / 20 . 8 19.7 18 . S 18 . 7 19 .1 1 7 . S 1S . 0 '0 
ish 0 ,-'. 2.7 2.1 3.6 2.Y: 1.6 3.6 10.2 
lolatile f"l a tter ~ .. ~ 35.6 36.6 3 8 .3 LtO.5 38.5 '-Il.O 33.7 
i>-;ed Car-bon % Y:0.9 Y:l . 6 39 . 2 38.3 Y:0.8 37.5 37.1 
:a lor-ific lJalue 
BTU/lb 8,880 9,280 9,230 9,1Y:0 9,050 S,550 8,2LfO 
1 J /k g 20.66 21.58 21 . Lf8 21.25 21.05 22.21 19,1E 
ulpJ~ ur- .. 0.82 0.Lf2 0 . 70 0 . 37 0 . 39 0.55 3 . 52 '. \ 
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P.O. 30:-: ~Oq 
REPORT O? ~."'P.!... YSIS 
e:::t. 548 
S.A.~,!?LE : 
CR.~. ?E?: 37/230 37/231 
0'..1'.:':":":::" UC no. llB?9 11841 11859 11837 11829 11872 
CO ALi'. \' .~ 1. Y s: S : , .:::.i;:--c:.-.iec DCIS i S ) 
% :6 ':I ., ("0 2.E. ,. 2~ 18 7 2. 6 " - - .. " .,
Ash 0 7 2 !, 1 7 
, 6 :. , :) 9 
-" 5 - '(j - - ., 
n 3·! :.G t; 
-' S 3Li G 3 
., 
-; 3() 1 
- '0 ~ ~ . 
?u -" J -" 7 G JO 7 39 -" 22 " , ~ - - -'- v Fi;·:e::: C;:.:::oo:; 
;:J 
" i>:J 5 . ,:,~ IJ 8 seQ ~ ~ ~'..) 3 7';J (j 2~;rJ I] . ", - :J . , , 
~.1J /~;,. 
'" 
18 ::'9 20 I: 5 7 :;'0 20 lj : ~!O :, ~ , ~ 
= - - -
- ~h 0 /. C (; 
-" 
" 3 S , ~ ~ '3 70 j 25 ., 
CP,A P-E!7 : 37/22 '; 37/22: 27/:220 37/:27 37/222 37/22S 
~:"".;'.~?L::: ,CF: UC no 11825 11873 11823 11827 11826 11832 
~lGi5t \.lYe - ~:s 2 ~ 2 13 6 1 7 4 2C 2 20 9 19 5 
As~ - % 
-
0 c, 
-
6 7 ~ J 3 ,~ lJ 8 
VO:2.t:.2 ,.:: ~VJ3::C:- r "3 ~J 7 I; l t, liO 6 39 2 ' '. ";''', 9 40 0 
?ixed C~,:' jC·;1 '. ~ 2 2 l 35 t.' ::,:, '3 3~· 7 t;O (', 35 7 
C2io! ;:':c "\t ll~ . "~ - t.: .' 1 ~.., ~~ :;:a '-:-, ~,r.·c! " " ~ 'j 
.~ :3 7S0 ,) , :SCJ 
--
..... 
- -
J.I. ' 
:;:.; n, rr 
'" 
2C ,~S 22 29 2? ~ 9 .: 
-
·::'5 2(; ~~ 2 l 2:.~ 
S 1n n~lr - n 0 ,. .l 2 2(; C 7':! ~ ~. J 1 9 3 0 Sc. 1: -n ., 
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31/10/8f. 
COAL RESEARCII ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAlW (INC.) 
Rerort of Anal1 s is 
Rotokuhu Drillin/l Programme 
Ilotel.ole 118 Pliea 
Coal Analysis - As Received nasis 
Depth Weight Ply eRA Re to Noisture Ash Voln ti Ie Fl xed Cnlorific Sulphur 
from to No. H"tter Carhon V8lue 
(m) kg. i. l :t % MJ/kg % 
0."05 "2/7 25 26.7 4 . /, 37.8 31.1 19.71 0."3 
1.010 2 "2/726 22.2 5. 4 35.3 37.1 20.17 O. "2 
0.900 3 "2/7 27 28.0 5.4 32.0 34 . 6 18.10 0.39 
I. 395 4 1,2 / 728 28.3 6 . 4 31.3 34.0 17.78 0.35 
0.640 5 42/7 29 31.0 6. 8 32 . 6 29.6 16 . 81 0. 32 
0.310 6 42/i 30 27.0 3.0/ 3".7 35.3 19.48 0.39 
1.400 7 "2/7 31 27.9 7.~ 30.9 "" " j 7. ~O U. 3 J ..J.).J 
I. £·U Il 42/7 32 2" . 5 22.4 28.3 2".8 13 . 91 0.30 
2.915 9 "2/i 33 27.4 11.0 29.3 32.3 16.98 0.39 
1. 145 10 " 2/i 34 27.8 8.3 33.0 30.9 17.85 0." 7 
0.275 II 42/7 35 26.3 10.9 30.7 32.1 17.27 0.50 
0.520 12 "2/7 36 5.2 73. 5 
O. 175 IJ "2/7 3 7 25.6 29.9 22.6 21.9 11.60 0.51 
1.230 II, 42/7 38 30 . 3 " . 5 32.0 33.2 18 . 30 0.1,,, 
0 .850 IS " 2/7 39 30.3 3.6 31.9 34.2 18.57 0.36 
1.185 16 42/7 4 0 30.7 3.3 32.2 33.8 18.04 0.35 
1. 090 17 42/7 41 29.7 3. 1 31. 9 35.3 18.77 0.35 
1.190 18 1,2/742 29.5 4. 3 3],6 3".6 18 . 1,4 0. 39 
0.985 19 1,2/7"3 30.5 3. 1 31.9 3".5 18 .52 0.37 
0.590 20 1,2/744 30.8 4.9 29.7 34.6 17.58 0.36 
0.578 21 42/7"5 7.3 64.2 
0.800 22 "2/7"6 29.1 13.4 31.7 30.8 17.61 0."8 
0.955 23 42/7" 7 25.3 5.8 34.0 34.9 19.72 0.132 
2.160 24 42/7"8 29.8 10.0 30.3 29.9 17.02 0.55 
1.1,95 25 42/749 -''l74· &troi- 10.7 11. 1 5.57 0. 12 
1.335 26 47./7 50 24.4 16.3 35.6 23.7 I1,.82 0.26 
1.140 27 42/7 51 25.5 19.6 26.1 28.8 15.18 0.29 
I. 005 28 42/752 30.3 4.2 30.1 35.4 113.05 0.41 
0.1390 29 42/7 53 26.8 1".6 26.9 31.7 16.37 0.39 
1.455 30 "2/7 54 29.9 ".6 31.9 33.6 113." I 0.53 
0.625 31 1,2/755 213.6 6.8 31.1 33.5 18.02 0.64 
0.685 32 42/756 32. I 5.6 28.7 33.6 17. 26 U.55 
0.400 33 1,2/7 57 3".3 5.0 2(\.1, 32.3 16.91 0.55 
0.520 34 "2/7 58 31.3 7.6 28.6 32.5 16.84 0.56 
1. 200 35 "2/7 59 .~ 71.9 8.3 9.3 1, .51 0.14 
1. ~ 10 36 42/760 30 .6 5.9 32. 5 31.0 18 .02 0.70 
5."50 37 "2/761 26.7 13.2 33.2 )].9 17.86 0.50 
1. 990 38 42/762 28.9 ". 7 31.8 34.6 18.32 0.50 
LJ.C. N.:: . ~~~sh Mi neral Matter P~e se n t in LTA Residues 
[JU,H·t z Kao linite Musco v ite l Gy p sLlm Smect i te Pyr i te Ma~:::as:.te Feldspa~ 
illite 
11811 Xa Xa Xa 
IlB 12 8.8Cb) Xa Xp 
11882 75 (a) Xa 
11B 1 3 Xa Xa Xp '? Xa !3: 
1181 'f '1.3Cb) Xa Xa X<J xa 1-" 
1181 5 Xa Xa Xa ::J (1) 
Ii 
1180 9 2.5Cb) Xa Xa Pl 
1180 8 3.'1Cb) Xp Xp I-' 
1180'1 't.3Cb) Xa Xa Xp !3: 1180 5 't.2(b) Xa Xa Pl 
1180 5 Xa Xp Xa rt 
11807 Xa Xp Xa ~ rt (1) 
. 'lj Ii 
1185 1 't.'tCb) Xp ? 'lj 
1185 3 3.0Cb) Xa Xa tx:l t1j 
1186 0 Xa Xa )(a 
!;z: Ii 
t::1 (1) 
H en 
1181 0 '1.'1 Cb) Xp Xp :>< (1) 
~ ::J 1186'1 X X rt 
11825 3.8Cb) Xa Xa 1-" 
::J 
118'1'1 Xa Xa Xa t"I 11 811 xa 1-3 
::t:" 
11E72 '1 . 2Cb) Xa )(a lip 
11 8 25 '1.6 Cb) Xp Xp Xp Xp ~ 
11 6 2 3 8.ICb) Xa Xp Xp (1) en 
11 8 55 10 . '1Cb) Xa Xa Xa Xp 1-" 
118 55 Xa Xp Xa .<a p, 
11 8 3 8 58 . 5Cb) Xa Xp Xp '? Xp C 1188 2 }la (1) en 
11 816 Xa Xp Y-p Xa 
1l 81r 1 18 6 ~; mm delecled Xp Xa 
a abundant 
p P5esent Ca) etermined appro x imate l y during hlgh temperature ashing. 
Cb) From C.R.A. Proxima t e Anal yses Cdr y basis). 
t\) 
0> 
~ 
~ 
Py FYI.1t 
.... , ~ 
OIl O.wu 
G,.. c;,...,. 
~ ~I\olf 
"'" 
d XRD Traces. Selecte 10 
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IS 
266~ ____ '-~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ____ -r 
" 
K 
20 
011 
20 '5 
001 
u C No 
ngO 
Na20 
5i02 
A1203 
55 
P2D5 
F e203 
!inD 
T i02 
CaD 
K20 
T otal 
u c ~,j CJ 
MgO 
l\j820 
SiD2 
Al 2[:3 
55 
P2eS 
Fe203 
MnO 
T iC2 
CaO 
1<20 
Total 
U ,[ . f·)o 
ilgD 
~~a2C:; 
5iD;::: 
A12C3 
55 
P2CJ5 
Fe203 
rinG 
TiCe: 
CaD 
K2D 
Total 
-. 
.J. 
APPENDIX 11 
Major Element Chemistry Of Coal Ashes . 
11812 
0 058 
0 031 
8S 112 
., Lf55 ..i. 
0 108 
n 
.008 \.... 
8 517 
0 029 
0 033 
0 4;::>~ -~--' 
r> 023 w 
ao 869 ...;~ 
1 1825 
':) 953 
-' 
-. .t\ "r-.l.~O 
~ 155 
';' 7 -. Lf7 1. 
15 oao .....;...; 
0 1 15 
38 058 
0 155 
0 157 
12 21 9 
n 
v 1S3 
'"''"' 502 VL' 
l185'-± 
B 9S7 
- 0 052 
33 323 
1 105 
o 025 
7 575 
o 075 
o 10'1: 
23 5S9 
99.058 
11813 
0 ":/~~ -~~ 
0 007 
Lf8 ,-..;:;, U~I 
22 258 
0 105 
0 038 
23 559 
0 0'-:8 
1 375 
-'-
n r"~ 
v C.L~ 
1 530 
0-' 533 -.).' 
1 1838 
0 '181 
0 ~1 ~ ::J..1.::::: 
73 865 
13 h77 _,' I 
3 510 
0 038 
.1 8Lf5 
0 OLf3 
0 859 
':l 072 
c 585 
:1 00 502 
11872 
0.l±02 
o 025 
53 l±85 
10 320 
o 307 
o OLf5 
29 9l±2 
Q 010 
o 123 
2 3~1 
o 2Lf8 
57 250 
11815 , 1818 1 1823 .l. 
0 920 1 '1 LiS 1 '"!c~ 
0 2Lf3 0 7S5 0 133 
53 58Lf 51 5 U1 J...l. 52 565 
25 275 25 187 2L± 06Lf 
3 080 0 LfSL! 1 575 
0 750 0 22Lt 0 ~u..c: '-' J.. ..J 
7 515 Lf 007 u 000 I ... 
0 058 0 021 -0 01 '0 .l. 
" 281 1 ., ow. 1 191 .1. ........... ~ 
3 301 '"' l!80 3 257 U 
2 755 u 031 c 37t! ~ 
59 183 00 125 100 p--~-..1 ~C:c' 
1 18'-±Lf 1 1855 , 1855 
-'-
1 821 0 Y:22 0 L±1 i 
0 023 0 OY:Lf 0 ., ,......,r ~00 
50 -: ., / .L ..i. 39 913 51 55C 
1 'iS7 2Q 128 27 SY:3 
"j --. 829 0 r-:-~ " 753 1..:l o / ~ ..l. 
0 023 1 525 0 OED 
13 52L± ':)::; i 12 ., L± 035 -Ji-. .l. 
0 0- 4 .:l _ 0 0'15 0 C03 
,""" 057 " 859 205 ·u u 
-
7 S2Lf 2 lC,~ _c 0 51 9 
0 UP 0 955 2 285 
9S Lfl±7 39 - '1 ---' 1 00 085 ..- .. ..-
11881 11882 
0.026 0 039 
o 075 0 03L± 
5S 7Si 100.505 
O.OEY: 0 .02 7 
o 007 -0 0'17 
o 015 0 OOLf 
0.2Lf::! C l!97 
o 005 0 OLiO 
o 006 0.008 
o 110 0 009 
o 00l! 0.000 
100 3::::;":/ 101 216 
11825 
"i 578 
0 :385 
18 592 
3 70e 
~~ u,...·r-.:~::J 
0 . 028 
E L±Sl 
r'\ 058 u 
0 OBl 
22 531 
0 l87 
99 1 1 .., ... 
2.1852 
1 8 1 ~--,-
Q SSLI 
, 3 C:::::iL.,: 
, 253 
-
.... 
28 75~ 
1 7Y:3 
8 750 
0 05S 
i .... 
'...I 9Sl! 
1 u 5 7l± .1. 
" 
0 C::bb 
S8 LiSE 
1.).t1 .l.l t5 ::; UITUIIClL-Y LU'::j . 
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APPENDIX 12 
GAMMA RA' DEPT H BUkK DENSITY 
260 
270 
280 
ao 
300 
269 
GAMMA RAy DE PTH BULK OENSI1Y 
220 
230 
26 0 
260 
I 
I 
'T'· 
'-T'" 
Dopl" 
100 
190 
200 
220 
270 
RAM CREEK MEMBER 
ell bl'-',h' l>rn.mass.~.I'"I!St . 
r'"LY : ":" 
F"LV ::. -4 , 
~I J I Cl II ",u C.l'",J. 
-l~ss ~ Jlj ceous at lo~. 
l,ll- -::: -?,- L' "'sl/cUiI}. 
brll~,.pl li'm,;::/s ~ t'lsl. 
11-~ Nsl / dirly cu.,l . 
brn,rpl )",m . prly ~rl.mic~c!c8rb.= i Sst • 
.Jusl . ', torn, I "'m-m~ss,c""rq~ sClndy nli CiliC Hs.t wi th 
thin mic",c 1 S~t beds. 
--:I"':"::";;""''---!--<l'u, I. '; l,rn,ul scontlm.'oL'!Sl', I ilm-m"'ss,~, i. 
-
'. 
:..: ..... : . 
"7 
",-"j;~-:.,-:..;.c'-J 
C;· 
:,.;:>ndy Z~t. 
-hl-'.;o. '/1 1 y bLll""ro'"'ed. 
~;'L'~: ,~~,:~:\, mi c "'0: , 0: L Sst.Fining upwilrd. 
I t Qy;rl,l lilm,ciI,..b,micilc,: ~ Sst Loarspn i ng 
1...;::0 i ntu .!. .f Ssl. 
-b\ · rrC'.".""d. 
~l~r~~r ~urrows filled with pyrIte. 
IbL'''';LW''S .. r e however mostl." ll. 
It 'Jy.l .. m.~ll.mic",c,;:: 1 Sst. 
-h"" " "'1 J y j'I..r-rOlo'cd. 
IL tJ').' l,.) mctl QY,J",m,c",· b.ntlCilC ,;:: i. Ss l/ s i~t. 
-llIo'",vj J ." 1J' .. ·rO .... E'd. 
fJtl'd lU - 1J'!.fjll(~I'I li'n1~"~",rlJ.mic. ""c, !.. sand y 1sL. 
gy L'II-l'll ' ~f~in Ll y l i1 m-mA~~~~ Ms t. 
dt' f. i··, l.'r".rJls(."ont· lnUOL' ~ ly l ~m .L s~"lndy.~~ Zst . 
-ho::C'vi J y '-'urrl)""~d. Cof) 
l lll ;-. I 'l l ... n ~m~;:'E lu r-:'l lllLly I ';\tn , l..:tl l.,.r1-=-L. 
',J't' LH' " lo uL.!=oi· ." brn,m~!'-s yri!'(.!1ny liP Inlo 
sii';lhlly Jc'tm~mj.,;""c,co'\rb-c..:u'b~Zsl. 
-lIlWr()wl::'d. 
(II: ~ ' 11 brn-9Y brn,prly s rl.mjc~c ~ c~rb z i Ssl. 
me-d Il '1y -g brr) gy.ror J y !"rt,mlc""c,f-me-d Sst 
of InJ/"l", u p Inlo =- i S~t. 
'lor d 'fo g','.pr J ',' srt,c.:!Irb,mici'c,i"-n'ed Sst. 
:: bdd In p io" ces . 
- i I III ny I.']..'. 
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272 
". 
'''' 
In- n ~y to It 9 \' 0 111"'"1'1 srl,micoi\c , ci'rb,rpl ) ..- m 
o"nrJ ::1.H1t.l . ;: (-flied Sst. 
- -4 es- lcoo n ::bdd. 
b'- n 9 Y,prl y 5"l~ mi c ", c , c "'rb t rp l J C'lm~: i.-of S !S t. 
-burrowl?d . 
- So"InU) er oi'Il top • 
.!.. 5 ;:onl.l '/ tTl 1. s t. 
t> l l :~~ Ms\. . 
mlsl" l tWn-bll • r i'i nll y 1 i'lm-rr,,,,ss~~. Msl. 
d U5 1-: y brn t. o blL~p""' l y srt ~ miC "H; -mjc~c,~~ 
:, Z ~l . 
bll· ~tJ i"" l y cu""l /~ Hst . 
-p "',.... I I Or So i I i c.: 1 .f i eu • 
PL Y ~9 . 
'1st . 
:.1). 
It ~ I'" brn.,.. .. » l"'rIi ~ca ,..b {-i Sst ,;.nd ~ 2st. 
-IJII,- ro...,,,,u . 
11 : ~~r . ..Il , " I ~ l i'lnd dirty c o"," J . 
J l g y - lJ rn g y, rJJ) l .... m,1. sC\nd y ~ 1s t to 
f_ S'!i'l. 
"" 
F'LV J 9 . 
F'LV :,) . 
-:llghlly !" ll lCliled at ba s E'. 
F'L \' : 1 . 
-s 1 I It; 1 f I C'~I c.o~ I • 
" 'LV :=. 
rllI:;I , ',- b,..n lC" lIll .tn~ss-.f",inl)y lam~~~mic",c . 
s.and '1' Hst:. a nd Zst. 
r 'L Y ::" 
(IU!:'I'/ brn.c.:wb . r-'sl. 
I t ol v Q· .. . r p ) j ,2lm.c: .• H'b,;: !.. $'!; l . 
elu:./·,· t;.;'-n.c",rb tl !; t. 
'Il o l v 9y,rpl l~m-mass.: L Ssl.Mst rip-up 
C 1 i'St.fo. • 
_.Jl. t.Jlv 9"'~"'r'1 l~m.tnic",c.CiH-b .;;; i Sst . 
4) a m. ~ t ,..u c t ~ l r~s pr ~ sent. 
-. -b ',trro"'C'u anlJ rooted. 
-. 
me~ It yy .;: hdd gr~tJin9 up inlo rpI l~m,carb, 
~jcoc .;: metJ-f to i Sst. 
bll, r: al- b ME-t 
I ,' ,. .~ . ..:;.' . .l : '. • ..... ~ , . L' 1 J ~r; " 
dllSI-,. brn.mlc",c,c~""l:> , ,..pl Jam.;: :L =::;s t. 
-uu,'ruw<;>tj ilnd rooted. 
me!,.1 It '.:ly , :: brJd gro"dinC) up into "r.1 ).:om , ciH"b. 
mJC"C ~ ~ med-f Lo i S~ l. 
~rn 9Y to mqd It 9y,,-pl )~m,mjc~c.carb, 
;:: i.-me d Ss1.. 
c.h·!'"i y b '"n.prly ~,...t. . mic",c.C;>lrq~",p ) 1.m l o 
4.1nt l y )~m~ = L S ~l. 
-I H' rl"u"'~<..I ~IH.I rooled. 
It. '.,I "I ~prl ·1 !-' ''''l~ m ICi'c , Ci''''b ,:: lH ... hJ .z med-c. rs to i 
E~ l. 
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n Y·/~m~~'$!mi<":i'o[.,c. ... ,.b • .!. s"," ndy Zs.t. 
It ulv g1,prl~ srl,mjcac,c~rb,~ i Sst. 
l 9'" t o It oIv g.,..,rpl ] o'?oIT. ,mic a-c,Ci' rlJ ;:: i Sst. 
v lJ·hllli.ll5':;,m~c.a",u-carLJ.prly srt,o: :!.. 
t. 
",ller '2 ~ '" i nll y 1 ~m. 
J ~m!micac.,carb . ~ L Ss:t . 
srl , miH:s,mic a c, c,a.r-b,;: .L Sst. 
'-/ brn-l.rn 'Jy.j:'rly srt ' ~rmic ... c, 
!.-f S~l. 
m~d It 9y,rpl J am and ::bdd ,mjcac ~carb,: m~d-f 
Sst. 
oJ'_,!:I· ·" brn-hrn 9y ~ r p l 1.,.", .lTIic""c.~ , 
:: i :';sl-f Ss\. . (coa r sens up) 
-bt l,-rows. 
rllJ~I, '" I:>rn.rpl l""m.mlc ",c ! ~.i. si'ndy Z!:Ot . 
-bllr-row£"d .... nu rooted. 
bll , I. ? - b , Ms l. 
PLY 11. 
F'LV 1 :2 . 
PLV 1::'· , 
PLY 14. 
~'L '" J:":' . 
F'L'( 16. 
Ft. V 1 "7 . 
PLY 18 . 
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b r n 1.)'/ to gy brn , f a inlly lam ~ micac~~ t1s l . 
F'lV ':;·8 . 
. torn g y t o b rn l;dl·. ~ 'iW b . H ~ l. 
r··L .... ;:.:' . 
-:li9ht1 y s i liceous ~l b~~~ . 
b l l ' ~ ml CC'lC ~C.i1I- lJ ~ Msl . 
1J 1I '!c r l .. !';h ,!c,I .brl g hl . b e- nde d co ... l . 
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. . , .. :. : . 
F'L'" 1(1 
br" 9',' .'- p) 1.;0", to milss,!Ci'rLJ t o ~~!.. ~anuy 
Z~ t • 
It 0)" 9Y."-P] o'Ind : : bdll~mlCilc~ci'lrb,n\OtJ-prly s rt , 
:: i to i 5:;1. 
1°95 . 
(T'I <:' rl 1 t g o;"~ fcst l 1un :: bd!:l.c:.arb,miCi'c , motJ srl, 
:: f-med 9 "",r1 Sst. 
l']I: lQ brn bll.,m ... ss,t:rwb . L sandy Zsl rnd Mst . 
IJ 1 I, ,~ f, rti Msl/c Cilrbomi n£'r J leo 
bI t, t o br" bJI ' ,rno'ls.s to L~Jnlly I -"m ,~, 
i ~ ;'nt.ly Z s l "H, d L ~"l r- b!N 5 l/c il rbomlnerltE'. 
lll') ght LOid . 
1 ..... 11 r;'i lo brn bIt ,rp l l"'m,l1lic&:·r.::'~~. i 5~ndy 
:.! ~ ..... 
It 1.)1 .... 9Y lo tn'-n 9y,rp) l"'m,~.m l r;.,.c ,;: i-of 
Sst. 
l'rn gy to b,.-n bll · ,rJ.jI l",,,,.~.micac,;;: i.-of 
Sst. 
-rooled . 
brn gv , s lEt to i Sst. 
-ruoted • 
eLI", l. 
L~I' !l c;J'! t·" It orn g y ,rpI )rm!carb-c:C'rb.ndci'C, 
!.. =i\r,tJy z. ~ t.. 
m1nl.:'''' c or' l? loss. 
LO""}. 
, ..... " Ijv ,r r. ] ].:\m , c:;:!.rl! . miCi\c,i s", n uy Zs t . 
-1.J~lrro .... ~d .;o rllJ rooll.:'d . 
It ~l~ QY to I t gy.tr9h-~~bdd,prly 9r t,c~rb ~ ~ '-med 
l .,1IncJ med-c."-!; Sst. 
p r es""n l . 
Il 01 \, gy. t. r yh-:.:bdd. carb La c.~H" b (lowa r-d s lop) 
:: 4 -med Ss-l . 
It. gy.ma~s.pr l y srl,mic~c,= Q"'~n med-c r s S~l. 
-pyr lJ,..es~nt. 
Il o l v Qy,1.ryh-:: bdd,C i' ,-b,mic Pl c, -{ -med Sst. 
1\ 9y .m?s to lrQh- w-bdd ,prly-mod srt,mic~c, 
t;:o? rb,:: m~'cJ-~ Ssl. 
_]~~$J-__ ~lt 9 Y ,mas::;;.m i c .... c,= Qran med-c,-s SOot. 
Il olv gy,::l'dd.pr-l y -mod srt,carb,o: nu~·d-{ Sst. 
I t 'Jy ,mi\s :,prly-ruod s.rl ,tTll C .... C, :: gr ... n med-c.rs 
G!'t.. 
hll' to l'rn g'l,iine l y 1 "'ffi,mic,;tlceo\.Is.carb,Hst, 
.:ond L !: C'ndy ist. 
- loLorr uw,",u OIInd rool ed. 
::: <:,re lc. ... ss ( -"'ppr·C' :: .:( I-!:icm) 
-:"<,,,"2 lo ~s . 
1111 . I.hi n CL";;,j. 
',II. t: r.> I ,r n g '".f inel y 1 .;1"" La m .... 55,m ic il!l c! ~!:...Q.! 
Hs l 'Jr,;auiIlY I.'j.) in l o !. s .... "dy 1s l . 
"'LV 1 
:=i I i C L·OU~. 
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. ::',' 
'-. ... ...,' 
qy b~n.rpl J~m.Carb.mlc~C!: i Sst . 
.:.bLwrc; ...... ed ~nu rooled. 
-I_,'{ r present. 
cur e )CSS(ilPpro::. I(I-l:ic.m) 
",ed It. g ... ! ;.: bdd!mic,",c,c~rb.;;:: med-crfi gran Sst. 
-py,.. present. 
core J DSS. 
9Y br,rpl J~m.c ",rb.mjc,",c,z L Sst. 
-bLwrU"'ed emu rooLf:'d. 
m~d It ~y,::bdd,mic,",c , carb.mod srt.z med-crs 
yral"'l S=-t. 
mi nor core loss. 
dL,',:;;I :y brn t.o b JI~ !c .. rb.Hst. 
gv t'lrn !~",j nll.,. 1 ",m,micac,c.",rbd: .. sandy Ls\., 
-bLu·rowed ! rooted. 
'.il.S-ly l'rn La b.-n bJI-"ffi<'l!'-5 to (;;>intl.,. lClm,Cf'riJ, 
ffiJCi·c..·L :;.~rldy Lst graulnQ LIP inlo ~ Msl. 
med It 9y,pr)\, ~"'l!micac,c,",rb!mas5 to fajntly 
l ... m.;: !... S-:t. 
• -routed. 
bll : .br ll)hl La r.h.d) co .. J. 
It. 9y!fe~loC'n :: btld.micac.carb.z med Lo crs Sst, 
c.o .• ..- 'S' l?ni"t,) Llil to 9r ~n Sst. " 
-~"tr j.Jrns'!nt". 
~f/.' 
r~:( 
du~l "y brn to brll ~)lr !mic~c~c~rb.Hst/c~rbom)nQrjte 
It 01 .... 9Y to t1rn ltJ I.r p l ] ,com!CeVI;!..Z f-iSst. 
". -'_"._--'-'"--_-'-- Ir,·r p"r~C'nt. 
SD: 
,. ~'f/ . 
<'f: 
" 
" 
,J 
:(): 
j . 
. ~: 
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":.'. >. 
.~: .. ' 
"·00.: 
. :. )~I 
<: 
:/. 
~>< :; . 
::.: : ........... . 
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II 9·/~: : bdd.mic ... c.c.rb,p,..ly s,..t~4:' mEld-cr. Qr-oiln Sst. 
It gy. ):bdd , mi ci'lc , c ... ,-b ,4 to med Sst. 
-c:o~~senl"g up into crs-y,.~n Sst . 
c.or-e loss. 
I t yy.m~5S t o ::bdd,mi,cac:,prly ~" l , med-crs gran 
Sst. 
-coa,.~pnjng up into f pb ] gran Sst. 
dlls. ky b.-n to brn bll~ , Ini'S5,~,Mst. C'nd 
r: ., ,· Uom i ne.' ) l E' . 
It. olv ?V,prJy srl,milSS to fa i ntl y ]",m.micac , 
co,,--b. Zst. 
-pyr present. 
dl'si y urn.m .... ss t o -f aj ntl y l ~m , ci\r- to Z~t. 
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\..: ' ~ .' \(: 
:« 
'S;: 
~ it> 
furn 9 ',. to dusly lH- n.)am~~tm)C"'C ;· i sandy 1st. 
-,-"yr pl-es-e-nt . 
11.. oJ " 9 ',,~ "" p l )E<m f c "' rb.mic",c: ~mod well srl, 
;: f..:-f S~l. 
-p.,.,.. pr e s-ent. 
ci .. sl y brn .f J ,","' ~ ~~s mlst-;.H s l . 
-bur r o .... ed i'lnd rool e d . 
br-n bll.frllntl y lam.~, H5l . 
hI I ' ~ di rt y co ", ) . 
dl' ~ I ' ..... i:wn t o 9;- brn ~ i )"un,c.cw u,s mZ s l-.::M~t . 
- p."r- pr-e~;"!:ml . 
0UE~Y hr n . n , ~ss-4 l am . mic~c . c~r b. f s"", nd y Z~ t 
i'ln d c ,:u-b('lml n~rllQ. -_. __ . -
Jt 0 ) -/ 9'/~mi>~s! pr) y 5r t. c ", "' b .~!!. 
s i?nc! y 2 s t. 
I t b r n QY t.o It: 9'f, ::bdci,cil,..b,mic"",c,mod s r t, 
;: ., S s L. 
d",~1 v brn.,.p l l<"m,.njcnC!t.(.r-b,L sandy Zs.l . 
-b~r~o~l~d i'lnd root e d • 
·Jus ' '/ lu- n t. 0 brn 9\', :: bdu .,.,)d rpJ . !!!.l...£.Q.f.. , c a ,.-b to 
~! ;;: f Sst . 
II 9 '1 .: :bdd ~ mlCc"lc . c..i'rb!{ - mE.· tJ to cr s 5~t . 
log 
rr 
" 
" 
~ . ... : 
..... .... 
' + 
. ::.2.: 
:ss ·· 
<-;·,.:2:: 
.. 
~t.: 
.:~ >: : 
.. . /: 
>~: 
··:·.2: 
" , ,-:- : " 
c.ore 1 ass (i"ppru:: . I. 6 1)m) 
It gy to grn 9y~m~ss . CArb,mlc~c,~ I ~st suppor l ed . 
!".:.onOy (MO' IJ-c r s i .. pll l c o nq . . 
-c l ~ ~ ts 01 Gr~~'11~nd Group,qt~,~nd gr~nit e . 
ol v g ... . ,-I') Ji'm.mjc ", c ~ . ;: i.. Sst. 
-lJurrowe'd. 
It ~y to It olv gy ~ prly ~rt,mICAc,carb,;: Qr~n-med 
S!'ot. 
'.}y br n. m.,.ss lo l"'m . m ic .;l c ,~.i.. !'and y Zs t. 
-burro .... ed. 
core los s (i'ppro:: . 650::m) 
It 9 y, lr q h-::bdd,carb,mici'c,pbl gran Lo med Sst • 
It gy , rp) lAm,mici'c,Ci'rU,f)rly srL,:: L Sst. 
brfo 1)'1 to i.JlI !:- I' '1 urn,i I ",m.c",rb, f s i' ndy Zsl. 
It 9y,rp) J ~m,mlcac.c ... rb,~rly srl , :: i Sst. 
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-
t- It o l v 'ly.m;los!'O-.(,,;nt l y lam~t:,;l"'b,mjCC1oc,lIIod 
~rt-pr J~ ~rl,z i Sst. 
r -llurroWetJ • 
I-
It 01 v 9y .r p) 
L Ss t . 
::- It ';I y. m~ss-trgh-::bud . Car'"b.mic~C~?ri'n-med Sst. 
-numUer oi 4 jniny up cyc l es wllilin tills unit. 
I-
E:: 
olv 9y~trQh-~bdd And rpl ,c~rb ~mj c~c ,~ med-f Sst. 
t-
It g·.,.mi'>ss-lrgh-::bdd~C i',,-b.tr,:ici'c ,mod-"'e )) s,..t~ 
_ Lr 5o-y r',;ln Sst. 
l:-
i-
i-
It gy.mi'>5s-trgh-~bdd,c~"'b,mjcC1oc , ~ crs-g"'~n S~t . 
I t 'J ',. lo 9'"" 9y~m",s:s!cArb!mjcac,cJ""st sllpl-lort",d. 
Si" nr;i v f mp.d-cr s) f pb 1 conQ. . 
- -l.' l""s-ls of GI'"lO>en lo:and Gr~up Qtzosc Gwl ~ e;qt:;:; 
':I r ;,olllle;t.:)as.ls·4cm. 
i-
I--
E:: 
t- cor ~ loss (Clppro::. 41(lcm) 
It yy.lryh-::btJd,C,;lrb,mic!med Sst. 
I--
t-
I-
c-co;>re )oss(i'ppro::.l.b(lm) 
~t GRtlPJII(. J\~nON' 
lOG ~.!.:I-__ -l::..G.::'. ___ • ___ "'::"C+~C'I. e Joss. 
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" 
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" 
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'. '-' 
J t gy . t.rgh-::bdd ,:: me-oj S-st . 
H ? '! l o 01 ... g'/,rp ) l iHr'I , cArb.mic . :: L-f Sst. 
-hllrro~E'~. . 
It 'Tr'.f'::':=o Lrol:)n-::bdd.c.Arb . mic ClC.:: crs Ss t fining 
~p 1nlo f Ss l. (~ c ~c l es ) . 
I t g',·,w.:'l l s rl, l l""gh- ::bdd,c",,..b . miCClc,a: .f-ml!d 
Ss l. 
bll . . dlr-t..y,dull to brilish CO ed. 
QY l',',.., t.o:" uL1sl. y brn,rpl J .,m.~,ndc~c,.!.. 
~.::ond·" 2",t. 
-bur ro ... eu . 
It ',,1'(,"1-11 l ",rr.,~,ci'r b, ;:: f-i. Sst:. 
',J'l b rr) t.o d~lsl· \, br-n,r-pJ l colT\~c:C\rb,II"; c c\c,f. 
!;-,:>ndy lSi_. 
--~~~~~----~., -bur-rowqd . 
.' 
. ' 
- -
:..---= 
-.- - . 
. - '-
- .- . - : 
~1 ,:'--:-::'-. : 
'-J Y lu-n l ' ;1 dll~I , y br-n,r-pl l am , ~~mic ... c,:!.. 
;;5Q~fQZ.~h: 
It ' J ] V gy~rpl li'm ,c.i'rb~ m ic<'lt. ~!. s,:lnLly Zst • 
~~\'~~~""~~·dUS.I: ·1 br-n.l-pl li'm~~l2..mic ... c ~ :!... 
~ .. nd.,. 1.=,t . 
_PllrrC'''"~ o. 
brn g'/~rpl l",m~~.mic...;tc . i Sil nl.J y 2s\. 
- bw"rQwt! t.I. 
0'1 I; rf'l to dl.lsky brn , q.ll lam,c;:> .... b,mic . !.. 
~". ndy l~ l. 
-bllrrowed. 
I t 01 ... 9y .rpl I p..m,Co"rlJ,nlJcC'lc,L s,;,nLly Zsl . 
-bll"'t-':OI"~ 'J. 
11'/ IJrn,r-~J lo2'tn ~ car-lJ.micC\c ~ i sC\ndy Lsl . 
'-tJl.. r- r'.:.'I04ed. 
\lll. . f'::>lnt.ly lam \. 0 liH,.,. m)c C\c ,~;: H~ L . 
- I)t' rr-owed in pl .. c.!?!; , 
du~~y ~r-n,lcom \.0 m co ~s,mlc,cC\ "' U s 1st. 
It (.,·Jv gy~mco~s Lo .. l am ,prI y sort ,c. .... rb,~, 
z f ~sl. 
bII ,(h.-t v CDa ) ""nd c.C\r-bominer- 1 Le. 
gY I ~ ,..n. c~r b . m ic~ c' l sandy Zs L . 
It o j ..... 9'1 to Y'( br n , rpl l am ,c: .:...-b .ln H '::.:'IC , 
i ~~nd'i ~ ~ t - ;: Ss t. 
l'r-n y'" to:..' du~I'y br-n , rp) )"'""c .. rb,L so!IndV Zsl. 
- Ul.I,..r-OW E' U. 
b ll, eH,-tv dull c. oa l • . 
i.Jl.Isky br-n,f l am , C i" r-b ,i sandy 1st. 
-bl,,,,,-C"·Je d. 
I t tl l v q.,.,r-p l la""mlc ac.c:~ro-~:-.o:: i. Ssl. 
-l"J'-" !)wed . 
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l~'/er minor c.arb Hsl/Zst. 
~b.!! or-nQ~meLl-crs S'E.t wilh OeCelSlon",} pebbly 
I .;>yr;:r •• 
-1ine ~ h"" v e been lc~ched oul. 
-:ond 0; .... lhd ::one. Iv. ilbrLlpl) 
It g'/,lrgh->:t,Hlc1 , ca,..b t z med Sst. 
)1. Y't' m",ss-lrgh- ;:bdd, carb~~,~ "'-med Sst. 
,bl" c~rbomjner lt e 
,dusly brn,4 l am,c ..... b . mic""c.£ si'nc.Jy 1st. 
It olv QY to m~d It gy ~ mil5S to faintl y l""m~i 
=",-ndy 2st 
-bLlrrO .... E'd. 
C C'I- ~ 1 OS.S (i'~pro:: ::~cm) 
dL1sl, v b,..n, ( ",intly l.;oom,cE'.-t:o.s 1st . 
It 9y.lr9h-~bdd.c""rb.micac.f Sst. 
-burr-Cl"/ed. . . . 
~:~:~. y brn,4 c") nlly lC\m,~,s 1 s t. 
nled Sst. 
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~lv ?y ,f l~m-rpl 1 ""m .c ... rb, L sa nd y 2st . 
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APPENDIX 13 
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
SAMPLE PREPARATION 
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Small blocks of silicified coal were mounted in Lucite 
thermoplastic resin and polished using the techniques 
described previously in Appendix 4. Samples were prepared by 
Mr K. Swanson of the University of Canterbury Geology Depart-
ment by firstly being cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with 
alcohol, to remove residual polish, grease, and water. 
The samples were then air dried using compressed air, 
and oxidised within a HN03 + KCI03 mixture for about 10 
minutes (samples were checked every minute by washing with 
distilled water, drying and examining under a binocular 
microscope), until sufficient relief was present for SEM 
examination. The rate of oxidation was dependent on the 
organic composition. 
Finally the samples were mounted on a stub using 
"super glue", with the perimeter of the resin block dabbed 
with silver or graphite, and then the samples were coated in 
gold using a sputter coater for 4 minutes . 
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MAP LEGEND 
STRIKE AND DIP SYMBOLS CONTACTS ' SYMBOLS 
DIP 
"'0 "'0 Contact, observed 
0 Cl> Cl> 
-
C 
-
C 
C ~ 0 ~ 
0 -:::J U :::J 
N 0_ .-
-z~ 
-
~ 
~ Cl> ~ Cl> 
0 > Cl> > 
Contact (inferred from 
- - - - -
structure contours) 
I 0 > 0 
FAULTS 
Face defined + ~5 +- 5+ at outcrop Fault, showing dip I 60 
Face inferred 
from field -} p>- 5 1>- 5+ 
relationships 
Major Minor 
Faul t U u 
D 0 
Undulating }>-5 bedding from aerial photographs •• I •• , I I I I I I I I 
Exhumed D erosion surface Late Quaternary 1968 faul t trace 
FOLDS Not Overturned Overtu rn ed Small fault observed F in field 
Upfold anticl ine ---- ---- ------
-+- y and lor antiform KEY 
Downfold + syncline and I or synform 
Monoclina l 
hinge 
Forestry road, plotted 
from aerial photographs 
Unconformity 
DH 118 
N from Nathan 1978a 
S Suggate 1957 
W Wellman 1950 
H Henderson 1917 
y 
t 
BASEMENT 
D Granite 
~ Greenland Group 
INANGAHUA FORMATION 
___ _ r, 
Bir I Ram Creek Member" 
Bid I De Filippi Mudstone" 
Blh I Hunt Member" 
---
LOWER TERT IARY UNITS 
~ Iron Bridge" ~ Fletcher Limestone" 
Lst. 
Whitecliffs Formation" 
Te Wharau San d and 
, I McMurray Limestone" 
THl UnPARY 
UNIY[r~IF or CANTERBURY; 
CI-lRISTCIIURCII. N.2:., ./ 
GILES FORMATION 
{ ~' Winding Shelly defined Ws Sandstone in Text Gf Giles Fm (undifferentiated) 
defined 
in Text 
ROTOKOHU COAL MEASURES 
--: 'Tc 
I~ h.oC « 
I Tm , 
Td 
Camp Member 
Thomson Mem ber 
Donkey Member 
OLD MAN GROUP 
~c Cronadun Conglomerate" 0 1 Larr y Schist Conglomerate .. 
.. defined by Nathan (1974 ) 
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